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I. Project sub-component summary

I. Title: Dissemination Workshop

2. Location: Tanzania

3. Starting Date: November 2004

4. Completion Date: November 2004

5. Sub-component external financing - excluding counterpart contributions

Total sub component cost: U$ 68,094

Of which:
CFC Financing: U$ 68,094
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II. Background and context in which the sub-component was
conceived

The scope of sub-component F.2 was to disseminate as widely as possible the results
achieved by thc project, and to exchange experiences with representatives of other
countries were sisal is produced. A first workshop was held in Tanga in February
2003.

III. Implementation and results achieved

The workshop was organized in Tanga, Tanzania, at the Mkonge Hotel from 16 to
19 November 2004. An organizing committee, with seven sub-committees) was
formed to organize the event.

The countries represented included: Brazil, Cuba, China, Kenya, Mexico, and South
Africa. The event was officially opened by the Vice President of the United Republic
of Tanzania, H.E. Dr. Ali M. Shein and blessed by the presence of representatives
from the Government and from international organizations. In particular the
following guests participated:

Dr. A. Rwendeire (UNIDO Divisional Managing Director)
H.E. Ambassador A. Mchumo (CFC Managing Director)
Hon. Capt. (Rtd.) J. Mwambi, (Tanga Regional Commissioner)
Hon. Mr. M. Mwandoro (MP), (Chairman Tanzania Sisal Board)
Mr. J. Cheluget, (Kenya Ministry of Agriculture, Head of Kenya Delegation)
Mr. S. Mbabaali (FAa)
Hon. Dr. 1. Ngasongwa (MP), (Minister for Industries and Trade)
Mr. D.O. Ruhinda, (Chairman Sisal Association of Tanzania).

On the first day, participants had the opportunity to visit the project sites: from the
Agricultural Research Institution (ARI), at Mlingano to the demonstration areas of the
smallholder scheme agricultural trials at Hale. The foundation stone of the biogas
project was laid during a formal ceremony and the prototype hammer mill was
formally inaugurated. The programme of the workshop is included in Annex I.

On the second day the meeting was officially opened and speeches and statements
delivered. On the third day the presentation of the project main features started and
continued on the next and last day. The different sessions covered the following
topics: "Enhancing and Improving Sisal Production", "Alternative Uses and Markets
for Sisal", "Market Demand for Sisal", "Industrialization of Sisal, Way Forward".
The presenters werc the project national and international experts.

During the second session (Market demand for sisal), the experiences of participants
from Brazil, China, Cuba, Mexico and South Africa were presented and a contribution
to the discussion was given by Mrs. P. Brazier (from Wigglesworth, UK) on the
demand for sisal products in Europe, North America and Asia.
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It should be noted that all the presentations were followed by active participation in
the discussion sessions. Criticisms were raised on the demand projections produced
as part of the market study. As specified in the report for sub-component D.l, the
study was carried out at the end of the 1990s and there were no additional funds in the
project to bring it up-to-date. Therefore the results of the market study should be
evaluated cautiously.

The presentations given at the workshop are included in Annex 3. Obviously the
content of the presentations reflect the views of the presenters, and not of the PEA,
the donor or of the organizers of the event.

IV. Lessons learned

The workshop was well attended and participants provided enthusiastic comments.
The spirit of the workshop was very positive and the views of the participants and of
the guests on the sisal industry highly optimistic. The workshop raised a lot of
interest in the country. The overall goal of disseminating the project results was
therefore met.

The participants underlined that dissemination should have been done more
homogeneously throughout the implementation of the project and noted as being
rather poor especially during the first years of project implementation. After the first
workshop (February 2003) more efforts were made to communicate the project
activities to a wider audience.

V. Conclusions and recommendations

In the future more attention should be given to disseminate the project from the
beginning and to facilitate a more participatory approach. This applies to both
smallholder growers and to sisal estates. The role of the Tanzania Sisal Board should
be instrumental in reaching all the sisal industry.

The participants showed a lot of interest, in particular for the Meristematic Tissue
Culture (MTC) activities initiated at ARI Mlingano. Action should be taken to make
the laboratory more efficient and ensure delivery. The future of the sisal industry
seems very promising and there is a need to prove the efficiency of biogas generation
from decortication waste and the opportunities of alternative markets (pulp and paper,
composite materials).
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Annex 1. Proceedings of the Dissemination Workshop

PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL DISSEMINATION
WORKSHOP HELD AT MKONGE HOTEL TANG A, TANZANIA

FROM 16TH TO 19TH NOVEMBER 2004

1.0 Background

The Project Dissemination Workshop was structured and planned with the purpose of
disseminating the project results and promoting a follow-on investment programme.
It was intended to:

• Bring together sisal producing countries to participate in the terminal
workshop;

• Review results achieved from 1997 to 2004;
• Share experiences on new developments in sisal utilization and technology

development;
• Take advantage of the results achieved by the project in Tanzania and Kenya

in developing investment programmes in the sisal industry;

The discussions dwelled on how the project has contributed to the achievement of the
United Nations Millennium Declaration goals, specifically to Goal I, Eradicate
extreme poverty and hunger, Goal 7, Ensure environmental sustainability, and Goal 8,
Develop a global partnership for development.

1.1 Dissemination Workshop objectives

The main topics discussed during the workshop focused on the various aspects of the
project implemented during the period 1997 to 2004, which are:

• Sisal production systems aimed at increased productivity per hectare and
reducing the cost of production for the fibre;

• Smallholder and outgrower sisal farming systems;
• Meristematic tissue culture techniques for mass propagation and development

of new clones which are more homogenous;
• Fibre extraction technologies, flume tow recovery systems and biogas

production using the 98% and recovering most fibre for increased productivity
and reduced fibre cost;

• Sisal fibre pulping trials and market analysis for pulping fibre and pulp;
• Utilization of sisal waste for animal feed;
• Economic and financial evaluation for a pilot scale fibre extraction project for

pulpable fibre for the pulp and paper market;
• Demand for sisal products in Europe, North America and Asia;
• Experiences from Brazil, Mexico, China, South Africa and Cuba;
• Follow-on investment promotion through a paper on the industrialization of

sisal;
• Achievements and the way forward.
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Experiences from other countries included topics of interest such as the development
of sisal composites and development of alcohol from sisal. The Workshop strongly
relied on discussions and contributions from participants. The outputs of the eight-
year work were shared and discussed during the workshop.

1.2 Workshop Programme and Agenda

The workshop itself lasted three working days from Wednesday, 17th November to
Friday, 19th November 2004. The workshop was preceded by visits to project sites on
16th November 2004. These included tour of the gene bank and MTC Laboratory at
ARI Mlingano, tour of Mwelya Estate smallholder farms, tour of fertilizer trial at
Gomba Estate and tour of variety and CEPS trials at Hale Estate in the morning.

"In the afternoon, Ambassador Ali Mchumo the CFC Managing Director and Dr. A. J.
J. Rwendeire the UNIDO Divisional Managing Director laid the foundation stone for
the sisal biogas plant and observed demonstrations on the flume tow recovery system
built by the project. They also inaugurated the prototype hammer mill and viewed
demonstrations of the hammer mill operations at Hale Estate.

1.3 Participants:

Participants were drawn from all sisal estates in Tanzania and all institutions involved
in the project in Tanzania and Kenya.

• Invitation to participate in the Terminal Dissemination Workshop was
extended also to:

• Donor countries;
• Counterpart institutions;
• Institutions from sisal producing countries involved in the development of

other products from sisal;
• Financial institutions and Government Departments working closely with the

sisal industry in Tanzania;
• Institutions involved in sisal marketing and utilization outside Tanzania and

Kenya;
• Representatives from University of Dar-es-Salaam and Sokoine University of
• Agriculture;
• Suppliers and agents to the sisal industry in Tanzania

1.4 Financial and administrative arrangements

5
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UNIDO provided:

a) Round-trip air economy transportation, by the shortest, most direct route and
least costly fare, between the airport of departure in the participant's home
country and Tanzania.

b) Arranged board and lodging at Mkonge Hotel and other Hotels in Tanga for
the duration of the meeting.

c) Provided a reduced subsistence allowance for foreign participants for the
period of attendance at the meeting and allowances toward the expenses
incidental to travel abroad.

1.5 Visas

Before leaving their home country, participants were asked to approach the respective
Tanzanian Embassies and complete all formalities regarding entry and transit visas,
required for travel to Tanzania or send passport details three weeks before arrival for
visas on arrival at the Dar-es-Salaam International Airport.

1.6 Arrh'al times

prior to travel to Tanga the next day. Foreign articipants arrived in Dar-es-Salaam on
Monday, 15 November 2004. After arrival they were taken to Peacock Hotel and
Royal Palm and traveled to Tanga on Tuesday, 16 November 2004 in time to
participate in the afternoon activities on that day.

Participants from Tanzania and Kenya arrived in Tanga on Monday, 15 November
2004 and participated in visits to project sites on the morning of 16th November 2004
and to the afternoon session at Kwaraguru and Hale Estates.

2.0 Official opening: Wednesday 17T11 November 2004

2.1 Briefing on the opening ceremony and programme

Mr. S. Shamte, Chairman, Project Coordinating Committee

Mr. Shamte welcomed all participants to the project dissemination workshop. He
briefed the participants regarding the programme and stressed all to participate in the
discussions. He asked all participants to welcome the Vice President of Tanzania at
Tanga airport.

Before the start of the opening ceremony he asked participants to be seated, rise when
the Vice President arrive and sit down when the Guest of Honour has sat. He
explained that proceedings would be in English. He asked all foreign participants,
High Court Judges, Members of Parliament, District Commissioners, Regional
Departmental Heads and Religious Leaders to move to front seats.
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Upon arrival of the Vice President Mr. Shamte welcomed the Guest of Honour and
asked TOT to sing one song. The TOT song urged sisal stakeholders to revive sisal,
increase efforts in research on sisal and markets. It called on the participants to work
together in this era of globalization. Sisal stakeholders in Tanzania were asked to
work towards achieving the goals set in the election manifesto for the third
Government. It commended efforts by CFC, UNIDO and the sisal industry to revive
sisal and asked for continued cooperation.

Mr. Shamte thereafter asked Capt. (Rtd) Jaka Mwambi, the Tanga Regional
Commissioner to make welcoming remarks and continued to act as the master of
ceremony during the opening session calling upon the various speakers scheduled for
the occasion.

2.2 Welcoming remarks

Captain (Rtd) Jaka Mwambi, Tanga Regional Commissioner

The Regional Commissioner warmly welcomed all participants to Tanga. He said the
people of Tanga felt honoured and proud to host the international meeting. He
informed the Guest of Honour and the participants that sisal was once the mainstay of
the economy of Tanzania. In 195 I for example, it made the biggest contribution to the
national economy of 60.2% of the National Income of Tanganyika then. Sisal was the
leading crop in Tanga Region. Tanga Region was the main producer in the country
producing around 70% of sisal fibre and sisal products. He affirmed his desire to
follow closely the deliberations of the Workshop because of the implications to the
economy of Tanga and Tanzania and to poverty alleviation. Poverty, illiteracy and
disease afflicted most of the people in Tanzania and the revival of sisal could help
alleviate these problems. He hoped that fruitful discussions and constructive
deliberations would be made by the Workshop for the benefit of all sisal growers,
product manufacturers and consumers in the world.

2.3 Introduction of key guests and foreign participants

Hon. Mbaruk K. Mwandoro (MP), Chairman, Tanzania Sisal Board

Hon. Mwandoro thanked the Guest of Honour for accepting to grace the occasion
despite his tight official schedule and assured the Vice President that investors and
stakeholders would take seriously his guidance and directives on the development of
the Sisal Industry in Tanzania and the world as a whole. He explained that the
introduction of heavily subsidized synthetic substitutes, coupled with change in the
technology of hay and straw baling had mainly contributed to the decline of the Sisal
Industry. He said that the project started in 1997 aimed at addressing problems facing
the Sisal Industry. He requested the Vice President to convey the industry's gratitude
to CFC, UNIDO, IFAD, FAO, Belgian, Kenyan and Tanzanian Governments, who
financed the activities of the Project from 1997 to 2004. He introduced key guests
and foreign participants present. He congratulated Ambassador Ali Mchumo on his
appointment to the post of CFC Managing Director.
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2.4 Statement From Kenya

Mr. J. K. A. Cheluget, Head of Kenyan Delegation

Mrs. Mary Githaiga, the Assistant Director of Agriculture in the Kenya Ministry of
Agriculture read the Director's statement. The Republic of Kenya felt greatly
honoured to be associated with the very successful story of reviving the Sisal
Industry, which was the engine of economic growth for East Africa in the 1960's.

The Kenya Government recognized the role played by Tanzania in co-implementing
the Project, hosting previous workshops and the current Dissemination Workshop.
The statement highly commended the role played by various farmers, international
experts, Katani Limited, Tanzania Sisal Board, ARI Mlingano, Kenya Sisal Board,
Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate Service, Kenya Agricultural Research Institute and
sisal estates in both countries.

The findings and technologies developed in the project were considered of great
importance to the revival and stimulation of growth in the sisal industry worldwide.
The Kenyan Government expressed its commitment to creation of employment,
poverty reduction, self-sufficiency in food production and sustainable environmental
conservation.

The statement recounted how in the 1960's Kenya and Tanzania around 300,000
metric tons of the world's 800,000 tons and acknowledged how the achievements
made by the project since initiation in 1997 helped arrest the declining trend in sisal
production in the world. Six outcomes of the project were acknowledged. The first
was collection, reviewing, assembling and publishing of all research findings prior to
mid - 1970s. The second was production of extension manuals and brochures for
application of developed technologies. The third was improvement of sisal production
systems, agronomic through meristematic tissue culture, improved agronomic
practices and varieties, capacity building and technology transfer. The fourth was
enhanced utilization of the sisal plant. The fifth was development of new fibre
extraction technologies using the hammer mill and the sixth was utilization of sisal
waste to produce products of economic value and reduce environmental pollution.
The statement concluded by challenging the developing countries to implement the
results of the project and urged development partners to be willing to assist as and
when necessary.

2.5 Statement from FAO

Mr. Shakib Mbabaali, Commodity Specialist FAO, Rome

On behalf of FAa he thanked the Vice President, Ministers and other distinguished
guests for agreeing to officiate and attend the official opening ceremony of the
Workshop. He thanked the workshop organizers, CFC, UNIDO and the national
project staff in Kenya and Tanzania for undertaking the project activities. He assured
the workshop that the project objectives were consistent with elements of the
Commodity Development Strategy of the Intergovernmental Group on Hard Fibres to
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expand markets and improve returns to stakeholders, improve production and
processing technologies to reduce cost, and improve and maintain social and
environmental standards.

He reminded the participants that many families particularly in Africa, Asia, Central
and South America depended on sisal production and trade as a source of income and
for food security. He cited the loss of market share to synthetic fibres, change in
technologies for haymaking, poor marketing arrangements, barriers to free trade, low
utilization of the sisal plant and inadequate research and development efforts as
contributing to the decline. He emphasized the serious economic consequences on the
economies of Kenya and Tanzania who in the 1970s produced 30 percent of 800,000
tons produced worldwide' but declined to only 17 percent of the 249,000 tons
produced worldwide in 2003. He recounted how sisal stakeholders had come to the
conclusion that the way out of the predicament was through diversification, reduction
of production costs, and expansion of demand through increased utilization of sisal.

He commended the involvement of the private sector in the entire process and
concluded by expressing his organization's preparedness in its capacity as the
Secretariat for the Inter-Governmental Group on Hard Fibres, to continue working
with all those concerned in improving the livelihoods of those involved along the
supply chain.

2.6 Statement from UNIDO

Mr. Abel J. J. Rwendeire, Managing Director, UNIDO

Mr. Rwendeire conveyed fraternal greetings from the UNIDO Director General,
Mr. Carlos Magarifios and entire UNIDO staff on workshop. He expressed great
honour and privilege to participate in a dissemination workshop presided over by His
Excellency Dr. Ali Mohamed Shein, the Vice President of the United Republic of
Tanzania and other distinguished guests.

UNIDO viewed the project as one of its major undertakings the design and
implementation of programs and projects on poverty alleviation through job and
wealth creation. As a specialized agency geared at enhancing productive capacities of
developing countries and sustainable industrial development, it provides technical
cooperation services that enhance skills, technology diffusion and capacity building
for market access. To this end the sisal project had endeavoured to combine the best
elements of UNIDO services in technical cooperation assistance.

UNIDO's activities in Tanzania were initiated many years ago targeting development
partnership in industrialization. Current projects included a US$ 7 million integrated
programme for capacity building in food processing, quality control, bio-safety,
women entrepreneurship development, utilization of information technology for
promotion of small and medium scale enterprises.

He extolled the establishment of the pilot biogas plant as a start in product
diversification and urged the building of more biogas plants in order to produce up to
40 MW of electricity.
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He challenged sisal industry stakeholders to develop other useful products such as
pharmaceutical products, inulin, citric acid, alcohol and composites for added value to
the sisal plant.

He congratulated ARI Mlingano and KEPHIS for their resilience, persistence and
cooperation in technology diffusion especially relating to tissue culture. He
commended TATC and Katani Limitcd for pioneering in technological innovation.

He encouraged TATC and other private sector players to extend the technological
innovation to other commodities like coconuts, cassava and cashew nuts. He
reiterated the need for continued value addition and manufacturing in order to
eradicate poverty and usher in sustainable development. He called upon all
development partners to support the expansion of the pilot projects.

He thanked CFC for its contribution in the project and many others and for its
cooperation with UNIDO. He thanked the Kenyan and Tanzanian Governments, the
various private sector stakeholders involved in the project and the Sisal Association
members from Kenya and Tanzania for their contributions. He closed by thanking all
participants for finding time to attend the workshop and share experiences.

2.7 Statement from the Common Fund for Commodities

Ambassador Ali Mchumo, Managing Director, CFC

Ambassador Mchumo expressed pleasure for the Vice President's acceptance to
officiate the opening of the workshop and,the attendance of very senior Government
and private sector officials from Tanzania and Kenya as well as other member
countries of the Fund. He highlighted activities of the Fund and reasons for providing
the main financing of the project.

The Common Fund for Commodities being an autonomous intergovernmental
financial body within the United Nations umbrella had partnership with 106 member
States and three institutional members (the African Union, the Common Market for
Eastern and Southern Africa and the European Union). The CFC mandate is to
enhance commodity producers' socio-economic development by assisting in
strengthening and diversification of commodities, which provide livelihood to around
1 billion people. The fund focuses on commodities rather than the traditional country
focus. The activities of the Fund include research and development, productivity and
quality improvement, technology transfer, diversification and processing and
improvement of marketing and market access. The Fund's concentration is on low
cost and high impact projects. By the time of the workshop the Fund had approved
130 regular projects and 50 small-scale projects covering 45% of the US$ 350 million
involved in 35 commodities. Project proposals are submitted to the Fund through 24
designated International Commodity Bodies.
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CFC-funded projects target on common problems as perceived by commodity
producing countries. To ensure all member countries benefit from the limited
projects, large emphasis is put on wide dissemination of the results hence the reason
for holding the workshop. Ambassador Mchumo recalled the long history of the
project dating back to early nineties, which had to go through several rounds of
revision before approval.

He acknowledged contributions from UNIDO, IFAD, the Govemment of Belgium, as
well as Tanzania and Kenya. The Fund had financed the major part and provided for
US$ 1.25 million as a loan for a pilot sisal fibre extraction project producing leaf at
around US$ 100 per ton to be able to compete with softwood. The main features of
the project were cited as being increased productivity, effective use of by-products,
increased fibre extraction efficiency, and low cost production of fibre and market
development. Due to various factors impacting on the project it took 8 instead of 5
years to implement the project. He urged the presenters to give the achievements and
setbacks as part of the learning process. He urged investors to select results to be
commercialized after the presentations.

He promised support in financing the commercial fibre extraction facility earlier
envisaged in the project. In recognition of the importance of sisal the CFC had
committed itself in 4 projects including the biogas project, the sisal cement composite
project and studies on alternative applications for sisal and henequen whose
dissemination had already been published in CFC Technical Paper No.1 4. CFC
involvement in Tanzania stood at 18 approved projects with CFC contribution ofUS$
35 million. He hoped the activities supported by CFC in Tanzania and elsewhere will
directly or indirectly contribute to the achievement of th,e objectives of the Common
Fund.

2.8 Invitation ofthe guest of honour to open the Workshop

Hon. Dr. Juma Ngasongwa (MP), Minister for Industries and Trade

Hon. Dr. Juma Ngasongwa (MP) Minister for Industries and Trade thanked the
various financiers of the Project and commended Katani Ltd and Kenya Sisal Board
for successfully implementing the Project. The Minister then invited the Vice-
President of Tanzania, His Excellency Dr. Ali Mohamed Shein to give the official
opening speech.

2.9 Official opening statement

H.E. Dr. Ali Mohamed Shein
Vice-President ofthe United Republic of Tanzania

The Vice-President thanked the organizers for inviting him as the Guest of Honour to
officiate the opening of the Workshop. He commended the initiative to hold the
Workshop in Tanzania especially in Tanga, which used to be referred to as the "Sisal
Capital of the World" during the heydays of the sisal industry in the 60's. He
therefore extended a warm welcome to Tanzania to all participants ofthe Workshop.
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He reminded the participants that some 40 years ago, Tanzania and Kenya wcre the
leading sisal producing countries in the world with Tanzania producing over 200,000
tons of sisal fibre per year at its peak, which declined to around 25,000 tons per year
by 2004. The decline in production caused by synthetic substitutes depressed the
living standards resulting in widespread poverty. He expressed happiness at the arrest
of the decline and the realization by people all over the world that synthetic products
cannot replace natural products due to their hazardous and detrimental effects to the
environment.

He commended CFC, UNIDO, FAa, IFAD, the Belgian Government and the sisal
industries in Tanzania and Kenya, for conceiving and financing a Project, whose
objectives centered on poverty eradication, economic development and environmental
conservation. The Vice President reminded participants that the sisal industry
stakeholders expected guidance on the prospects in store for the revival of their
industry. He expected the Project results to be made available to producers,
consumers and all interested parties in all sisal-producing countries.

He noted that the sisal industry had good prospects and a bright future due to
enhanced quality, pricing and lower production costs for various products identified
from all the parts of the sisal plant, among which were cordage, woven products, pulp
and paper products making them more competitive to substitutes. He urged sisal
producing countries to diversifY into other products like composites for automotive
and other industries, energy, animal feed, building and roofing materials and
pharmaceuticals through industrialization of sisal as a way forward to full
development of the sisal industry. He asked participants to make research and
development, product and market development, part and parcel of the permanent sisal
industry initiatives and assured them that collaboration among producers and other
stakeholders would sustain the industry beyond the life span of the Project. He urged
CFC, UNIDO, IFAD and FAa to continue supporting the industry through publishing
of results, initiation of pilot plants and project profiles to attract investors and
financiers.

On the smallholder sisal farming schemes, he felt satisfied with the scheme
assessment proving its viability and expected it to contribute positively towards
eradication of poverty among the rural poor. He emphasized the need to adopt
smallholder and outgrower schemes in order to widen ownership and transform
smallholders into commercial farmers linked to the market system. He commended
the initiative to utilize the sisal waste to produce products of economic value and
reduce environmental pollution. He emphasized the importance of the revival of the
sisal industry and its potential to contribute to poverty alleviation, employment
creation and to economic growth and development in general. The key to successful
revival of the sisal industry was the support and partnership of public and private
sectors.
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He pledged the Tanzania Government's full support in the revival of the sisal industry
and thereafter declared the Workshop officially opened.



2.10 Vote of thanks

Mr. D. D. Ruhinda, Chairman, Sisal Association of Tanzania

Mr. Ruhinda started by recalling the history of the Sisal Industry in Tanzania. The
Industry was exactly 112 years since 62 plantlets arrived in the then Tanganyika from
the Yucatan Peninsula of Mexico. The workshop was therefore a reincarnation of the
Tanzanian Sisal Industry and a challenge to Tanzanians to revamp the industry with
determination, vigour, hope and vision of reclaiming the number one position in the
world as used to be in the 1960's. During the three days participants were urged to
share with scientists useful 'findings collected from the eight years of research.

He thanked Dr. Ali Mohamed Shein, the Vice President of United Republic of
Tanzania for using his precious time to grace the Workshop and for his words of
wisdom and encouragement. He recalled how H. E. President Benjamin Mkapa had
also honoured the industry by chairing a meeting of sisal stakeholders for a whole day
in August 200 I. He assured the Vice President that his guidance would be followed.

He thanked H. E. Ambassador Ali Mchumo as without his great intervention and that
of CFC this Project would not have been implemented. He thanked Dr. A. J. J.
Rwendeire for UNIDO's most valued contribution in implementing the Project with
total commitment. He thanked Hon. Dr. Juma Ngasongwa, the Minister for Industries
and Trade as counterpart for UNIDO for his valuable guidance and participation. He
thanked Hon. Charles Keenja the Minister for Agriculture and Food Security for
guidance. He recognized the presence of other Ministers and their support at different
levels of decision-making.

He commended Hon. Capt. Jaka Mwambi, the host Regional Commissioner for
recognizing, accepting and pushing for growth and sustainability in the sisal industry.
He thanked all the Regional Commissioners, Members of Parliament, and the Mayor
of the Tanga Municipality, District Commissioners, Municipal and District Directors
for their unfailing support and guidance. He recognized the contributions from CFC,
UNIDO, IFAD, Belgium, Tanzania and Kenya Governments and appealed to them to
continue supporting the industry.

The Sisal Association of Tanzania thanked the Government of the United Republic of
Tanzania for creating a conducive environment, for recognizing the sisal industry and
streamlining taxes. He however agitated for a smart public and private partnership.
SAT called upon the Government to abolish land rent and tax on tools of production.
Taxes on farm fuel, oils and lubricants and electricity tariffs should be reduced and
the transfer of titles to those who acquired sisal estates after privatization seven years
ago should be finalized.

After the vote of thanks, group pictures were taken with the Guest of Honour and
other dignitaries and the workshop made a break for tea while the Vice President was
being escorted to the airport. In the evening all participants were invited to dinner and
a cultural evening. .'-.""--_....-
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3.0 Introduction of presenters for the morning session
Mr. S. Shamte, Chairman, Project Coordinating Committee

Mr. Shamte as Chairman introduced the programme for the day and the presenters
who were to present papers. The programme was to start with Project Rationale and
Highlights by Sietse van der Werff the Senior Project Manager in CFC, followed by
Mrs. Mayra Sanchez Osuna the Deputy to the Director Energy and Cleaner
Production Branch, Programme Development and Technical Cooperation Division. A
presentation on New Production Systems, Variety and Fertilizer Trials by Dr. Walid
Khayrallah of Mkonge Resource Development Corporation in Canada as the
International Consultant was to follow. Discussions were then to be held on the
presentations and responses made. The workshop was after that to break for tea.
After tea break Mr. Gideon Seng'enge an Agronomist in the Project was to make a
presentation on Smallholder Sisal Farming followed by discussions and responses.
Before breaking for lunch Dr. Manuel Robert from CICY in Mexico as the
International Consultant for the sub-component was to make a presentation on Sisal
Multiplication by Meristematic Tissue Culture followed by discussions and responses.

4.0 Project rationale and highlights

4.1 Mr. Sietse Van Der Werff, Senior Project Manager, CFC

Mr. van der Werff explained the need for holding the dissemination workshop in
order to exchange results and information. Prior to the final dissemination workshop
results and information about the project was disseminated at a workshop were held in
1998, newsletters, national coordinating and project coordinating meetings and
stakeholder meetings.
Technical reports on individual components and proceedings of the workshop would
be disseminated to all countries dealing with sisal and to interested parties.

The main objective of the project was to make sisal production more productive and
more rewarding leading to expanded production and descent income for the rural
population contributing to poverty reduction. The focus was on fibre for pulping as
this was considered as the best approach at inception. Sisal has however, a lot of
applications and there is still a lot to be discovered. One can argue whether the initial
focus was the best approach.

He assured all participants that they stood to benefit from the presentations and should
recommend alternative development areas. He urged all participants to give views on
possible improvements and possible alternatives. Sisal is not the easiest plant to work
with as it takes many years. Participants were asked to give recommendations on how
to improve sisal productivity. He hoped the workshop would provide a forum for
productive exchange of information and deliberations.
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4.2 Mrs. Mayra Sanchez Osuna, Deputy to the Director, UNIDO

Mrs. Sanchez promised to give a general view of the Project leaving the details on the
specific components to the international and local consultants. She recognized the
excellent work done by her predecessor Mrs. Rosely Viegas Assump9ao. The project
started in 1997 with UNIDO as the Project Executing Agency (PEA) working with
staff from Kenya and Tanzania on the project.

The main objective was to produce fibre that could compete with fibre from other
crops. To do so the project had to establish the techno-economic feasibility of using
sisal for various grades of fibre and the utilization of different parts of the plant. The
project was planned to last 5 years but took 8 years. The results were to be
disseminated to Brazil, Mexico, Haiti, Madagascar, Philippines and China. Due to
language problems Haiti was unable to send a representative as no participant
conversant in English was available and the project could not afford expensive
translators. Neither was Philippines and Madagascar.

The design of the project took into account many factors. The major ones were low
sisal prices in the market, loss of market share to synthetics, environmental concerns
on its production process and its obligation to contribute to social and economic
aspects of job creation and improvement of the living standards of the local
population. The industry in Kenya and Tanzania was and still uses only 2 percent
throwing away 98 percent. Low profitability and high capitalization characterized the
industry making it unable to sustain itself and compete in the global market. It was
unable to fully meet global conditions for export. She presented a chart showing the
industry was using 2-4 percent of the leaves with 96-98 percent going into liquid
waste disposed in ponds, fields and rivers causing high oxygen demand depletion.
Poles, roots and boles not used for construction and cooking were burnt in the field
causing air pollution or left in the field to be harbours for weevils.

The international community highly valued the project and made the following
contributions:

Source
CFC
Belgian Government
UNIDO
TOTAL

Amount in US$
2,248,957

365,276
585,104

3,199,337
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Mrs. Sanchez briefed the participants on the different project sub-components
objectives and about the resources needed and utilized for the implementation of the
sub-components' related activities.

5.0 New production systems, variety and fertilizer trials
Dr. Walid Khayrallah, International Expert from Canada

Dr. Khayrallah first thanked Mr. Gideon Seng'enge, the Project Agronomist and Mr.
Akonaay, the Agricultural Officer at Hale Estate for assisting him in all field activities



and close follow up during implementation since the inception of the trials in 1999 to
2004. The main objective of the trials was to revive the Sisal Industry by helping it to
become more competitive and by opening a large new market for pulping fibre and
pulps. In order to penetrate the new fibre and pulp markets, the raw material cost had
to be drastically reduced, the fibre must be of uniform quality and raw material
availability had to be assured.

He summarized the critical component of this as to treat the Agave plant as an
agricultural crop by improving systems of producing planting materials, increasing
field plant density and introducing cost - effective field and crop management
operations.

He listed the agro R & D activities as enhancement of nursery production trials, CEPS
confirmation trials, ultra high-density trials, use of new mechanical aids for
enhancement of productivity and application of fertilizers and sisal wastes in the sisal
trials.

In the enhanced nurseries, intensive field management was adopted to increase
productivity and cut down cost. The plant density in the nursery was increased from
80,000 to 100,000 'plimts per hectare.' After 6 months, the seedlings had-attained 'a
weight of 250 gm each and were about 25 cm long. The cost per seedling was TShs. 4
resulting in reduced field establishment costs.

The Consultant gave figures of potential fresh whole plant biomass per hectare for the
four varieties (hybrid I 1648, Agave sisalana, Hildana and Mlola 487) at 6400 and
8,000 plants/ha and at four different ages. Data on leaf fibre yields and whole plant
fibre production potential was presented.

On selective leaf harvesting results, he concluded that higher yields and lower
mortality was achieved when 10 or 15 leaves were left on the plant during each
defoliation. Hybrid I 1648 produced more leaf biomass than the other three varieties.
Total defoliation of hybrid and Mlola 487 caused more losses due to weevils than in
Agave sisalana and Hi/dana. He discouraged higher levels of defoliation if the crop
is kept for more than 4 years in the field.

He presented costs involved in raising seedlings from nurseries, costs of field
establishment and maintenance and cost of fibre production per ton of air-dried metric
ton of fibre.

In the intensive field production systems (CEPS), the plant density was increased by
50% resulting in increased fibre production. Yields of the four varieties tried (H.
11648, Agave sisalana, Hi/dana and Mlola 487) at different densities and harvesting
periods were given. Likewise costs of production of an air-dried metric ton (ADMI)
were given.

The consultant recommended continued gathering of data from CEPS I and CEPS II
plots, analysis of soil fertility at the end of each cycle particularly levels of calcium
and organic matter and evaluation of requirements for correction for long term
sustainability of productive soils. He suggested use of cheap lime and other inputs
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and to employ more effective leaf gathering systems like those adopted in South
Africa for further cost reduction.

Discussion

Mr. G. O. Seng'enge
He recommended to the participants to adopt selective lifting of seedlings from the
nurseries so that at the end one is left with a sisal field at the old nursery site. He
reported that Mnazi Estate on the foot of the Usambaras had adopted the farming
system and had 10 hectares of sisal ready for harvesting. The system had cut down the
cost of establishment by more than Tshs.1 00, 000 per hectare. In areas with bimodal
pattern of rainfall, farmers were encouraged to establish sisal fields directly from
selected medium to large sisal bulbils. Mkumbara sisal estate situated about 150 km
north from Tanga had adopted this system successfully.

Comments from other participants:
It seemed possible to have differences in terms of fibre quantity and quality between
plants established directly from the bulbils and those planted from the seedlings raised
from a nursery. This needs to be investigated further.

On application of organic and inorganic fertilizers it was considered important to
confirm if the benefits of such an application outweigh the costs.

On the Korogwe Leaf Spot disease (KLS), the problem was initially thought to be due
to mineral deficiency in the soils but when soil amendments were applied the problem
persisted. A new project to address KLS was recommended.

6.0 Evaluation of smallholder farming systems
Mr. Gideon O. Seng'enge, Project Agronomist, Tanzania

Mr. Seng'enge recalled the historical background of the smallholders scheme since
1994 when the then Tanzania Sisal Authority initiated a smallholders pilot scheme at
Kimamba Fibres in Morogoro Region in which by the end of 1998, 109 farmers were
allocated 720 hectares of which 236 hectares were planted sisal. In 1997 IFAD began
funding a similar sisal scheme in Mara Region.

He recounted how farmers in the Lake Victoria Regions of Mwanza, Shinyanga, Mara
and Tabora had grown sisal around their farms and homesteads as hedges for years.
The fibre extracted manually was used for ropes, bag making, building, fishing and
other uses. He informed the delegates of the study done by Mara-FIP on sisal in the
Mara Region. The main objective was to evaluate farming systems suitable for sisal
farmers to optimize returns, improve production practices especially technologies for
fibre extraction and provide an alternative cash crop for poverty alleviation. This
study in the Mara Region targeted farmers in dry areas, companies processing sisal
fibre into products, local government and other stakeholders.
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By the end of the Mara-FIP Project in December 2002, each of the four Districts had
planted one hectare of sisal nursery, which provided planting material for 48 hectares.
One project agronomist, extension staff and farmers were trained on sisal husbandry.

In the sisal schemes involving farmers and workers in sisal estates, the Project
reviewed the farming systems in Tanzania since 1967 by collecting data from
Kwaraguru, tea and sugar outgrowers. From this review it was recommended to
allocate a minimum area of 6 hectares per family. The study recommended
subsidization of sisal establishment and maintenance costs by the Government,
development of mini-decOliicators for farmers living far from estates and encouraged
farmers to adopt mixed crop farming to maximize land use and provide food and cash.
Tanzania Sisal Board was to assist all sisal smallholders especially those in Mara
Region in finding markets for their fibre.

He reported that prior to implementation of the smallholderloutgrower scheme in
Katani Limited the Private Sector Initiative of Dar es Salaam and ACDI- VOCA of
USA undertook additional studies and farmers were sensitized and trained. Officers
were sent on study tours to China, Brazil and Mexico where valuable infonnation on
land ownership, fibre extraction methods, marketing of fibre and products was
collected'.By-September 2004 Katani Limited had allocated 21,59'1 hectares t02)21
farmers who had planted 1,912 hectares. The remaining area was in different stages
of preparation. He reported that sisal farmers at Mwelya had sold 5,573 meters of
sisal leaves earning Tanzania shillings 22.1 million. The farmers in Katani Limited
estates had organized themselves in 43 groups and had formed five cooperative
societies.

Newsletters, workshops, national coordinating committee, project coordinating
committee, annual sisal stakeholders meetings were used to disseminate the results. It
was learned that capacity building through participatory approaches and training were
necessary for success. Other lessons were that commitment and cooperation of
politicians was required for smooth implementation, sisal ownership and land had to
be assured right from inception. Sisal was a crop, which even under adverse weather
conditions, farmers survived from sisal proceeds.

He recommended grants and soft loans for farmers to cover sisal establishment and
maintenance. Soft loans were also recommended for spinners, weavers and other
processors. Savings and credit societies leading to formation of a Sisal Bank needed
to be put in place. He further recommended that farmers near sisal estates, schools,
national service camps and prisons be encouraged to grow sisal. Cooperative groups
needed strengthening, groups needed more education on participatory planning,
monitoring, evaluation and organization.

Discussion

Mr. O. O. Wilson, Director General, Tanzania Sisal Board
He started with a quotation from a "monthly letter" from the then Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry and Wildlife reporting the Newsletter of TSGA of 9/2/1965. It
highlighted sisal planting progress in Morogoro, Tanga and Shinyanga Regions. In
Morogoro, he said sisal planting by smallholder farmers was started in 1957 by H.
Maliaga who had 70 acres and by 1963 had produced 4 tons of fibre. In Tanga
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Region there was a good response from all Districts to plant sisal and in Shinyanga
enthusiasm for growing sisal especially in Maswa, Shinyanga and Kahama Districts
was growing. It was therefore clear that involvement of smallholders in sisal
production started many years ago and the Government and the sisal companies like
the Amboni Limited encouraged it. In the Lake Victoria Regions sisal was grown
predominantly in hedges. Production of sisal by the smallholders declined from 1976
after the collapse of the cooperative movement in Tanzania. The farmers in the Lake
Regions are still growing sisal in hedges around their farms and homesteads.

Recent developments included the involvement of the Government and IFAD to
promote sisal production in the Mara Region through Mara-FIP with financial
assistance from IFAD. The latest development was the initiative of Katani Limited in
promoting smallholder production in its estates coupled by the Government initiative
to undertake a feasibility study on production and processing of sisal in the Lake
Regions after securing funds from BADEA. Tanzania Sisal Board in collaboration
with Local Governments in the Districts has worked out a development program for
areas without a reliable cash crop, especially dry areas.

He cited the major constraints facing the sisal smallholder and outgrower
development in the country. These were lack of capital for sisal establishment and
maintenance and wrong perception of some politicians and Government officials who
do not believe that sisal can be grown profitably by small-scale farmers. Other
constraints included inadequate training and extension services and inadequate
availability of processing machinery mainly decorticators, brushing and baling
facilities for the farmers especially those in the Lake Regions.

In concluding he recommended the way forward be to encourage farmers to form
cooperatives, issue land titles to farmers to be used as collateral for loans, establishing
processing facilities and educating stakeholders like Government officials, politicians
and policy makers that sisal can be grown and developed by smallholders.

Dr. N. Subbiah Director Mohamed Enterprise, Tanzania
He told the participants that Mohammed Enterprises would continue to grow sisal as a
company but would allocate some area to farmers for sisal growing and assist them.
He however wanted to know why the land allocated to farmers was reported to be
21,591 hectares while only 1,921 hectares were planted sisal by end of September
2004.

Mr. Frederick Malika, sisal smallholder farmer from Mwelya, Tanzania
He thanked the management of Katani Limited for providing land and expertise for
sisal production to farmers living around sisal estates. The Scheme had addressed the
problem of land shortage for food crops production and provided reliable income to
farmers through sales of sisal leaves and excess food crops harvested.

He wondered why the Government favoured farmers in Mara Region by providing
them with loans for land preparation, establishment and maintenance but did not
extend the same treatment to farmers in estates.
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Mr. Samuel Sassi, Regional Agricultural Adviser Mara Region, Tanzania
He responded to Mr. Malika that it was not true that the Government favoured the
farmers in the Mara Region. He clarified that the Government and IFAD financially
supported the Project in Mara Region and that the results obtained were to be used to
establish similar schemes in other parts of Tanzania.

Fibre prices realized by farmers in Mara Region were however not sufficiently
remunerative for the sisal farmers. The farmers were being paid only TShs. 140 per
kilogramme of fibre while the world price was around TShs. 650 per kg.

Mara Region was working on ways to cut down costs so as to increase farmers' profit.
This included cutting down fibre transport cost by brushing and baling the fibre
before selling to fibre merchants. Plans were under way to establish rural cottage
industries for processing the fibre into handicrafts like ropes, bags, mats etc.

Dr. Ali Majani, Livestock Manager, Katani Ltd Tanzania
He particularly wanted to be informed of the reason for registering only one
cooperative society out of the five cooperative societies formed by the farmers.

Mrs. Mary Githaiga of Kenya
Smallholder farmers have grown sisal for years in Kenya in hedges around their farms
and homesteads to protect fields, livestock and crops from wild animals, especially at
night. In the early 1960's annual production from smallholders averaged 15,000 tons
of fibre. Sisal fibre from the smallholders has created cottage industries in rural areas
dealing mainly with processing the fibre into various products, including the now
famous kiondo bags, which have found good markets in Europe and elsewhere in the
world. Women and youth groups operate many of these industries. A good example
was the Yatta South Women's Group (YSWG) formed in 1986 by merging 31 women
groups. It had 2,030 women members. Among other activities the Group dealt with
income generation activities like making sisal fibre based products, samples of which
were displayed in the Kenyan stall at Mkonge Hotel.

Hon. Shaweji Abdallah (Member of Parliament, Kilosa, Tanzania)
He thanked the presenter of the paper and suggested that the Government, the Sisal
Industry and all the sisal stakeholders direct more effort and resources on research and
development. The aim should be to commercially exploit about 75% of the Agave
plant from the cun'ent situation in which 2% only of the plant is utilized and the
remaining 98% is thrown away as waste to the detriment of the fragile environment.

Many sisal estates are dying and reverting to bush due to inadequate sisal planting and
maintenance for many years. Sisal husbandry requires among other things to rotate
annually 10% of the sisal estate area. He called on the sisal plantations to include
sisal smallholders in their planting programmes so as to efficiently utilize the land
designated for sisal.

He was particularly concerned with the performance of the Agricultural Research
Institute at Mlingano. He suggested that there was a need to make a follow up and
review their problems, including the frequent power interruptions, in order to get a
solution.
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Mr. Shariff of Tanga, Tanzania
He sought a clarification on weather the term "smallholder", was based on the
hectarage one has or on the financial standing of an individual. He called on the
Government to reduce bureaucracy in registering sisal smallholder's cooperative
societies.

Response by the presenter Mr. Gideon Seng'enge
He thanked the contributors for their valuable comments and suggestions. He
specially thanked the Director General of Tanzania Sisal Board, on behalf of the
Government, for including the sisal smallholder Scheme in the Government strategic
plan promoting sisal production by farmers in arid areas of Tanzania. He also
thanked Hon. Abdallah Shaweji (MP) for his good comments.

On Dr. Subbiah's question concerning the small area planted sisal compared with the
hectarage allocated, he reported that the remaining area of 9,670 hectares included
areas in different stages of preparations for sisal planting and areas under seasonal
food crops. The Agreement entered between Katani Limited and the farmers required
each farmer to plant annually 25% of the total area allocated to him.

On Mr. Sassi's comments regarding the low sisal prices paid to the farmers per
kilogramme he answered that it was due to the transport cost involved in carrying the
bulky, loose and unbrushed fibre to the processing mills in Tanga, a distance of
almost 1000 kilometres away. He recommended that the Region should rehabilitate
the brushing and pressing facilities in Musoma and educate the farmers to avoid
packing their sisal with foreign objects like stones etc. in order to increase the weight.

On Dr. Majani's question concerning registration of farmers' cooperative societies, he
reported that bureaucratic actions of some Government officials had been the cause.

Mr. Seng'enge defined the term "smallholder" as a farmer having up to 6 hectares and
basically using own or family labour, while an "outgrower" is a farmer with areas
ranging from 20 to 200 hectares employing other people to work on his farm.

7.0 Sisal multiplication by meristematic tissue culture
Dr. Manuel Robert, International Expert, CICY Mexico

The International Expert in outlining the stages involved in plant multiplication by
MTC said that the first and crucial activity was the selection of the plant material on
the basis of its genotypic and phenotypic properties. The plant is then cut and all its
leaves removed. Then the meristem is cut into small pieces followed with induction,
growth and multiplication phases. The plantlets are transferred to the greenhouse
before finally planting them in the open nursery prior to transplanting in the field.
Therefore, from one piece of the meristem, many shoots can be produced for
multiplication to thousands of genetically homogenous clones with the desirable
characteristics and which are eventually planted in the field. The selection in
traditional nurseries is done in the field, when collecting bulbils and finally in the
nursery during transplanting. The selection for MTC material is done in the field from
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the mother plants with desirable characters. In addition the Participants were briefed
on the MTC activities being done in Mexico involving the Agave tequilana.

He informed the Participants that the main objective of MTC is to cut down time and
cost of producing seedlings for propagation to the field and at the same time obtain
genetically and metabolically uniforn1 and of high quality plant material with
desirable characters.

The International Expert was also the Consultant of MTC activities in Kenya and
Tanzania. He said that the MTC laboratory at ARI Mlingano was renovated and
refurbished from an old building while the one in Kenya was from an existing
agricultural laboratory and it was doing an excellent job. Both MTC laboratories have
well trained personnel and facilities for production of several thousand plantlets per
year. He emphasized the need to have germ plasma collection for future breeding and
research work. He recommended that plants with desirable characters be
continuously selected in the field before taking them to the laboratory for plant
multiplication by meristematie tissue technique.

Discussion

Mr. Philip Njoroge, (KARl) Kenya
He confirmed that MTC was beneficial both to the plant breeders and to the farmers
for the present and future applications. Farmers using suckers to establish sisal fields
have observed tremendous variations in fields in terms of plant size, early poling and
leaf unfurling. The material produced in MTC laboratories is uniform genetically and
in size. He however observed that the plant genetic base in East Africa is very narrow,
tissue culture can therefore be a solution to this. He suggested that the participation of
growers including sisal smallholders is a vital ingredient of success. Regarding the
technology of the bioreactors mentioned by Dr. Robert, he recommended the two
Governments of Kenya and Tanzania provide funds for adopting this new technology
in research.

Mr. Ndekirwa Nnyari (Mohamed Enterprise Ltd) Tanzania
When he visited ARl Mlingano he observed that the Institute could not transfer the
plant material to the open nursery, although it was ready, due to the dry weather. His
company raises planting material first in a primary nursery at an ultra high density
followed with a secondary nursery. The former needs to be irrigated to cut down
mortality rate and to speed up growth. He suggested that the MTC open nursery
should be irrigated especially during prolonged drought, but costs involved should be
taken into consideration. He however, wanted to know the reason for evaluating
hybrid 11648, which had already been evaluated before release to growers many years
ago and farmers know its field performance.

Mr. Damien D. Ruhinda, Chairman Sisal Association of Tanzania and sisal
grower
He said that since the MTC sisal material from ARl Mlingano had been released to
Rudewa estate in Kilosa District, he wanted to be assured of its superiority and the
field lifetime vis-it-vis other sisal eultivars before he could be convinced to accept the
material. Secondly, he wanted to get the opinion of experts on the genetically
modified plants as in maize, wheat and other crops on their genetic degeneration and
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yields. He suggested that in order for the material from the MTC laboratories to be
useful to the farmers, the yields must exceed those of other materials raised from the
traditional nurseries and the period taken to pole must also be longer. If farmers adopt
the sisal MTC material, the chances of planting undesirable material, as was once the
case with the 'kaptura' will be avoided.

Hon. Musa Lupatu (MP)
He shared Mr. Ruhinda's concern on the effects of GM crops. He reminded the
Participants that Tanzania has had a bad experience by growing coconuts, oranges and
tea varieties, raised by MTC methods and then introduced in the country about twenty
years ago. In the first two years they performed well but thereafter their performance
declined due to their sensitivity to weather changes. He wanted to be assured that the
sisal planting material raised in MTC laboratories would perform better despite
variations in the weather. He was interested to know if there was some literature to
support Dr. Robert's observations and recommendations.

Response by Dr. Manuel Robert, the Presenter
He pointed out that the use of secondary nurseries by Mohamed Enterprise increases
cost of planting materials. Secondly, he assured those worried with genetically
modified plant material that the seedlings from MTC laboratories are clones and
therefore free from genetic transformation. Thirdly, according to his experience, tea,
coconuts and other plants raised in MTC laboratories perform much better that those
established direct from traditional nurseries.

In closing the discussions, the Chairman advised all the Participants with more
comments, to discuss them further with the Expert outside the meeting as time was
running out.

8.0 Fibre extraction technologies, flume tow recovery and biogas production
Mr. Gilead Kissaka, Project Engineer, Tanzania

He informed the participants that current fibre extraction losses ranged from 15 to
20% and the cost of extraction was very high. The objectives of the study were
therefore to evaluate processes of hammer milling versus roller crushing, to recover
more fibre from leaves for paper, composites and other uses and to extract fibre from
sisal boles hitherto left to rot in the field. During implementation he reported that two
chippers imported from Brazil were modified by the Tanzania Automotive
Technology Centre (TATC) to chip sisal leaves to small pieces of about 7 cm long. It
was observed that at a maximum rated mill capacity of 12 tons per hour there was no
excess material at the over flow chute and the mill ran smoothly. The proposed FEX
pilot plant should have a chipping system capable of handling up to 12 tons of the raw
material per hour. He recommended two mills in parallel. The first mill would have a
capacity of 9.6 - 12 tons per hour for the first pass and second mill would be for the
second pass with an injection of27 cubic metres of water per hour.
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He summarized the lessons learnt as being that fibre extraction with roller crushers
damages the fibre. Combining roller crushers and the hammer mill did not improve
the fibre quality. Washing the fibre in a water bath increased water consumption. It



was possible to extract fibre from the boles using the hammer mill but he cautioned
that leaf fibres should not be mixed with bole fibres as they require different cooking
conditions during pulping.

Discussion

Mr. Ndekirwa Nyari, Mohamed Enterprises Ltd, Tanzania
Wanted to know ways of commercially utilizing sisal boles besides extracting fibre.

Response by Mr. Gilead Kissaka, the Presenter
The sisal boles are rich in fibre as well as in polysaccharides (sugars) and other
chemicals. The fibres could be used in pulp production while the juice can be
converted to produce alcohol and other commercially useful products including
pharmaceuticals.

9.0 Fibre production for the pulp and paper market: sisal fibre pulping trials,
pulp and market analysis
Mrs. Rosely M. V. Assumpcao, International Expert, Brazil

World paper and board production was projected to increase between 1995 and 2010.
Latin American countries were in the lead with projected production of about 400
million tons by year 2010 from about 205 million in 1995.

In second place were North American countries whose production was projected to
reach 125 million tons by year 20 IO. Africa and Australasia were least with a
negligible projected production increase quantities between 1995 and 20 IO.
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In the world demand for paper and board, the largest consumers were the North
America and Asia with a projected demand exceeding 400 million tons by 2010 while
the last consumers were again Africa and Australasia.

The production of paper and board in Africa has been divided in three categories:
Eastern developing, other developing and finally, Developed countries. According to
her the production from the developed African countries was projected to rise from
almost 2 million tons in 1995 to slightly about 2 million tons in 2010. The lowest
producers were the Eastern developing countries i.e. Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania
with a projected production by 20 I0 of less than 0.5 million tons.

The demand for specialty pulp, according to the questionnaires sent to large mills in
Europe and the Americas, the projected total demand for abaca, flax, cotton, SW &
HW and sisal was 225,000 tons by 2010 of which specialty pulp demand from cotton
is leading at about 80,000 tons by 2010 followed with sisal at about 50,000 tons. She
projected an increase demand for reinforcement pulp Bleached Kraft Softwood (BKS)
from 15 million tons in 1995 to about 20 million tons by end of 20 IO. She also
reported results done on the pulp breaking length for the four sisal varieties tried in
CEPS I, CEPS II at Hale, percentage of pulp yields, pulping trials in Kenya, at
different altitudes.



Finally, she concluded that sisal fibre from the hammer mill produced good quality
pulps; viscosities of bleached and unbleached pulp were similar to Kraft pulps
produced in Brazil; high brightness was obtained by using ECF (89 ISO) and TCF
(91.6 I SO) sequences; ECF pulps presented better mechanical properties than the TCF
pulps.

10.0 Utilization of sisal waste for animal feed
Mr. Joseph Tipape, former National Project Officer, Kenya

The animals used in the experiment conducted at Kilifi Plantations Ltd. in Kenya
form 1999 to 2000 were sheep and goats (42), steers (30) and cows (36). The
objective of the experiment was to evaluate the effect of feeding fresh and ensiled
bogas compared to Panicum sp. The animals were kept in their pens for 24 weeks
(goats and sheep), 36 weeks (steers) and 33 weeks cows. They were fed with fresh
bogas, ensiled bogas and Panicum sp. Parameters observed were live weight
gain/loss and mean daily milk yield for cows.

The results were: live weights (kg) for goats fed on fresh bogas fell from 20.5 kg to
17.0 kg; mean daily milk yield (kg) of cows fed on fresh bogas fell from 9 kg in week
2 to 6 kg in week 31. The live weights for sheep fed with the same diet fell initially
during acclimatization phase but then rose sharply to exceed the weights before the
experiment started. As for the steers, their live weights recorded a mean gain of I kg
per day.

He finally, concluded that: Bogas can be used as additional or alternative to grass
during dry season. Animals. fed on fresh, ensiled bogas or panicum had similar
performance, bogas is bulky and should be fed near the source and ensiled during wet
weather. Since bogas is low in protein and crude fibre, supplements protein and other
forage must be made. . .

Discussion

Dr. Ali Majani of Katani Limited, Tanzania
Despite the research findings and the fact that the animals have been eating the waste
for over fifty years, the sisal industry has not been able to commercialize the stuff as
an animal feed for the limitations outlined: The fresh sisal waste ferments aerobically
very rapidly and thus its quality as an animal feed declines very fast and hence losing
its palatability to the extent that animals have been observed to refuse to eat the
putrefied material unless it is fed within a period of three days. Anaerobic fermented
sisal waste is however preferred by the animals. Feeding the waste to the animals
immediately it comes out of the decorticator can solve this. In order to solve the
transportation problem of the wet and bulky sisal waste, the feed can be fed to animals
kept in the same sisal estate. He recommended that ensiling the material preferably
close to the decorticator could minimize transport cost and the animals have to be
close to the silo. One would think of drying the feed to reduce cost of transportation.
The technical problems are how to dry the sisal waste with the moisture content of
about 90% to approximately 10 - 12% unless artificial drying using heat generated by
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biogas from sisal waste is used. In view of the problems eited and solutions suggested
above, Dr. Majani advised that the cost benefit analysis in pelleting the dried stuff for
commercial cattle feeding should be undertaken.

11.0 Fibre production for the pulp and paper market; economic and financial
evaluation for a pilot scale fibre extraction project
Mr. Francis Nkuba, National Project Officer Tanzania

He reviewed the opportunities in the sisal industry. World production of paper and
paperboard was reported to be around 839.3 million tons while consumption was
around 840 million tons per year.

The main concept of the Project was to reduce the cost of the sisal fibre to enable it
compete with other crop fibres. The main competitors of sisal in specialty pulps were
abaca, flux, hemp and jute pulps. The project intended to plant 399 ha of sisal and
harvest after 24 months in the CEPS mode. The production of sisal leaves annually
was estimated at 37,800 tons from year 3 producing 1,512 ADMT of sisal fibre from
year 5 onwards. Three oxidation ponds were to be constructed to treat 315 tons of
waste/day. Project costs were summarized as being USD 2.188 million in capital
costs, USD 46,350 for net working capital and annual production costs of staple fibre
ranging from USD 595,840 to USD 640,000. Katani Limited was to provide equity to
the tune ofUSD 750,000 and CFe was to be asked to provide grants and soft loans of
USD 1.25 million. The payback period to total investment was estimated at 6 years
with an IRR to total investment of 14.23% while IRR to equity was 27.91 %.

The conclusions and recommendations made based on existing costs of production
and existing farming practices. It was recommended that the loan be turned into a
grant to implement all the results of the project.

Discussion

Dr. N. Subbiah of Mohammed Enterprises, Tanzania
He wanted to know the net profit of sisal fibre per ton processed with a hammer mill
compared with fibre processed by an ordinary decorticator.

Participant
He congratulated Mr. Nkuba for the good presentation, which showed viability of an
alternative of fibre extraction technique instead of depending only on the traditional
decorticator, which cannot extract fibre efficiently from very short sisal leaves. He
suggested that serious consideration should be given to float shares after optimization
of the fibre extraction with the hammer mill in order to involve outside investors in
the sisal production.
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Mr. Ndekirwa Nyari of Mohammed Enterprises, Tanzania
He observed that if it were possible to produce 1,512 tons from 399 hectares of sisal
then this would be a good project; short of that, the mill would operate under capacity
and therefore be forced to buy the bulky raw material from outside the sisal estate.
This would erode the profit.



,

Response by Mr. Francis Nkuba, the Presenter
On Dr. Subbiah's question concerning profitability, the figure on the net profit of
fibre per ton will be available after running the mill continuously for about six months
in full capacity.
On the issue of equity, Mr; Nkuba replied that after optimizing the mill operations to
establish its installed capacity and the profitability then investors would be invited.
On Mr. Nnyari question, he replied that the results of the five-year field trials by the
Project at ARI Mlingano and Hale Estate confirmed that at a density of 6,666 plants
per hectare, a farm of399ha could produce 1,512 tons of air dried metric tons of sisal
fibre.

12.0 Demand for sisal products in Europe, North America & Asia

12.1 Mr. Joan Arque, CELESA, Spain

Mrs. Paula Brazier of Wigglesworth presented a paper on "African Sisal Fibre from
the Crops to the Pulp Mill" on behalf of Mr. Joan Arque of CELESA. The
participants were informed that CELESA started 52 years ago with production of pulp
from rice straws. By 2004 its production had reached 20,000 tons of pulp per year.
CELESA now uses flax, sisal, true hemp, abaca and jute. Flax accounts for 44% of
the total sales, sisal 21%, true hemp 19%, abaca and jute each 8%. About 70% of the
sisal used is from East Africa and the rest is from Brazil. CELESA's main market for
pulp is Europe (76%), Asia takes 15% and 9% goes to America. However their
strategic market is Asia. Sisal is used mainly in plug wrap cigarette paper, tea bags,
filtration papers, capacitor condensers and electrolytic paper, grid pasting tissue and
decorative paper. CELESA invited outside collaborators on fibre extraction
technology and processing of byproducts from the decorticated wastes.

12.2 Mrs. Paula Brazier of Wigglesworth, UK

Mrs. Brazier started with a brief history of Wigglesworth & Co. Limited. For over
100 years, the Company has been merchants for all natural fibres from sisal abaca,
jute, flax and coir for production of yams, twines and cordage related products. The
company distributes and markets about 40% of the total world sisal exports and 70%
of East Africa sisal. The company also has sisal estates and spinning mills in Kenya
and Tanzania. She further reported that Tanzanian sisal fibre production averaged
21,895 tons per year from 1998 to 2004 from sisal estates and about 2,100 tons
annually from Lake sisal during 2000 to 2003. The Kenyan production from sisal
estates from 1998 to 2004 averaged 22,665 tons per year and UHDS was 2,976 tons
per year. Madagascar produced annually an averaged of 9,782 tons from 1998 to the
end of 2004. She informed the Workshop that the African sisal industry has
developed and maintained a good level of quality control.

Concerning current prices fetched for the East African sisal fibre, she warned the
participants that the current top end prices were reaching a level at which sisal fibre
will start to lose market share in some end products. On the Brazilian sisal market,
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she reported that it produces annually 125,000 to 130,000 tons from about 90,000
hectares and this production is all from smallholders. Most of the fibre goes to
agricultural twine for the North American market. The rest of the sisal is used in
polishing cloth, padding industry, Kraft paper, carpets, matting and other products.
Exports to China from Brazil have been increasing steadily from less than 5,000 tons
in 2001 to 23,273 tons in 2003.

She forecast that there would be a continuation of the movement of value added sisal
production to locations in the producer countries near to the source of supply.
Secondly, the smallholder production in Tanzania and Kenya was expected to
increase. Thirdly, there were possibilities of increasing freight rates in 2005 and
finally she saw possibilities of increasing demand for African fibre by China over the
next 5 - 7 years.

Discussion

Mr. D. D. Ruhinda
Wanted to know why sisal was considered hazardous by IMO?

Mr. N. Nyari
Wanted to know possibilities of getting this document.

Mr. Wilson Andrade of Brazil
Publications on advantages and disadvantages of sisal fibre are available on the
Internet.
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Journalist
He wanted to know factors, which caused sisal production to drop in Tanzania while
that in Kenya was going up.

Dr. Subbiah
He wanted to be informed of the factors, which affected sisal fibre prices in 1970's
compared to the present situation.

Mr. Salum Shamte
Unlike synthetic fibre and other products made from PYC material, sisal fibre can be
stored and piled up without spontaneous combustion and as a result sisal has now
been internationally declared NON FIRE HAZARD. On the advantages and
disadvantages of sisal to synthetics in spinning: since the machines were made for
synthetics, there is no other option but to use synthetics. However, for production of
specialty paper from sisal fibre, if the sisal fibre prices continue escalating, paper
manufacturer will switch to relatively cheap raw materials such as abaca.

On the fall of production of sisal fibre in Tanzania compared to that of Kenya, Mr.
Shamte informed the participants that the first cause was nationalization of sisal
plantations in 1967. This move drastically affected production in Tanzania as the new
management had little knowledge of running sisal estates compared to Kenya where
management and administration were continuous. The second reason was that Kenya
largely exported fibre while Tanzania exported mainly products. When synthetic



products were introduced, their impact was more in Tanzania than in Kenya. The fibre
quality of Tanzania was also affected.

Discussion on Joan Arque's Paper

Noted that it was appropriate to work with various government departments,
industries and universities to avoid repeating the same research, which others have
done, but use the data collected in order to cut costs and time.

13.0 Country experiences

13.1 Adopting technology in tequila production, the potential relationship with
sisal and henequen products.

Dr. Aidee Orozco of Casa Herradura, Mexico

Dr. Orozco recounted the history of Agave tequilana whose exploitation began many
years before Christ when it was used for ceremonial and religious purposes.
Spaniards produced the first Mezcal wine in 1502. The first Tequila companies were
Cuervo in 1795, Herradura in 1870 and Sauza in 1873. In 1902 Dr. Weber a German
Botanist classified the agave used for tequila production as Agave tequilana. Agave
tequilana needs 6-8 years to mature and can be used for ornamental, food, fiber
source and beverage production purposes. The various species grown in Mexico for
beverage production include Agave tequilana for tequila, Agave potatorum for
Mezcal, Agave pacifica for Bacanora, Agave angustifolia for Sotol and Agave
atrovirens for Pulque. The first Mexican official norm for tequila was established in
1949. In 1910 there were 87 distilleries and the number increased to 109 by 2004 of
which 105 were in the State of Jalisco. In 1993 a Tequila Regulatory Council was
established. According to Mexican Norms 100% Tequila is considered as that
produced from agave sugars only while the 49% Tequila includes other sugars from
cane and com. Tequila with silver colour is called Blanco, the one with gold colour
Abocado, the one with caramel colour and aged for 2 months is Reposado while the
one aged for 12 months in oak tanks or barrels is called Afiejo.

The tequila production process starts with harvesting of boles of tequila inulin is
extracted from the boles, hydrolysis (chemical, thermal and enzymatic), natural and
inoculum fermentation, and distillation and matured before the product is bottled
ready for marketing. Traditionally Agave tequila was morphologically identified,
rhizomes were used for planting, agro-chemicals and inorganic fertilizers were used,
inventory control was by direct counting in the field, planting and harvesting was
manual, and harvesting depended on age and inulin content. The new Agave
tequilana technology involves genetic methods for identification, micro-propagation,
organic farming and biological control, agave inventory by remote satellite,
mechanical planting and harvesting, harvesting by phenological methods and inulin
content.
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Traditional production processes were hydrolysis by cooking in ovens or autoclaves,
sugar extraction by milling and natural fermentation without temperature control. The



C02 was vented in the atmosphere, distillation was in batches in pot stills, liquid waste
was disposed in the field for irrigation, bagasse was composted for fertilizer, tequila
was aged in barrels, testing was by a panel of people and tequila was diluted and
bottled. The new technology developed uses enzymes for hydrolysis, extracts sugar
by a diffusion band, yeast is recycled, wort is optimized by RSM, high sugar and
ethanol concentration resistant yeast strains are used, CO2 is recovered and continuous
distillation columns are used. The liquid waste is treated anaerobically and
aerobically; the bagasse is used to produce thermal and electric energy; the
temperature and humidity is controlled in warehouses to reduce loss, testing is by
sensory evaluation group and flavoured tequilas are now produced.

Before the new developments CRT was used to trace tequila in the factory and in the
market for authentication, analytical methods were slow and the agave plant was used
for tequila production only. Due to this only 20% of the agave plant was used.
Research and development was non-existent in most tequila companies and studies on
the side effects of tequila consumption did not exist. After the new technological
developments, authentication is now done using isotopes and agave analysis is by
NIR method. The agave plant has new uses such as inulin, pectin, wax and saponin
production. A bio-refinery concept has been developed to process the whole plant. In
all major companies there exist research and development departments. The tequila
quality, consistency and security have been improved and hangover compounds
reduced. These developments have improved the health of the plants, reduced
shortages and controlled oversupply. The products are now of higher quality,
consistent and secure to consume. Costs in agave and tequila production have
declined, the environment cared for and knowledge has been generated.
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13.2 Henequen perspectives in Mexico in 2005

Engineer Jose Luis Azcorra Torre, Department of Agriculture, Yucatan Mexico

Engineer Torre showed a map on the distribution of industrial Agaves in Mexico.
The main industrial Agaves were Bacanora, Tequila, Mezcal and Henequen. The
Henequen industry started in 1830. Following Cirus Hall McCorrnik invention in
1878 the market for henequen products increased. In 1915 there was a revolution in
Yucatan followed by an agrarian reforDl in 1937 when the Government took control
of the industry up to 1992. In 1993 the Government privatized the Henequen
industry. Since 2002 the Government has established 7 programs aimed at assisting
farmers.

In Yucatan Henequen is grown by first establishing nurseries, which last two years
before transplanting to the field. The plants stay in the field for 7 years before
harvesting starts. The plants are then harvested for 12 years before they start to pole.
After poling they last another 4 years. Thus the plants life cycle is 25 years.

By 1984 Yucatan had 55,000 farmers and 62 municipiums with a total land holding of
250,000 hectares producing 67,000 tons. By 1994 there were only 16,000 farmers
and 56 municipiums with a land holding of 90,860 hectares producing 24,294 tons.
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By 2004 the number had declined to 5,200 farmers and 42 municipiums producing
5,000 tons. In 1994 there were 57 decorticators working but the number declined to
25 in 2002 and 14 in 2004.

The way forward charted to reverse this trend hinges on increasing land under
Henequen in 40 large estates, increasing the number of decorticating plants in
operation and making them more efficient, wider distribution of economic resources
from the Govermnent and supporting research and development in new products such
as inulin.

13.3 Planting and production of sisal in China

Professor Yu Chon gwen, Dong Hua University of China

Prof. Chongwen informed the participants that the area under sisal in China was
15,000 hectares with an annual production of 45,000 tons of fibre or around 2.8 tons
per hectare. Sisal is grown in tropic and sub-tropic regions of Guangxi, Guangdong,
Hainan, Yunnan and Guizhou Provinces. The main cultivar grown was the Agave
Hybrid 11648, which originated from East Africa. According to China's experience
returns from sisal exceed those from sugarcane, pineapples, bananas, cassava etc since
sisal can still be produce in soils deficient of plant nutrients.

The long fibre grades are used for production of yarn, twine, cordage, cloth, carpets
etc. The short fibres are used for stuffing mattresses and the solid waste is applied as
fertilizer or fed to pigs, horses and sheep. From the liquid waste a protein substance is
extracted which is used in leather processing for removing the hair. Other chemicals
of commercial value are saponin and hecogenin.

The participants were informed that China now produces a whole range of sisal
processing machines and their spare parts. These include carding, drawing, spinning
and weaving machines just to name a few. The sisal industry in China falls directly
under the umbrella of the Ministry of Agriculture. The farmers and manufacturers
have their association called The China Bast and Leaf Fibres Textile Association.

The university dealing with sisal is Donghua University also known as the China
Textile University. Large companies dealing with sisal are Dongfang Sisal Group
Company Limited in Guangdong and the Guangxi Sisal Limited Liability
Corporation.

13.4 Sisal in South Africa

Professor Abisha Tembo, Centre Manager, National Fibre, Textile and Clothing
Centre

The National Fibre, Textile and Clothing Centre (CSIR) is one of eight South African
Science Councils. It is the largest research and development organization in Africa
with 2,500 employees. It has seven business units dealing with Manufacturing and
Materials Technology, Defence Technology, Building Technology, Environmental
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Technology, Mining Technology, Food and Biochemical Technology and
Transportation Technology. The production, manufacturing and materials technology
section has an annual turnover ofRI61 million with 383 employees out of which 200
are professionals. It has offices in Pretoria, Johannesburg, Cape Town, Durban, Port
Elizabeth and Richards Bay.

The Vision of the Centre is to develop into a world-class centre of excellence for the
establishment of globally competitive fibre industries. Its Mission is to develop
cutting edge technologies, expertise and innovative solutions for the fibre industry. Its
corporate objective is to enhance the competitive capability of the fibre industry to
compete in global markets, ensure high investment returns, create more jobs, spur
economic grovvth and empower disadvantaged groups. Jurgen Schremp started the
Project in 1977, with emphasis on technology transfer and social development. This
coincided with localization of the Mercedes Benz C Class. In 1997 sisal was the only
locally available fibre produced in 26 sisal estates, three of which were private estates
in KwaZulu Natal and 23 state farms in Limpopo. The state owned farms were not
producing to full capacity. South Africa imported sisal in spite of sufficient local
supply. Replanting was behind schedule and equipment refurbishment was urgently
needed. In 1998 CSIR was thus contracted to undertake a feasibility study on the
farms on behalf of Daimler Chrysler SA. The study focused on three state owned
farms and was carried out in conjunction with the Limpopo Government. The results
of the study showed production costs on state farms were higher compared to sisal
import prices. Some farms could be economically viable if operated independently
and the infrastructure had to be rehabilitated. In 1999 a commercialization model was
developed.

In 2000 Borgers AG developed a technology for flax and adapted it to sisal. The
process involved fleece production, compression molding, lamination and finishing.
In 200 I alternative applications approach was initiated. The activities were to
identitY opportunities and markets, identify entrepreneurs and evaluate the technology
with respect to potential advantages to be able to decide on the go or no go. The
objectives were to stabilize the process chain, increase demand for sisal and better
utilization of capital equipment. In the same year the University of Stellenbosch
carried out studies on sisal reinforced paper with significant improvement in
properties. Tower technologies were developed in chipboard replacement with lighter
and stronger sisal boards. Other products developed were handmade paper, slippers,
sisal reinforced crash helmets, tablemats, geotextiles etc.

A feasibility study on production of sisal in the North West Province indicated that
small-scale sisal production could be a viable business with considerable potential for
job creation. It was therefore recommended to establish a sisal production and
processing complex at Madikwe farm and the project was launched in 2002. A new
bulbi I sisal nursery was established. The farm was provided with a diesel engine,
water pump and irrigation pipes purchased using Poverty Eradication Funds. The
farmers were trained in all aspects of sisal production and sisal fibres were tested by
NFTCC. Sisal based non-wovens and paper samples were developed. A needle
punching line and hand paper unit was installed at Madikwe. Renovation of
warehouses was initiated and a sisal decorticator and paper hand press provided using
Poverty Eradication Funds. Pending activities included providing assistance in all
aspects of establishing a new sisal plantation; building the infrastructure for sisal
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production, processing and manufacturing by small scale manufacturing enterprises;
commissioning the needle punching line and training people; producing sisal based
textiles and paper products.

13.5 Development of Henequen crop in Cuba

Ing. Caridad Valdes Torres, Research Scientist, Liliana Dimitrova Horticulture
Research Institute in Havana

Cuba has a surface area of 110,922 square kilometres, an agricultural area of 6.7
million hectares, a population of II million people and a subtropical climate with an
average 1,375 mm of rain in two seasons running from May to October and
November to April. Average temperatures are 24°C and atmospheric humidity ranges
from 60 to 80%.

Henequen was introduced in Cuba in the second half of the 19th Century starting with
Matanzas Province and later spreading to Cienfuegos, Havana and Holguin provinces.
There are around 4,000 hectares planted with Henequen, of which 3,000 hectares are
mature and 1,000 hectares are immature. Henequen is grown on land with limestone
and pH from neutral to slightly alkaline. Seedlings are from rhizomes or bulbils from
a nursery. Henequen is planted throughout the year though preferably during the rain
season. The spacing used is 3 metres by 1 metre giving a plant population of 3,333
plants per hectare. Weed control is by mechanical means although cattle are
sometime also used. Harvesting commences after 4-5 years from transplanting and
the cutting cycle is 9-12 months leaving 14-20 leaves. Annual production is around
2,000 tons of dry fibre. The production is locally consumed and exported to Europe
and America.

Research initiatives started include feasibility of improving bulbil as planting
material. Other studies are on determination of seedling size, plantation distance and
weed control in nursery stage. A study of different cutting cycles; determination of
NPK levels in nursery stage; determination of NPK and carbon levels in production
stage; studies on new products such as liquid detergent, animal feed and others; and
use of biotechnology in the development of the crop are also being undertaken.

Future potential growth areas were in the eastern part of Cuba where soils are suitable
for Henequen and employment needs are high. Future activities included
commercialization of research results, development of new clones with higher yields,
improvements in the technology for use of the waste as manure in nurseries and
technology in cutting, studies on diseases, continued development of new products
and enhancing the conservation of the germplasm bank. Research activities are
carried out in collaboration by various institutions. These are Liliana Dimitrova
Horticultural Research Institute under the Ministry of Agriculture; University of
Matanzas and Jose Antonio Echeverria Polytechnic Superior Institute under the
Ministry of Higher Education; Mario Munoz Medical Laboratory under Ministry of
Health; Textile Research Centre under the Ministry of Light Industry and Henequen
enterprises.
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She welcomed collaboration and interchange of experiences relating to Henequen
fibers and byproducts from other countries.

Discussions on country experiences

Mr. Gilead Kissaka
He wanted to know how the parenchyma is extracted, how the solid waste from
tequila boles remaining after extracting the juice are used to run engines or turbines
for power generation and how the fibre is separated from the juice if biogas is
produced from the solid waste?

Hon. Ditopile, Regional Commissioner, Coast Region
Thanked organizers of the workshop for a job well done. His comments were
directed on production, processing and marketing. He remarked that Mr. Seng'enge's
presentation had provoked more questions than answers. He asked Brazil and Cuba to
respond to the questions raised on status of land ownership, seedlings (can the
smallholders raise them?), inputs such as fertilizer and extension services. On
processing, he wanted to know how the smallholder decorticator could be
popularized. He noted that proper packaging and quality control is essential in
marketing. How is it done in other countries? Answers to these questions were
considered crucial in sensitizing farmers to go for sisal. In Mexico the human resource
is considered first, the next consideration is the market and finally is the production
cost.

Mrs. Mary Githaiga, Kenya
Wanted to know the structure of production and marketing in other countries.

Mr. Gideon Seng'enge
Wanted to know how Brazil had increased productivity from 700 kg to 1,200 kg per
hectare.

Mr. Francis Nkuba
The presentations had opened eyes to new opportunities. He wanted to know how the
Mexicans plan to utilize 100% of the tequila plant. He also wanted to know from
Professor Tembo the decorticating machine capacity at Madikwe Farm. He wondered
why in Cuba sisal took 5 years before being harvested when the average rainfall was
1,300 mm per year.
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Hon. A. Y. Mgumia, Regional Commissioner, Shinyanga
Remarked that he had worked in Kigoma Region prior to moving to Shinyanga and
had attended a workshop on Palm Oil and learnt that Malaysia obtained its original
seedlings for palm trees from East Africa and had risen to be the leading producers of
palm oil in the world. After presentation from China he had learnt that China got its
sisal from East Africa and was already producing more sisal fibre than any of the East
African countries. This showed how one could easily lose leadership if all
stakeholders do not work together. Shinyanga produces maize and other crops and
wanted to know how one can produce sisal bags on small scale for packaging. He
informed the participants that he was attending the workshop so as to learn as he
intended to start sisal growing in Shinyanga Region.



Reponses by presenters

Mr. Wilson of Brazil
Farmers in Brazil keep the sisal plant growing before the mother plant is removed.
This provides continuity in production. Sisal is less than 1.5% of Brazilian exports
and only important because of its social contribution in creating more than 600,000
jobs. A total of 15,000 farmers with an average of 10 hectares each exist. In Brazil
sisal waste is ensiled and fed to animals. The study on animal feed conducted by the
project will increase utilization of sisal waste. There are 8-9 industrial factories in
Bahia and every Saturday decorticating people sell fibre to firms with brushing and
baling facilities who in turn sell to local industries or export. Fibre extraction is by
mini-decorticators, which are owned by operators and not by individual farmers. The
farmer's activity is just to produce sisal leaf in the field. On the land ownership, the
Brazilian Government has a programme of land distribution to poor people in which
the Government buys the land and then gives it to poor families. By the end of 2003
about 60,000 poor families had benefited from this programme.

Dr. Aidee Orozco of Mexico
In the Tequila Industry bagasse is used and not the leaves. A small part of the bagasse
is used for organic fertilizer. On wet basis 40.5 kilocalories are obtained from 100
grams of bagasse. On dry basis 178 kilocalories are obtained from 100 grams of
bagasse. One kilogramme of juice produces 6 kilogramme of bagasse. After
squeezing the juice out of the henequen stems the remaining biomass is burnt in an
incinerator generating heat to heat water in a boiler to generate steam. Electricity is
generated from a steam turbine. The power produced is just enough for running the
Tequila factory. This has significantly cut down the cost of production. There is no
excess power put in the National Grid as the Government price for electricity is too
low. The savings made amount to US$ 0.1 per litre of Tequila. Thus at a production
of 12 million litres per year total savings amount to around US$ 2 million per year.
Biogas is obtained from the treatment plant amounting to 1.2 cubic metres per day
treated anaerobically. On the 80% utilization of the Tequila plant as posed by Mr.
Nkuba she explained that 60% represented the leaves and 20% the bagasse remains
used for organic fertilizer. A pilot project on use of Tequila leaves to produce pectins,
waxes, saponins gas and inulin has been established. Extraction of inulin from the
bole is another product being seriously considered for specialty applications. Inulin
was reported to largely come from artichokes. The demand for inulin in 2003 was
60,000 tons per year.

Professor Tembo from South Africa
The success in the work undertaken was possible due to different Government
Agencies coming to the aid of smallholders. The capacity of the decorticators was 60
kg per hour.

Dr. Manuel Robert from CICY Mexico
Observed how tragic it was to have left Katani to develop the smallholder scheme on
its own. He assured participants that the MTC Laboratories set up should be able to
produce planting materials for smallholder farmers. The smallholder's future is in the
hand of the Government.
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Mr. Jose Luis Azcorra Torre from Yucatan Mexico
He spoke in Spanish and Mrs. Sanchez translated. Hc stressed that smallholders
needed to cooperate in production and work hard. In Mexico the emphasis was on the
highest human values of equity, liberty and a better life for all. The intention was to
change the mentality of the people and improve living conditions. This is possible if
the values are adhered to. The second prerequisite was for everybody to ask what one
can do for his/her country, for production and for him/herself. This forms the basis
for success.

Ms. Elisa Valdes Torres of Cuba
Maintenance of the farms is throughout the life of the crop in the field. Total
harvesting is done not selectively as in sisal. Cutting is done when leaves are onc
metre long. Ms. Sanchez translated as Ms. Torres spoke and further explained that
originally sisal was used for agricultural twine. Ms. Sanchez had worked on the sisal
programme in Cuba before joining UNIDO. She explained that research efforts were
first directed to produce Hecogenin for the pharmaceutical industry. Dry
decortication was introduced and a process to obtain an intermediate product named
"coffee ground" as precursor for steroids for contraceptive pills production needed
mature sisal leaves. The dry high pressure hydrolysis process for "coffee ground"
production was introduced and performed in the decortication plant. Sisal was a
marginal crop compared to sugarcane. It was and still is not mechanized but sugar
production is mechanized. Interest in growing sisal revived because of high prices of
synthetics. She requested all presenters to write down the questions made and the
replies for them to be included in the proceedings.

Afternoon session and closing on 19th Novcm ber 2004

Mr. Salum Shamte, Chairman
Mr. Shamte as Chairman recognized the presence of various dignitaries and the Guest
of Honour for the closing ceremony.

He explained how the workshop had fared in its two days of deliberations and that
that was the last session. He thanked the· Regional Commissioner for agreeing to
attend the whole afternoon session and close the workshop. Two presentations were
to be made. The first was "Industrialization of Sisal" by Mr. Damian D. Ruhinda, the
Chairman of the Sisal Association of Tanzania and the second on the "Achievements
and Way Forward" by Ms. Mayra Sanchez Osuna Deputy to the Director, Energy and
Cleaner Production in UNIDO. Mr. Neil Cuthbert the Chairman of Sisal Growers
Association in Kenya was later to move a vote of thanks. He requested the Guest of
Honour to have a group picture with participants after the closing ceremony. He
thereafter introduced Mr. Ruhinda and asked him to address the workshop. He later
introduced Ms. Mayra Sanchez Osuna and asked her to present.
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14.0 Industrialization of sisal
Mr. Damian D. Ruhinda, SAT Chairman

Mr. Ruhinda started by assuring the participants that all natural hard fibres including
sisal were poised for resurgence in the world market. This was due to the rapid
demand in the last five years for new sisal products. He believed that if this situation
were fully exploited, the Sisal Industry would be rapidly revived and thus contribute
to poverty alleviation and increased rural employment.

He summarized the attributes of the sisal plant. Sisal is a natural, environmentally
friendly renewable resource, which can serve mankind much better than synthetics. It
has a worldwide market potential running into millions of tons in the paper,
automotive and building industries, handicrafts, and other products. The waste
accounting for 98% of the biomass is more valuable than the 2% currently exploited.
Sisal can thrive in very adverse weather. It does not require expensive agro-
chemicals. Sisal can be grown and harvested throughout the year. All plantations
have well-developed infrastructure and are linked to the National Electricity Grid. In
Tanzania for example, the managerial and skilled workers have experience built over
100 years. Sisal has a long established Research Centre at Mlingano equipped with a
modern MTC laboratory. The smallholder/outgrower scheme recently re-introduced
in Tanzania by Katani Ltd has shown significant success.

Mr. Ruhinda informed the participants that extensive studies had been undertaken in
different parts of the world on sisal and products. Most of the research results were
ready for commercialization. He named some of the local and international
organizations involved in sisal research as being the Danish Technological Institute,
Tanzania Sisal Authority, CAMARTEC, BOEL of Germany, Katani Limited,
University of Dar-es-Salaam, and Sokoine University of Agriculture. The recently
concluded Project on Sisal Product and Market Development for Sisal and Henequen
Projects has been instrumental in developing the concept of "Industrialization of
Sisal".

Investment opportunities in the Sisal Industry existed in large-scale production of
sisal, production of superior planting material by MTC technology and agricultural
machinery for cutting and transport of sisal leaves to the factories. Other investment
opportunities were in primary processing, energy generation, organic fertilizer, animal
feed, pharmaceutical and on fibre based products. All products identified need market
development in one form or another and new markets and hence new customers
locally in East Africa, in SADC countries and in other parts of the world to link
producers and consumers.
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The revitalization of the Sisal Industry required stopping marginalization of
agribusiness in our thinking process, planning and resource allocation. All
stakeholders should defend the sector's interests in ensuring availability of long-term
finance at affordable interest rates for agricultural producers. Other areas included
putting in place an incentive package to attract local and foreign investment into
agriculture and processing. The incentive package should be in reduced costs of
inputs like power, fuel, labour, and taxes by the Government to support the sisal
smallholder/outgrower sisal scheme. A smart and true public-private partnership was
essential for success.



Comments

Mr. R. Madabida Director Katani Ltd
He started by saying that Mr. Ruhinda's presentation has been an eye opener to him
and probably to many other participants. He reminded the Workshop that sisal
production had reached its rock bottom level and that it could not go down further, it
had to go up and not anywhere, he insisted. He called on all the participants to refrain
from re-creating the past but to invent the future. He asked the stakeholders to be
prepared to take the courage and join forces with other partners in industrialization of
sisal. He called on the support from Governments, as he believed that Government's
close partnership with the private sector was a key ingredient for economic progress.

Judge John Mkwawa of Tanzania High Court
He remarked that a political will was needed to reach the Promised Land and that a
Moses was needed to lead us to prosperity.

Mr. Joseph Tipape of Kenya
He recommended mobilization of funds to undertake research and development
activities seriously. He therefore proposed establishment of a forum for sisal research
and development among producing countries.

Dr. Edward Masanja, University of Dar es Salaam Tanzania
He informed the participants that the University of Dar es Salaam has had various
collaborative research activities with the sisal industry in Tanzania for many years.
He invited local partners in sisal to work with the University as some of them had
done in the past. He reminded the Tanzanians that the University is theirs and so they
should make full use of it.

Responses

Mr. Damian D. Ruhinda
He thanked all the respondents for their constructive comments and remarks. He
emphasized that if all stakeholders joined hands, the goal would be achieved.
Survival was dependent on being competitive in business.
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After Mr. Ruhinda's comments Mr.Wilson Andrade of Brazil proposed that since
Kenya, Tanzania and Brazil had similar problems facing the development of their
sisal industries, the Sisal Associations in Kenya and Tanzania join the Sisal
Associations in Brazil to pursue together as one entity the common problems. The
proposal was adopted.



15.0 Achievements and the way forward

Ms Mayra Sanchez Osuna, UNIDO Project Backstopping Officer

Ms. Sanchez started by reviewing the eight-year activities of the project. During the
first phase project teams were set up in Kenya and Tanzania. The two teams
cooperated in enhanced production systems for increased fibre yield per hectare. Two
MTC laboratories were established and operated. The project trained MTC staff and
planted MTC plants in estate fields. Fertilizer and alternative harvesting trials were
carried out. Smallholder farming systems were evaluated. Animal feed trials and
trials on biogas to produce electricity were undertaken.

The project developed and tested technologies to optimize fibre extraction methods.
Encouraging results were obtained on leaf fibres and trials on bole fibre showed more
work needed to be done. A chart on the existing utilization of the sisal plant was
shown as explained in her paper on the project rationale and highlights.

The second phase was the establishment of a pilot biogas plant to demonstrate the
viability of the process, disseminate the experiences and carry out studies on
replication. The second phase programme was explained in chart form showing
decorticator and hammer mill waste being used to produce electricity, organic
fertilizer and process heat. Electricity production would result in increase of clients,
cheaper electricity for decorticators and the hammer mills and benefits to the national
grid. Other studies to be undertaken were use of the biogas for lighting and cooking.

The third phase was to concentrate on new initiatives. These included demonstration,
assimilation, and adaptation of technologies for integrated utilization of sisal. During
this stage the products from the bole such as its fibre, inulin, alcohol, special food
additives and electricity co-generation would be evaluated. Products from the leaves
such as chemicals for pharmaceutical and other industries as well as waxes and
surfactants would also be studied. The results would be disseminated globally,
partnerships established and capacity building enhanced.
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The programme for the third phase was to be formulated and negotiated in 2005. The
third phase was expected to last five years with participants drawn globally.
Programme partners at country level were to be farmers, industrialists, manufacturing
and commercial institutions, public and private partners, R&D institutions,
universities, consulting and engineering companies and others. At intemationallevel
programme partners were to be drawn from North-South cooperation, South-South
cooperation, multilateral development and financial organizations, manufacturing and
commercial institutions, public and private partners, R&D institutions, universities,
consulting and engineering companies and others.

She explained the new UNIDO approach and goal as being the reversal of the current
situation where only 2% of the plant is utilized and 98% thrown away to using 98%
and throwing away 2% by adding industrial and commercial value to the commodity.
The goal is to ensure sustainability and total utilization of the sisal plant, minimize
pollution and waste abating all negative environmental impacts, increase employment
opportunities through new industrial developments. The approach will stress
environmentally friendly and cleaner production.



She recommended follow up actions in continued agronomic trials to detennine the
optimal parameters and economic feasibility. Other activities were optimization of
the selected fibre extraction technology, continued R&D activities for commercial
valorization of sisal wastes and establishment of market outlets for the new products
and development of strategies for market penetration. Most important however was
the wide dissemination of technologies and market information and promotion of
commercial adoption of the new technologies.

She thanked all for participating and contributing in ideas and financially and looked
forward to meeting them again in the next workshop.

16.0 Closing speech of the workshop by the Guest of Honour

Capt (Rtd) Jaka Mwambi, Tanga Regional Commissioner

He began by thanking the workshop organizers for the honour bestowed on him to
officiate the closing ceremony and the CFC, UNIDO, IFAD and the Belgium

. Government for financing the Project. He congratulated UNIDO, the Kenya Sisal and
Tanzania Sisal Boards and Katani Limited for a job well done during all the stages of
implementation of the Project.

He considered it a great honour for Tanga Municipality being chosen to host this
important workshop. Tanga was once extolled as the African capital of the white
gold, due to the fact that in the 1960's when the country's production peaked at
230,000 tons, about 65% of the production came from the Region. Despite its drastic
decline, sisal still remained a major export crop for Tanga Region. It was therefore
considered right to keep and hold alive the slogan "Tanga is Sisal and Sisal is Tanga".

He hoped the deliberations made during the Workshop would instill a sense of
urgency in the resuscitation and rejuvenation of the Industry, so as to give a much
more meaning to the Tanga sisal slogan. He pointed out that as we all live in a
changing globalised world, it was necessary to positively accept the fact that global
efforts are needed more now than ever before for solving social, economic and
technological problems currently facing the world.

He summarized ways of reviving sisal as being to commercially utilize the whole sisal
plant, adding value to export products from the sisal plant instead of raw sisal. Others
included the involvement of smallholder farmers and out growers in sisal
development and production and developing a cohesive collaboration among
producers and consumers. This was important especially in R&D, market
development, technological transfer and pursuit of joint ventures in various
opportunities. Acknowledging the problem of long term financing faced by. many
developing countries like Tanzania, the Guest of Honour made an appeal to
development partners, multilateral and bilateral financial institutions, local and
foreign investors to support investments in the Industry.
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The Guest of Honour urged the participants to implement the positive results learned
in the Workshop rather than let them lie on shelves. He reminded the participants that
revival for the sisal industry entails innovation, ingenuity, and much hard work. He
invited investors from all over the world to invest in Tanga,. as he believed that
discouraging investments makes society worse off. He asked the participants to visit
places in Tanga rich in tourist attractions such as Amboni caves, Amboni Sulphur
Baths, East Usambara Nature Reserves and other places.

He conveyed his sincere gratitude and appreciation to Mkonge
organizers for hosting the Workshop efficiently and peacefully.
Workshop at 17.20 hours.

Hotel and the
He closed the

17.0 Vote of thanks

Mr. Neil Cuthbert, Chairman Kenya Sisal Growers Association

Mr. Cuthbert recognized the presence of the various dignitaries and thanked the
Regional Commissioner for attending the whole afternoon session despite his heavy
schedule of activities and for his words of wisdom.

He thanked the organizers, management of Mkonge Hotel and the people of Tanga for
their hospitality and for providing a peaceful atmosphere for the workshop. He
commended the work done by the project in both Kenya and Tanzania and
underscored the Guest of Honour's urge to commercialize the results. He thanked
FAO, CFC, UNIDO, IFAD, the Governments of Belgium, Kenya and Tanzania and
the sisal industries in both countries for their financial, moral and material support to
the project.

He asked the development partners to continue supporting the industry in
commercializing all the results and developing new products and markets beyond
what had been done. He thanked all who made contributions in the workshop and
wished all a safe journey back but looked forward to meeting them again.
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Dissemination Workshop Agenda

PROJECT ON PRODUCT AND MARKET DEVELOPMENT OF
SISALAND HENEQUEN PRODUCTS

INTERNATIONAL DISSEMINA nON WORKSHOP

TANGA, TANZANIA, 16-19 NOVEMBER 2004

AGENDA AND PROGRAMME

REGISTRATION AT MKONGE HOTEL - 8:00 TO 22:00 HRS [15TH TO 18THl

[Hotels in Tanga Reserved for Participants - Choice at Registration]

Monday, 15th November 2004
Arrival of participants from Tanzania and Kenya at Tanga.
Arrival of participants from other countries at Dar-es-Salaam airport. Transportation
to hotel and overnight stay in Dar es Salaam

Tuesday, 16th November 2004
. Morning travel of participants from Dar to arrive at Segera by 12:00 Hrs.

Site visits by participants already in Tanga.

[Transport leaves from Mkonge Hotel at 08:00 sharp]

Time Activity-
08:00--12:00 Visit ARI Mlingano: Tour Gene Bank and MTC Lab

Dr. A. Nyakyi, Mlingano Director and Mrs. Mlay - MTC

Visit Mwelya Estate and Tour Smallholder Farms
Mr. D. Mselela, Estate Manager

Visit Gomba Estate and Tour Fertilizer Trials
Mr. H. Shabani, Sisal Research Coordinator and
Mr. A. Kamili Estate Manager

Visit Hale Estate: Tour Variety and Agricultural Trials
Mr. G. Seng'enge, Proiect Agronomist

12:00-13:30 Lunch at Segera for all participants.

13:30-13:50 Travel to Kwara2uru Estate
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Tuesday, 16th November 2004 (cont.)

Foundation Stone Laying for the Sisal Biogas Plant at Kwaraguru Estate and
Hammer mill Inauguration at Hale Estate

14:00 - 14:15

14:15 - 14:25

14:25 - 14:35

14:35 - 14:45

14:45 - 15:15

15:15 -15:30

15:30 - 15:50

16:00 - 16:15

16:15 -16:25

16:25 - 16:35

16:35 - 16:45

16:45 - 17:00

17:00 - 17:30

17:30 - 18:30

Welcoming Address and Briefing on Biogas Project
Mr. O. O. Wilson, Director General Tanzania Sisal Board

Address by tbe Minister for Planning and Privatization.
Hon. Dr. Abdallah O. Kigoda - (MP)

Address by the Divisional Managing Director UNIDO
Dr. A. J. J. Rwendeire

Address by The CFC Managing Director
H.E. Ambassador Ali Mchumo

Flume Tow Recovery Plant Demonstration
Mr. F. Washa, Central Workshop Engineer

Foundation Stone Laying Ceremony
H.E. Ambassador Ali Mchumo CFC Managing Director
and Dr. A. J. J. Rwendeire UNIDO Managing Director.

Travel to Hale Estate

Welcome and Briefing
Mr. S. Shamte, Chairman Project Coordinating Committee

Address by The Leader of the Kenya Delegation.
Mr. 1. K. A. Cheluget

Address by CFC Managing Director
H.E. Ambassador Ali Mchumo

Address by UNIDO Divisional Managing Director
Dr. A. J. J. Rwendeire

Inauguration of Prototype Hammer Mill
Dr. A. 1.1. Rwendeire, UNIOO Div. Managing Director and
H.E. Ambassador Ali Mchumo, CFC Managing Director.

Hammer Mill Demonstration
Mr. G. Kissaka, Project Engineer

Travel to Tanu;a
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Wednesday, 17th November 2004

Official Opening Session

11:00 Arrival of Guest of Honour H.E. Dr. A. M. Shein - Vice
President of the United Republic of Tanzania
All Participants to welcome him at Tanga Airport

11:30-13:00 Lunch at Mkonee Hotel and Harbours Club
13:10 All Participants to be seated at Bay View Hall- Mkonge Hotel
13:10-13:30 Briefing on the Opening Ceremony and Programme

Mr. S. Shamte - Chairman - Project Coordinating Committee.

13:30 Arrival of Guest of Honour at the Meeting Hall - RC
13:35 - 13:40 (Song by TOT)
13:40 - 13:50 Welcoming Remarks

Hon. Capt. (Rtd) J. Mwambi - Tanga Regional Commissioner

13:50 - 14.00 Introduction of Key Guests and Foreign Participants
Hon. Mr. M. Mwandoro (MP), Chairman Tanzania Sisal Board

J4.00 - J4:1O Statement from Kenya
Mrs. Mary Githaiga - Head of Kenya Delegation

14:10 -14:20 Statement from FAO
Mr. Shakib Mbabaali

14:20 - 14:40 Statement from UNIDO
Dr. A. 1. 1. Rwendeire, UNIDO Divisional Managing Director

14:40 - 15:00 Statement from CFC
H. E. Ambassador Ali Mchumo, CFC Managing Director

15:00 -15:20 Invitation to Guest of Honor to Open the Workshop
Hon. Dr. 1uma Ngasongwa (MP) Minister for Industries and Trade.

15:20 - 16:20 OFFICIAL OPENING STATEMENT
H.E. Dr. Ali M. Shein - Vice President of The United Republic
of Tanzania.

16:20 - 16:30 Vote of Thanks
Mr. D.O. Ruhinda, Chairman Sisal Association of Tanzania

16:30 - 16:40 Group Photol!raphs with Guest of Honour
19:30 - 23 :00 Dinner and Cultural Eveninl! - All Participants
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Thursday, 18th November 2004

First Session: Enhancing and Improving Sisal Production

09:00- 09:05 Introduction of Presenters for the Morning Session
Mr. S. Shamte, Chairman Project Coordinating Committee

09:05- 09:30 Project Rationale and Highlights:
Sietse Van der Werff, Senior Project Manager CFC
Mrs. Mayra Sanchez Osuna, Deputy Director UNIDO

09:30- 10:00 New Sisal Production Systems; Estate Variety and Fertilizer
Trials
Dr. Walid Khayrallah, International Expert

10:00- 10:50
Discussions (All Participants)

10:50- 11:00
Response: Dr. Walid Khayrallah

II :00- II :30
Tea fCoffee Break

11:30- 11:50
Smallholder Sisal Farming
Mr. Gideon O. Seng'enge, Project Agronomist

11:50 -12:20
Discussion (All Participants)

12:20- 12:30
Response: Mr. Gideon o. Seng'enge

12:30- 12:50
Sisal Multiplication by Meristematic Tissue Culture
Dr. Manuel Robert, International Expert

12:50- 13:20
Discussion (All Participants)

13:20- 13:30
Response: Dr. Manuel Robert

13:30- 14:30 Lunch - Mkonf!.e Hotel and Harbours Club (All Particivants)
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Second Session: Alternative Uses and Markets for Sisal

14:30- 14:35 Introduction of Presenters for the Afternoon Session
Chairman, Mr. S. Shamte

14:35- 14:55 Fibre Extraction Technologies, Flume Tow Recovery and Sisal
Biogas Production
Mr. Gilead Kissaka, Project Engineer ~.

14:55- 15:30 Discussions (All Participants)

15:30- 15:40 Response - Mr. G. Kissaka

15:40- 16:00 Tea/Coffee Break

16:00- 16:20 Fibre Production for the Pulp and Paper Market: Pulping Trials
with Sisal Fibre and Market Analysis
Mrs. Rosely Viegas Assumpcao, International Expert

16:20- 16:50 Discussions (All Participants)

16:50- 17:00 Response: Mrs. Rosely Viegas Assumpcao

17:00-17:20 Utilization of Sisal "Waste" for Animal Feed.
Mr. Joseph Tipape, Kenya National Project Officer [1997- June
20041

17:20- 17.50
Discussions (All participants)

17:50- 18:00
Response: Mr. Joseph Tipape

19:30- 22:30 Barbecue and Cocktails - Mkonge Hotel (All Participantsj
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Friday, 19th November 2004

Third Session: Market Demand for Sisal

09:00- 09: I0 Introduction of Presenters for the Morning Session
Chairman, Mr. S. Shamte

09: I0- 09:25 Fibre Production for the Pulp and Paper Market: Economic and
Financial Evaluation for a Pilot Scale Fibre Extraction Project
Mr. F. Nkuba, National Project Officer Tanzania

09:25- 09:55 Discussions (All Participants)

09:55- 10:00 Response: Mr. Francis Nkuba

10:00- 10:30 Demand for Sisal Products in Europe, North America and Asia
Mrs. Paula Brazier, Wigglesworth - UK and
Mr. Joan Arque, CELESA - Spain

10:30- 12:50 Discussions (All Participants)

10:50- 11.00 Responses: Mrs. Paula Brazier and Mr. Joan Arque

II :00- 11:30 Tea/Coffee Break

11:30- 12:00 Experiences in Brazil and Mexico
Mr. Wilson Andrade - Brazil;
Ms. Aidee Orozco - Mexico and
Mr. Jose Azcorra Torre - Mexico

12:00- 12:20 Experiences in China and South Africa
Prof. Yu Chongwen - China and
Mr. Abisha Peter Tembo - South Africa

12:20- 12:30 Experiences in Cuba
Ms. Elisa Valdes Torres - Cuba

12:30- 13:00 Discussions (All Participants)

13:00- 13:30 Responses: Presenters

13.30- 14:45 Lunch - Mkonf!e Hotel/Harbours Club (All Particivants)
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Fourth Session: Industrialization of Sisal, Way Forward and
Closing Session

fWllOle Afternoon Session to be Graced by tile Guest O(Honour
Hon. Capt. (Rtd) Jaka Mwambi - Tanga Regional Commissioner.!

14:50 All Participants Seated in the Meeting Hall- Mkonge Hotel

14:55 Arrival of Guest of Honour and Introduction to Participants and
the Closing Session.
Mr. S. Shamte Chairman

15:00- 15:20 Industrialization of Sisal
Mr. D.D. Ruhinda - Chairman Sisal Association of Tanzania

15:20- 15:50 Discussions (All Participants)

15:50- 16:00 Response: Mr. D. D. Ruhinda

16:00- 16:30 Achievements and the Way Forward
Mrs. Mayra Sanchez Osuna, Deputy Director UNIDO

16:30- 16:40 Chairman to Invite Guest of Honour to Close the Workshop

16:40-17:20 Closing of the Workshop
Guest of Honor: Hon. Capt. (Rtd) Jaka Mwambi - Regional
Commissioner, Tanga

17:20-17:30 GROUP PICTURE WITH THE GUEST OF HONOUR

-END-

Project Coordinating Committee
P.O. Box 123,
1 Tasma Road, Bombo
Tanga - Tanzania

Tel: +255272647237
Fax: +255272642409
E-Mail: katani@kaributanga.com
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Annex 3. List of Participants

LAST NAME FIRST NAMES ORGANIZA nONI ADDRESS PHONE
DESIGNA nON

ABDALLAH MOHAMED RISHED MEMBER OF P.O. BOX 119, PANGANI
PARLIAMENT PANGANI

AKOONAY ZACHARIA HALE SISAL P.O. BOX 82, MNYUZI
SMALLHOLDERIHASSIl

ANDRADE WILSON NATURAL FIBRES RUA CONSELHEIRO + 5571 241 7499
INDUSTRIES QANTAS, 8/208 -
ASSOCIATION COMERCIO, 40015-070

SALVADOR, BAHIA,
BRAZIL

ASSUMPCAO ROSEL Y MARIA INTERNATIONAL RUA ALAGOAS 336 APTO 055 I I 38222636
VIEGAS CONSULTANT 64, CEP 01242-000

SAO PAULO BRAZIL
BARRAN PAUL TANCORDO 998) LTD P.O. BOX 1327, TANGA
BASIL BAHATI HIGHLAND ESTATES P.O. BOX I, NGERENGERE

LIMITED
BHATT ANJANA MOHAMMED P.O. BOX 20660, OAR ES 255222121866

ENTERPRISES IT\ LTD SALAAM
BIEDA REGINA REGIONAL P.O. BOX 5095, TANGA 255 27 2642430

COMMISSIONER'S
OFFICE, TANGA

BOIMANDA ANDREW KATANI LIMITED P.O. BOX 123, TANGA
BRAZIER PAULA WIGGLESWORTH & CO. 69 SOUTHW ARK BRIDGE +44 2079406000

LTD. ROAD, LONDON SEI ONG
BUHETI ISSA REGIONAL SECURITY'S P.O. BOX 698, TANGA

OFFICE
CHELANGWA ABAS L.M. INVESTMENTS P.O. BOX 597 TANGA 255 053 46828
CHIKlRA PAUL REGIONAL P.O. BOX 5095, TANGA 255 27 264242 I

ADMINISTRATIVE
SECRETARY

CHISAWILLO PETER TCCIA MOROGORO P.O. BOX 1278,
CHAMBER MOROGORO

CUTHBERT NEIL REA VIPINGO P.O. BOX 5023, TANGA 255 27 2646795
PLANTATIONS

DITOPILE UKIWAONA REGIONAL P. O. BOX 30080, KIBAHA
MZUZURI COMMISSIONER,

COAST REGION
GALLONI SUSSANA UNIDO P.O. BOX 300 A- I400 +43- I 26026-5397

VIENNA, AUSTRIA
GICHURU JOHN KEPHIS P.O. BOX 49421, NAIROBI 06632715
GIORGINA CATTANEO UNIDorrANZANIA P.O. BOX 9182, OAR ES

SALAAM
GITHAIGA MARY MINISTRY OF P.O. BOX 30028, NAIROBI

AGRICULTURE KENYA
GOROI ELIAS DISTRICT P.O. BOX 14, LUSHOTO 255 27 26400 I91

COMMISSIONER
LUSHOTO

GULEDI OMARI TANZANIA POSTS P.O. BOX 129TANGA 255 272643834
CORPORATION

HAMISI SHABANI ARI MLINGANO P.O. BOX 5088, TANGA 255272647647
HAONGA MICHAEL YALINDA THE SUNDAY P.O. BOX 31042, OAR ES

OBSERVER SALAAM
HASHIM HASSAN CHANNEL TEN - TV P.O. BOX 61 18, TANGA
HASSAN HASHIM CHANNEL TEN TV P.O. BOX 61 18, TANGA 255 27 2644595
HESS GEORGE AMBONI SISAL P.O. BOX 5040, TANGA

PROPERTIES
HUSSEIN MGAYO KATANI LIMITED P.O. BOX 123, TANGA 255272644401/2
JIANGUO HAO CHINA STATE FARMS I~'O' BOX 4921, OAR ES 255 22 2700286

IIT\ LTD SALAAM
JUMA AMBASSADOR SISAL ASSOCIATION OF P.O. BOX 5577, TANGA
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LAST NAME FIRST NAMES ORGANIZATION/ ADDRESS PHONE
DESIGNA nON

WAZIRI TANZANIA
JUMBE REHEMA KATANI LIMITED 1'.0. BOX 123, TANGA
KAGWIMI CHARLES KENYA SISAL BOARD 1'.0. BOX 41179 NAIROBI 25420337799
KAHAMA I·ION. GEORGE MINISTRY OF 1'.0. BOX 201, DODOMA 255 27 262322149

CLEMENT COOPERATIVES AND
MARKETING

KALOKOLA M.M. HOTEL KOLA PRIETO 1'.0. BOX 1766, TANGA 255 27 2644206
KALUGIRA LAWRENCE FIDE FEEDS/KANGE 1'.0. BOX 68816. DAR ES 255 22 2450780

INVESTMENTS SALAAM
KATO DOROSTA TANGA DISTRICT P.O. BOX 832, TANGA 255272642398

RUMISHA COMMISSIONER'S
OFFICE

KEULEN DANIELLE UNIDO, NAIROBI P.O. BOX 41609. +25420624368
NOAIROBI

KHAYRALLAH WALID MKONGE RESOURCE P.O. BOX 532. +514) 335-1423
DEVELOPMENT PIERREFONDS.
CORPORATION MONTREAL, QUEBEC,

CANADA H9H 4M6
KHISA STEPHEN KEPI·IIS 1'.0. BOX 49421. NAIROBI 06632715
KIBAYA MASIIAKA TflE CITIZEN P.O. BOX 232, TANG A
KIFUNTA CHARLES DAILY NEWS P.O. BOX 5620, TANGA
KIGODA HON. DR. PRESIDENTS OFFICE. P.O. BOX 9242, DAR ES 25522 21 17103

ABDALLAH PLANNING & SALAAM
PRIVATIZATION

KIKOTA ELiUD AMBONI PLANTATIONS P.O. BOX 5023, TANGA 235 27 2646795
LTD

KILALA DEOGRATIAS H. M. SMALL HOLDER P.O. BOX 11890, DAR ES
FARMER NGOMBEZI SALAAM
ESTATE

KILANGWA JULIANA TANGA TELEVISION 1'.0. BOX 232. TANGA
KIMBISA ADAM RED CROSS TANZANIA P.O. BOX 1133, DAR ES

SALAAM
KIMBWI JULIAS TANGA CEMENT P.O. BOX 5037, TANGA 255272644500
KINALLA MONICA TANGA REGIONAL 1'.0. BOX 5095, TANGA 255 27 2642430

COMMISSIONER'S
OFFICE

KINDOROKO HAMIS KUMBURU SISAL P.O. BOX 2294, TANGA 255272647438
ESTATE

KINGAZI AMINA SAUTI YA TANZANIA 1'.0. BOX 6002, TANGA 255741660416
ZANZIBAR

KINGU JULIUS 1'1''1'- DEVELOPMENT P.O. BOX 673, TANGA
KINYALA SEVERINE IGNAS KAUZENI (1998) 1'.0. BOX 5802, TANG A

PLANTATION
KIROGA JUMANNE TANZANIA 1'.0. BOX 5815, DAR ES 255222127860

SMALLHOLDER TEA SALAAM
DEVELOPMENT
AGENCY

KISAUJI HON. SALIM MAYOR, TANGA P.O. BOX 178, TANGA 255272644531
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL

KISU SHABANI RADIOTANZANIA/TVT P. O. BOX 9191 DAR ES
SALAAM

KISSAKA GILEAD KATANI LIMITED, HALE P.O. BOX 82, MNYUZI
ESTATE

KIVUVA SALOME KEPHIS P.O. BOX 49592, NAIROBI 06632715
KIVUYO GODFREY TUNG I LIMITED, P.O. BOX 57, KOROGWE 255 27 264080 I

KWAMDULU ESTATE
KOMBA NOAH AMBONI SPINNING P.O. BOX 5023, 'I'ANGA 255 27 2646795

MILL LTD
KUCHNER SABINE UNIDO . P.O. BOX 300, A-1400 +43-1-26026-3892

VIENNA AUSTRIA
KYRIAZI ALEXANDER TErrA EST ATE LTD. P.O. BOX 18488. NAIROBI 25420651160
LABAN I MUSSA TANGA TELEVISION P.O. BIX 178, TANGA 255272647672
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LEMA ALFRED TANZANIA SISAL P.O. BOX 277, TANGA 255 27 2645060
BOARD

L1GUBI WINIFRID FRANCIS TAMISENI P.O. BOX I SONGE, 255 27 26424969
KILINDI

LUCHELE MSEKENI RASHID TANGA REGIONAL P.O. BOX 5095, TANGA 255272642479
SECRETARIAT

LUHIZO ATHMANC.M. TUNGI ESTATE P.O. BOX I I, MOROGORO
'AMBONI LIMITED)

LUPATU MUSA TANZANIA SISAL P.O. BOX 30169, KIBAHA
BOARD

LUSENGA DAVID M.P. INVESTMENT LTD. P.O. BOX 601 I, TANGA
LWALI JEDIDA KATANI LIMITED P.O. BOX 123, TANGA 255 27 2644402
LWALI JOHNM. SMALL HOLDER P.O. BOX 1554, TANGA 255272643181

FARMER
MACHARIA ELIZABETH KEPHIS P.O. BOX 49421, NAIROBI 066-32715
MACHARIA LAWRENCE LE-MARSH P.O. BOX 51, MOMBO

ENTERPRISES LIMITED
MADABIDA RAMADHANI KATANI LIMITED P.O. BOX 123, TANGA
MADEN DE ABDALLAH KA TANI LIMITED P.O. BOX 123, TANGA 255272647237
MAGALULA SAIDI MAGALULA PANGANI DISTRICT P.O. BOX 31, PANGANI 26627 26300 I5

COMMISSIONER'S
OFFICE

MAGOGGO JUVENT HALE SISAL P.O. BOX 5855 TANGA 255 27 2644833
SMALLHOLDER (HASSI)

MAIKO AMOSSAGUGE KILIMANJARO P.O. BOX 3070, MOSHI 2552752184
REGIONAL
COMMISSIONER'S
OFFICE

MAINGI MAGDALINE NZISA YATTA SOUTH WOMEN P.O. BOX 53, KATANGI 734960087 ee I I
GROUP MACHAKOS

MAJANI All KATANI LIMITED P.O. BOX 123, TANGA
MAKANZA DAVIDDEO BARCLA YS BANK (T) P.O. BOX 14652, TANGA 2552509320

LTD
MAKOI EMMANUEL GOMBA P.O. BOX 183 MOMBO 255 27 26446 I I

AGRICULTURAL
INDUSTRIES LTD

MAKOKO AISHA SECRETARY P.O. BOX 123, TANGA 255272644401
MALIKA FREDERICK SISAL SMALLHOLDER, P.O. BOX 61, MOMBO

MWELYAESTATE
MANDE MIKE EAST AFRICAN P.O. BOX 79327, DAR ES 255222122381

PROCUREMENT NEWS SALAAM
MANYEKO RAMADHANI UDP P.O. BOX 1954, TANGA
MAPINDA HAMISI TANZANIA SISAL P.O. BOX 277, TANGA 255 27 2645060

BOARD
MARO FRANK KATANI LIMITED P.O. BOX 123, TANGA 255 748 603664
MASANINGA ISSA TVT P.O. BOX 557, TANGA 255741308780
MASANJA ENOCK PCET, UNIVERSITY OF P.O. BOX 35131, DAR ES 255222410368

DSM SALAAM
MASHAURI MABULA TANZANIA PRIVATE BAG KIBAHA 255 27232402299

AUTOMOTIVE
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE

MASSA WE EUGEN EXIM BANK (T) P.O. BOX 1431, TANGA
LIMITED

MATERU EUDOSIA MINISTRY OF WATER, P.O. BOX 5027, TANGA 255272646192
TANGA

MAUMBA YUSUFU ALLY LIAISON OFFICER P.O. BOX 1073, DAR ES
SALAAM

MBABAALI SHAKIB UN FOOD AND VIALE DELLE TERME DI (39) 0657055006
AGRICULTURAL CARACALLA, ROOM D-
ORGANIZATION (FAOl 866,00100 ROME, ITALY

MBANGULILA PETER REGIONAL P.O. BOX 5095, TANGA 255 27 264242 I
COMMISSIONER'S
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OFFICE

MBIGILI ESTHER S. KOROGWE DISTRICT 1'.0. BOX 584. KOROGWE 255272640538
COUNCIL

MBUGUNI HAMISI METL-HUSSENI SISAL 1'.0. BOX 153. MWANGA. 255272757770
ESTATE SAME

MCHOMVU TIMOTHY KATANI - MAGOMA P.O. BOX 21, KOROGWE
ESTATE

MCHUMO All COMMON FUND FOR P. O. BOX 74656. 1070 BR (3120) 575 4941
I'AMBASSADOR) COMMODITIES AMSTERDAM

MDEHWA EMANUEL TADEO SISAL SMALLHOLDER, P.O. BOX 21, KOROGWE
MAGOMA ESTATE

MDURUMA OMARI FINTECS CONSULTANT P.O. BOX 277. TANGA
MGOHA EMMANUEL NEW KIMAMBA FIBRES 1'.0. BOX 4, KIMAMBA 255232620116
MGUMIA A.Y. SHINY ANGA REGIONAL 1'.0. BOX 320

COMMISSIONER SHINYANGA
MHANDO GEORGE MTAPWA SISAL P.O. BOX 2581. TANGA

ESTATE
MHANDO KHALIOI D.D. RUHINDA & CO. P.O. BOX 1987, TANGA 255 27 2646579

LTD
MHINA ANDREW LEWIS TCCIATANGA P.O. BOX 5293. TANGA 255272646114

CHAPTER
MIIINA AGNES CHAKUMITA CENTRE P.O. BOX 5248, TANGA
MINJA ERASTO E. MINISTRY OF P.O. BOX 201, DODOMA 255 27 262322296

COOPERATIVES AND
MARKETING

MITAWA Dr. GAUDENS MINISTRY OF 1'.0. BOX 2066. DSM 255 27 2865314
MARCUS AGRICULTURE AND

FOOD SECURITY
MKANDE MATHEW KWASHEMSHI SISAL P.O. BOX 518, KOROGWE

ESATE
MKANGA SHEIKH BAKWATA, TANGA TANGA
MKANGIRWA CHARLES JOI·IN TROPICAL PESTICIDES P.O. BOX 3024. ARUSHA 2552508813-15

RESEARCH INSTITUTE
(TPRI)

MKILINOI ZAWAOIEL ELCT - NED P.O. BOX 10. LUSHOTO
MKILINDI ADELASTELA MP FOR SPECIAL SEATS P.O. BOX 6022. TANGA

WOMEN)
MKONDA PIUS GERVAS TANZANIA REVENUE P.O. BOX 1400, TANGA 255 27 2643983

AUTHORITY
MKWATA IDOl RAMADHANI TANZANIA HARBOURS P.O. BOX 443, TANGA 255 27 2643078

AUTHORITY
MKWAWA JOHN JUDGE, JUDICIARY P.O. BOX 97, TANGA 255272646424
MLASANI KIMAROD. TANZANIA PRISONS P.O. BOX 9190, DAR ES 255222110314/6

HEADQUARTERS SALAAM
MLAY BEATRICE ARI-MLINGANO P.O. BOX 5088. TANGA 255272647647
MLEMBA JOHN MWEMBE SISAL P.O. BOX 117, SAME

GROWERS
MMBANDO SPEKE LUGONGO ESTATE PRIVATE BAG TANGA 255 27 262322296
MNDEME OMARY L.M. INVESTMENT P.O. BOX 597, TANGA 255 744 465316
MNDEME CHRISTINA REGIONAL P.O. BOX 5095, TANGA 255 27 2642430

COMMISSIONER'S
OFFICE, TANGA

MNKABENGA JAMES KATANI LIMITED 1'.0. BOX 123, TANGA
MNYANI All USAMBARA SPINNING P.O. BOX 5023. TANGA

COMPANY
MNZAVA GPDWOM TANESCO TANGA P.O. BOX 5048, TANGA 255 27 2646781
MOHAMED MOHAMED SAID THE EAST AFRICAN P.O. BOX 5364, TANGA
MONGOGWELA RENATUS COAST REGIONAL 1'.0. BOX 30080, KIilAHA 255 23 2402066

COMMISSIONER'S PWANI
OFFICE

MPUMA LAI MTINDIRO SISAL P.O. BOX 1892, TANGA 255 27 2645640
ESTATE
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MSAMBYA MANJU DISTRICT P.O. BOX 2, HANDENI 255 27 2641702
COMMISSIONER,
HANDENI

MSANGI MARKO GODFREY NGOMBEZI P.O. BOX 101, KOROGWE
SMALLHOLDER

MSELELA DAMSON KATANI LIMITED P.O. BOX 61, MOMBO
MSHAMU RAYMOND AGROTANGA LTD. P.O. BOX 10 MUHEZA 255272641173

MUHEZAIKITISA
ESTATE

MSUMARI IRENE RADIO TANZANIA P.O. BOX 5053, TANGA 255 27 2644595
MSUMI SAIDA CHANNEL TEN - TV P.O. BOX 21 122, DAR ES 255 22 2 I 16342-50

SALAAM
MTEJETA THEODORA KATANI LIMITED P.O. BOX 123, TANGA 255272644401
MTEJETA FAUSTINE TANZANIA SISAL P.O. BOX 277, TANGA 255 27 2645060

BOARD
MTEY ERICA MUHEZA DISTRICT P.O. BOX 20, MUHEZA 255 27 264105

COUNCIL
MUBA MSHAMUA. DISTRICT P.O. BOX 14, LUSHOTO

ADMINISTRATIVE
SECRETARY LUSHOTO

MUINGIA RAHAB KENYA P.O. BOX 16-80109 25404 I 5485842
AGRICULTURAL MTWAPA
RESEARCH INSTITUTE

MUJURU JOSEPH KIBO MATCH GROUP P.O. BOX 1894, MOSHI 255272752367
LIMITED

MULLA ABDULRAHIM MULLA TRADING, P.O. BOX 597, TANGA
TORONTO ESTATE

MUNUO ELEZABETH TANGA MUNICIPAL P.O. BOX 178, TANGA 255 27 2643068
COUNCIL

MUSTAFA NAJMI NAJMI ELECT AND P.O. BOX 349, TANGA 255272647200
REFRIGERATOR CO.
LTD.

MUTIZE KUDEAYI KIBO MATCH GROUP P.O. BOX 1894, MOSHI
LIMITED

MUYA HUSSEIN TANGA MUNICIPAL P.O. BOX 178, TANGA
COUNCIL

MWAKANYAMA WILLIAM CHINA STATE FARM P.O. BOX 123, TANGA 255 23 2623246
LE
MWANAKATWE THOBIAS NIPASHE - THE P.O. BOX 232, TANGA 255272647705

GUARDIAN LIMITED
MWANDEMELE GODFREY METL-MJESANI SISAL P.O. BOX 409, TANGA

ESTATE
MWANDORO MBAROUK,K. TANZANIA SISAL P.O. BOX 277, TANGA 255 27 2645060

BOARD
MWINYIGOHA ABDALLAH PRESIDENTS OFFICE P.O. BOX 9242, DAR ES 255222117103

PLANNING & SALAAM
PRIVATIZATION

NAHDI AMER NEW KIMAMBA FIBRES P.O. BOX 4, KIMAMBA 255232620116
NAKAJUMO JOE UHURUlMZALENDO P.O. BOX 9221, DAR ES

SALAAM
NDAMBALILO CASMIR MAELEZO P. O. BOX 9142, DAR ES

SALAAM
NDIMBO STELLA KATANI LIMITED P.O. BOX 123, TANGA 255 27 264440 I
NDONDE WAZIRI NATIONAL SOCIAL P.O. BOX 901, TANGA

SECURITY FUND
NG'ANZI ALLY A.S. TANGA MUNICIPAL P.O. BOX 1840, TANGA

COUNCILLOR
NGASONGWA JUMA MINISTER, MINISTRY P.O. BOX 9503, DAR ES

OF INDUSTRIES & SALAAM
TRADE

NGATUNI (CAPT.) GEOFFREY TANGA DISTRICT P.O. BOX 832, TANGA 255 27 2645204
COMMISSIONER (PO -
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RALG)

NGIRWA WILFRED MINISTRY OF P.O. BOX 9192. DAR ES 255 22 2862064
AGRICULTURE AND SALAAM
FOOD SECURITY

NGOLE FLORA SISAL ASSOCIATION OF P.O. BOX 5577. TANGA 255272647237
TANZANIA

NGWEGA NESTORY BUSINESS TIMES P.O. BOX 232. TANGA 255 272644130
NJOROGE PHILIP KEPHIS P.O. BOX 00100 - 49421. 254-066-32715

NAIROBI
NKUBA FRANCIS KATANI LIMITED P.O. BOX 123. TANGA 255272647237
NKUBA HARRIET CHAIRPERSON. UWT P.O. BOX 1387. TANGA

TANGA REGION
NTEMO ABDIB. KArAN I LIMITED. P.O. BOX 92. KOROGWE 255 27 2640872

MAGUNGA ESTATE
NYAKI ADOLF ARI MLiNGANO P.O. BOX 5088, TANGA
NYAKONJI COL. SALUM DISTRICT P.O. BOX 532, KOROGWE, 2552640507

WILLIAM COMMISSIONER. TANGA
KOROGWE

NYAMGALI MANASE KATANI LIMITED P.O. BOX 72, MUHEZA
NYARI NDEKIRWA MOHAMMED P.O. BOX 2066, DAR ES 255222121866

ENTERPRISES IT) I.TD SALAAM
NYARI G.M. KArAN I LIMITED. P.O. BOX 288. KOROGWE

NGOMBEZI ESTATE
NYICHOMBA BAVO PCET TECHNOLOGY P.O. BOX 35075, DAR ES 255 22 2410376

DEV. & TRANSPORT SALAAM
CENTRE UDSM

OROZCO AlDEE CASA HERRADURA, COMERCIO 172-1 COL. (52) 3747451 100
MEXICO MEXICACTZINGO

OSMAN SAID OSKAR (K) LTD., P.O. BOX 2 I708 - 00505 25420 566733
NAIROBI & W.G. NAIROBI
CLASEN HAMBURG

PASCHAL SEBASTIAN SANGA THE GUARDIAN LTD P.O. BOX 12994, DAR ES 255 22 2700735
i'FINANCIALTIMES) SALAAM

PEREIRA MARTIN AMBONI SISAL P.O. BOX 5040. TANGA
PROPERTIES

PIUS JAMES THE GUARDIAN LTD P.O. BOX 31042, DAR ES 255272700735
SALAAM

RAHANE DNYANDEO NEW MSOWERO FARM P.O. BOX 20066, KILOSA 255 22 2152403113
LTD

RAJABU SALIM MATI MLiNGANO P.O. BOX 5051, TANGA 255 27 2642884
ROBERT MANUEL CENTRE FOR AP 87 CORDEMEX 52 (999) 9813900

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH YUCATAN. MEXICO
OF YUCATAN

ROESER JENNIFER TANZANIA SISAL P.O. BOX 277. TANGA
BOARD

RUEPPELL RAINERG. WILHELM G. CLASEN GLOCKENGIESSERWALL
I D-20094 HAMBURG

RUHINDA DAMIAN DANIEL D.D. RUHINDA 7 CO. P.O. BOX 1987, TANGA 255272646579
LTD.

RWENDEIRE ABEL UNIDO. VIENNA P.O. BOX 300, A-1400 +43-1-26026-3510
INTERNATIONAL VIENNA AUSTRIA
CENTRE

SALUM MOHAMED SAID rANZANIA HARBOURS P.O. BOX 443, TANGA 255272643777
AUTHORITY

SANCHEZ- MAYRA UNIDO. VIENNA P.O. BOX 300 A-1400 +43-1 26026-3945
OSUNA INTERNATIONAL VIENNA, AUSTRIA

CENTRE
SASSI SAMUEL O.Y. MARAREGION P.O. BOX 855, MUSOMA 255 27 282620197

AGRICULTURAL
ADVISOR

SEBASTIANO BAGNASCO lJNlDO/TANZANIA P.O. BOX 9182. DAR ES
SALAAM
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SEMBONY GEORGE THE GUARDIAN LTD P.O. BOX 5000, TANGA
SENG'ENGE GIDEON KA TANI LIMITED P.O. BOX 123, TANGA 255272644401
SHAMTE SALUM KA TANI LIMITED P.O. BOX 123, TANGA 255272647237
SHAMTE MARIAM PRINCESS NADIA LTD P.O. BOX 123, TANGA
SHAWEJI ABDALLAH MEMBER OF P.O. BOX 4 KIMAMBA

PARLIAMENT
SHAYO JOSEPH PRESS SERVICE P.O. BOX 31042, DAR ES

TANZANIA LTD SALAAM
SHAYO EDITH REGIONAL P.O. BOX 650, 255 23 2604227

SECRET ARIET MOROGORO
SHEGA JOSEPH TANZANIA PRIVATE BAG KIBAHA 255 27 232402299

AUTOMOTIVE
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE

SHENDE RAJENDRA NEW MSOWERO FARM P.O. BOX 20066, KILOSA 255222152403/13
LTD

SHIMBA HELLENA MINISTRY OF P.O. BOX 9192, DAR ES 255 22 2864899
AGRICULTURE & FOOD SALAAM
SECURITY

SILVA EBDA BRAZIL 75) 262 1672
SKEHAN MAURICE AMBONI SPINNING P.O. BOX 5023, TANGA

MILL LTD
SUBBAIAH Dr. GAUDENS MOHAMMED P.O. BOX 20660, DAR ES 255222121866

MARCUS ENTERPRISES IT) LTD SALAAM
TARIMO EDINGTON FREE FOCUS P.O. BOX 6171, TANGA

PHOTOGRAPHER
TEMBO ABISNA PETER CSIR P.O. BOX 1124, PORT 2741 5083200

ELIZABETH, RSA
THEWA DICK BANK OF TANZANIA P.O. BOX 2939, DAR ES 255 22 2 II 2704

SALAAM
THOMAS R.VIJA YASENAN METL - MAZINDE

ESTATE
TIPAPE JOSEPH KENYA SISAL BOARD P.O. BOX 4 I I 79, NAIROBI 254 20 223457
TORRE ING. JOSE LUIS DIRECCION DE CALLE 21 NO. 444 CD. (999) 930 38 30 Ext

AZCORRA AGRICUL TURA INDUSTRIAL, MERIDA, 60063
YUCATAN, MEXICO

,

97983
TORRES ING. CARIDAD HORTICULTURAL CARRETERA BEJUCAL 53-66-8 I60317

VALDES RESEARCH INSTITUTE QUIVICAN, KM 331/2
QUI VICAN, HAVANA,
CUBA

TUNGU' LAMECK RAS -TANGA P.O. BOX 1474, TANGA 255 27 264510 I
TUPA FRANCIS REGIONAL SECURITY'S P.O. BOX 698, TANGA

OFFICE
TURUKA FLORENS MINISTRY OF P.O. BOX 201, DODOMA 255 27262322296

COOPERATIVES AND
MARKETING

UGOMBA ERNEST KAUZENI P.O. BOX 5802, TANGA
PLANTATIONS

UNDOLLE PAUL MINISTRY OF P.O. BOX 201, DODOMA 255 27262322296
COOPERATIVES AND
MARKETING

VAN DER WERFF SIETSE COMMON FUND FOR P. O. BOX 74656, 1070 BR (3 I 20) 575 49 53
COMMODITIES AMSTERDAM, THE

NETHERLANDS
WASHA FARES L.L. NGOMBEZI CENTRAL P.O. BOX 288, KOROGWE

WORKSHOP
WAZIRI MWENI TANGA TELEVISION P.O. BOX 232, TANGA
WILSON ODHIAMBO, OLUM TANZANIA SISAL P.O. BOX 277, TANGA 255 27 2645060

BOARD
YAHYA SHARIF MOHAMED MSHIKAMANO WA TANGA

VIJANA TANGA
YAKUB BURHANI MWANANCHI P.O. BOX 6002, TANGA
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COMMUNICATION
LIMITED

YU CHONGWEN DONG HUA 1882. YANAN ROAD 86-21-62379181
UNIVERSITY. CHINA (WEST).
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Presentation by Ms. M. Sanchez Osuna, UNIDO Project Manager, on
18 November 2004

"Project rationale and highlights"

PRODUCT&. MARKET DEVELOPMENT FOR .

_ ~_I~_ AND~E!,~~~~ ~o_~_~ ,...~lle.. .1. PRODUCT AND MARKET.
DEVELOPMENT OF SISAL

: AND HENEQUEN PRODUCTS !

1 Project Dissemination Workshop' . I
r . Tanga; Tanzania. ' ,
I :

.. ". i
'1

16·19 No .. mber 2004

. PRODuCT AND MARKET
DEVELOPMENT OF SISAL

AND HENEQUEN PROOUClS

_I
using sisal>

.fibro in various grades of paper. . ..-
Resoarch on alternative various end uses of sisal plant
Research on commerciaillalorization of sisal wastas, i
Disseminat9 the t9Chnology and market informa6on I

from the project widely ancJ pfQmote comm~at~< >' ,,~'
~op~n of the nf1Wtechnologies

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

[:,, .
I."
I

I·,'
t·,

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE:

Reduce sisal fibre production costs to "
I', enable compete, with other traditional

, sources for pulp and paper Industry

" PROJECT ACTIONS APPROACH:

• AGRONOMIC PRACTICES COMPONENT
• INDUSTRIAL PRACTICES COMPONENT .

..
••

..

DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENTS

AGRONOMIC PRACTICES COMPONENT:
'Varietles
-oem/ties
'Spaclng

'FertlUzers trials
oMel1stematlc Tl8sue culture

INDUSTRIAL PRACTICES COMPONENT:

·Optimlze extracdoll offlbre from leaves and boles.
• Evaluation of pulping technologies.
• UWlzatJon offlbre exttactlon waste.

.1·,..:..··.."1" .

i
Ptojod starllHl: 1997 :.

Plannod Dullllion:

/loal Duration: . 'y9iJr.s

Dlmclly PlItficipating Countries: Tanzania, Kenya

Aim at Dissemination ExporielfCflS: Brazil, Mexico,
Haiti, Madagascar,
Philippinas itnd China
UNIDOPtojod ExllCuting agency:
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' .. .,.

• _ IHlERHATIONALCONTEXTATPROJECTTIME -.

I:
~'~;;;:;~~~~A;;O~:~D-;--- -~-:.--

Lowdemaird. low msrkat pric9s. High competition from the '
Sf_tic lib,..

'

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
, Non biodogradability of tho sYnthetic fibres.
.I! "Needs for cleBner and environmentally frioirdly production

j prac6c9s.
Concerns.bout global warming and oIiminmon of persistent
chlorinated compounds
SOCIAL & ECONOMICCONCERNS
NHds for jobs clHtion
ImproV9/iving stairdards

,-
; IN KENYA:

KENYA SISAL BOARD, ,

"" ,I, _,I".,' _ '-d,'

I LEAVES iBOLES, ROOTS, POLE
." A high wastolndustty: curtOllily oppro>dmotoJy291.:_, , I

'. . us~fu/:~~o,.~ 9.nly~ ~h"cus~. ~ 12Fi"b4re~I ' , t-l-O-O,-'-V,-w-a-, ..-
<>... "Low profitability and high cllpWaliza60n: unablo to be; . ' . '

.sustainab/o 8nd 10compeN in tho globlll marl<ot' , " DISPOSAL MOSTLY
" • , • -. " ,. 1,-' C "1' BY BURNING: AIR

• Inability tofully;,,:.ot globa, condfflOns for aiport. POLLUTION OR
LEAVING IN THE

AELD
•

~ THE PRESENTLY APPLIED _.- - I ~ EXTERNAL AID PROJECT BUDGET _.1
¥AmUSTRIAL APPROACH IN TANZANIA A _ ... I. " • " • _ ' , I

. ': . KENYA ' I [ __'_' -~ -, " -~. - ~ --- ,. ",,- -~. - '.~ I - ~_.:~-"~w~m~::~~p~in~~=~~ ~" '1' drS;RJBUTEOAS: . I •

FC/RAF/96/001----- US$ 2,248,957
-. Highwalo,ondo .. rgydomands: 8vonw/lhtho I US/RAF/96/060 ---- US$ 365,276

lirtroduetionofthodtydocortJc8tJonprocoss. ! i XA/RAF/00/624 ..:.-- US$ 75,899'
• 'Umitodutilll8tJo<fofthobyprodu~is. ; i XA/RAF/96/613---,- US$ 62,4B5

, _ : XA/RAF/98/613 ---- US$ 288,916, )- Umitod IinllBgn end ,crosS sectoraJ Dnkagos with: " . .
'.J " otho,s_oltho'economy:'" ,. ',' "" '-e", XA/RAF/03/651 '---- US$ 95,000'·

YA/RAF/03/468 --- US$ 62,804

GRANDTOTAL ------ US$ 3,199,337
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!
1.
i

__ ' CURRENT BUDGETARY, .. III V~:::iIOEltIA~N~I%"P~~~~:~~ OF, .1
!~..,..."::', .,.~I~~~;~~~T~r'~.:~''- :E:n::~:Ts:::mA:::~~:~~::::-:>l"

''it ':"~> NduG.fitriproductJoil~.md/miRn~_oI."fltnforpu"'"
A~-"'DEYELoPMENTOFsisAL'vARIrnESAND' prodIctlonlncSUded: ' 0' ,,1 .' ~ ,.,.1: ~ ~

IMPROVEMENT,OF CULnVAT10N AND PROCESSING » Ev.mJo" of Past Ru,av:h

PRACTICES. • """'/Z" Iris'" d,_,' ""'",",<om""'", . ' :
,.. ~ .. Smallholdw.sySttm evaluatJon: ~pr;,v';f.m/"gsystlm ~,-. '!

, optJmlnretumof labor .nd cap/lat. ,j

V.t,ty trial.! In Estatu. Three factor vsrI.ty trials (H 115f8,
SlUts"a, HIId6na and MloIa)
D: "': '4ixJiJ, 6400, 8000 pianislha '0'

r: 3d 42, 48 months
S: 1.5x 1.5-1.25x 1.2~1.25K 1.00

US$ '1,141,572'

, CFC:
UNIDO:
(us:

,IXAIYA:

.", 574,567
567,005
'18.222)
248,78')

.. .High density lllal.! '" parliiIa"d complete dtfollatJon.

). Mfristlm8tic TWue cultu,..

• InC19aSethe yield,.", . '., - .
.Study. for biogas production from sisal waste, , "" '

,c' _ . ,., " ," ,0 •. ," _>"",, .', •

R.UME TOW RECOVERY SYSTEMS
ANIMAL FEED TRIAlS

.BIOGAS ffiOM SISAL WASTE

-I :I' C.~

eORRENTBUDGETARY
DISTRIBUnOIll

BY COMPONENTS
.,-. ,

I" D.- MARKET STUDIES AND TRIALS.

US$ 108,242

CURRENT BUDGETARY
DISTRIBUTION

, BYCOMPONENTS

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN SISAL LEAF
PROCESSING INTO PULPABLE Fl8RE AND PILOT
PRODUcnON OF PUlPABLE FIBRE AND SISAL PULP.

US$
CFC:
UNIDO:

. (US:
(XA/YA:

467,253
405,006

62,247
14,105)
48,142)

To earlY out market studies on sisal fibre and
pUlp for different uses in the paper industry

R a. D ON PULPABLE SISAL FIBRE
PRODUCTION OF PULPABLE FIBRE
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CURRENT BUDGETARY
DISTRIBUTION

BYCOMPONENTS.. ~- "-'-~- ~_ ...... _.¥ '.

E.- COOPERATING INSTITllTIONSCOST

US$ 1,016,400 '

CFC:
UNlDO:
(US,
[XA/YA,

749,228
2e7~172
101,531)
165,641)

, '

,

60

PRODUCT AND MARKET
DEVELOPMENT OF SISAL

AND HENEQUEN PRODUCTS'
.,' '0.. ....... " ".' ... _ ".~, ~. '_ .' __ .' "~_',' ,

FOllOW UP SUGGESTIONS TO
COME ...... ON 19·11·041111

,THANK YOU



Presentation by Mr. W. Khayrallah, International Expert

"New sisal production systems; estate variety and fertilizer trials"

--~~------ ..-------l----------- ------~
Product & Market Dev. for Sisal & I . p . t' ~'--M'" Ob" t"

H "'- rOJecs am ~ecIveeneque '" '-"Revive the Indust helpmg
it to become more co itive

and by opening-up a la e
new market

o Confirmation & Demonstrah
Enhanced Fibre Production S
o Estate variety & Fertilizer Tria

Tanzania-Kenya

a By Dr. Walid Khayrallah

o International Expcrt
o Final Dissemination Workshop, Tanga. Tanzania

o 16-20 November 2004

--~ewMalTk~f-
"'-,

fibre & Ip
1- The cost of fibre raw material ha "'.t

greatly reduced

2- The fibre has to be of uniform qualit

3- The availability of the fibre from more
than one source has to be assured.

Treat sisal as an Agricult

1- Improve systems of producing planh
stock. ( Nurseries - tissue culture?)

2- Increase field-planting density

3- Introduce cost-effective field and crop
management operations

Pulping Fibre & Pulp

-~amA~i~~Jg_r~S_u,c,c_e5_s1
I
I1. Develop and demonstrate an i ved and

sustainable production system capa
increasing fiber yields and reducing -"'·ts"'-'
production compared to the traditional s tem_

2. Develop and demonstrate a new cost-efIecti t
fiber extraction system, which produces fiber
uniform quality, in a cost-effective manner.

3. Get more value from sisal by valorizing"
Wastes"

1. Enhanced nursery productio

2. CEPS demonstration-confirmatio 'Y"-'-:

3. Ultra-high density trials

4. Selective leaf harvesting trials

s. Adapt and use new mechanical aids to
enhance productivity

6. Estate Fertilizer & Sisal waste V. trials
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o Well prepared,seed' bed
o Balanced package of soil

amendments, fertilizer,
, and chemical weed

contro!.+'
o Sisal weevil control,

,~~~,

'/.' It) \\".. ; 'f ('''', , ,

'i',. .,

, 0 If one provides a~uate soil ferti!ity'SI1d plant
nutnen~ ~vBtlablhty.,together WithJ~s ".
compelJtlonfromweeds and pests. &

o'IncreaSe # of plantslha by,50%or more.
o Fibre production can be increased ,very

slgruficantly. ' \.

I. Adopt intensively managed po
site to assure productivity and r

2. Increase number of plantslha from 8"",~v""
(100,000-160,000) per hectare.

3. Apply an intensive soil- fertility program
Zero weed tolerance and effective cultural
chemical weevil control.

4. Ensure no moisture stress(provide irrigations
when needed)

5. Introduce mechanical planting which becomes
easy in an well-prepared seed-bed.

l---~:---~~--···' ' .

I Healthy~Plan~ngStock:
, ',' ~--"'~- .

• 25 em - 250 grn plants in 6
monthsor,~'

035 em & 800 g mI2 m:.~'·
• 2 cyclesl yoar_Quick(6

monthscycle)' ,
o Small but ,vctyhealthY; .

plants "- .. ', '. '.,

o Benefit '= reduced com'to
._4 Tohlplant.

o And reduced field ,;
. estabtishriteritcOS!B'" 'f·

------ -------I

CEPSDemonstration Trials
o Balanced pkg of 90il amendment. + fertil

control for lit 18 months after transplanting
o 8 ill limo before planting; 75kg ofPhospate, -kg

and 50 kg of(N) at planting; Followed by 100 kg
split over 2 applicatiOJUl6 and 12 months after plan
~mal50kg(K) and 75 kg (N) .low·rolo ... at t8 moo

o Vigorous 6m old nursery plants with intact roots. Or 1·
old nursery plants.

o 64Q0-8000 plantsilul_
o Effective stump control and frequent cultivation during fir

18 m. + Weevil control.
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~iE7PS.I"~!~~-~CEPSoI-BiomassYLD-l
5 HA of Hybrid 11648 at . , .
6666 plants/ha. In rows
1.5 m apart and plants 1 m
apart in the row.
Planted in rotation with a
maize crop followed by a
forage legwne crop,
2.5 ha was produced using
1~yearold nursery plants
and the balance using
smaller6-m old nursery Sisal at 24 months

Im~oVeo'GrQe._F,~t(lbli'shmentI
, ", :t::-'~/"j;;-"~.

Mechanically assisted . Post,planting cult~
field marking reduces. package- fertilizat~o,,\
costs and is more .weed control results' ,

. productive. . 'healthy plants .
20-30 Halday@ $ 5/ha '. . .

. '. Reduced labour costs.

~l!lP$~dVilals, 'I
. '. ~ .. ,,'>.... ,.'.,' I

; 0 4 Varieties were compared under' ,~~--'-' !
i the same package of soil-fertility ,~.' :
I and crop management: ,
o 15-50, two hundred meter rows 11

I from each variety were planted
,0 Each at 6400 plantB per ha. in 8

1 1.25 m x 1.25 m spacing. and
8000 plantslha in a 1.25 m x 1 m
spacing.

'. Hybrid I t648, SisaIna, Hildon.,
and Mlola 487 varieties were

( - grown rri~by side.

" i
Treatment Potential fresh whole-plait! biomass (mUha) I

24m 34m 44m 54m IHyb6400 317 361 580 "'IIJl ~ ,
Hyb8000 306 3>1.4"'---

I
260 295 I

Sis6400 234 254 239 250\ ~!
Sis8000 202 230 235 351 \
Hi16400 224 247 372 323 \
Hil8000 272 258 224 319
Ml06400 224 215 276 374
Mlo8000 211 229 148 377

____L-

30',.,-------
,,;)I-----~---
zo,U---<'I--II---~
15

10

•• 24 34 44 54
Mcmlhs Months Months Months
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,,~-~-----~
"!I-;=I===::a::j.. II;
.2•••••
2
.,jW.AJ,LIU,.-JIU,.LILI,I

14 ,. 44 54
MonDts Month. MonIhl Months

•<;!Hybloo.
~1'6400
1!J~8000
DHI~
.Hltlm
.MIoM,o
DMIoIOOO

Planting density of 16,000 p1ants/ha
,
\,

-~
I

24m 34m 44 m 54m
Hyb6400 12.0 11.0 14¥ 16.6
Hyb8000 10.3 9.3 9.6 r.. .. 1\:.2
Sis6400 8.4 5.8 5.0 \4.1 '~I
Sis8000 6.0 6.3 6.8 2..7
Hi16400 6.5 7.1 11.1 6.a,
Hil8000 7.6 7.3 5.6 6.0 \
Ml06400 9.1 6.6 6.7 7.4
MIa8000 6.5 7.7 5.3 6.0 \

- .. .-

o With Hybrid 11648 only
o 3 basic trials :

--- Selctive plant lifting in 2 nurs
--- Direct field planting using bulbi

o 6666, 12500, 16,666, 25,000, and 33,333
plants/ha

o For Whole-plant harvesting to produce
whole-plant pulpable fibre.

... - ..- •._-----'-'--'-'
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-

~

1

I

2

33

--

0

0

0

0

--,----~-" ._----, ......-.--'-'-.--.

I--·----'-----,I I
I
Ir-----'''''''-'--,',

377

215
205

352
360

6666 314
2500 335 14

247 395 156666 346

247 397 135000 348

235 16 20.7500 331

~[[}=[]o~~®~ODn~~
"'-,

Higher yields and lower mortality hen 10 or 15
unfurled leaves were left on the plant each
defoliation.
Hybrid 11648 produced more leaf biomass
three other varieties within same treatments.
Total defoliation of Hybrid 11648 and Mlola 48"
caused significantly more plant losses due to weeVil
infestation than in Sisalana and Hildana. \
High-Intensity defoliation is not recommended if the
crop is to be kept for over 4 years or more.

--s.ldve-Leat~arvesti;;---
o Study effects of intensity 0 f harvesting

on fibre yields and plant persist
varieties.

o Intensities of 0, 5, 10, 15, & 20 leave
kept around spike.

o Rest harvested & weighed every 7-12 m

o 0-5 leaves caused stunting + plant death.

o 10-15 best yield & health

o 20 leaves = good stand but less yield

-_.-----
LineFlbreproduction Potential by SLH"'",--
Hybrid 11648 Ceps-I

~II I
6400 I

Age 46 months 34 mon\l,.'" I

Cutiins cycle Firvtcut \ ~:SECOND

LeaveJiplant cut 52 53 \
Leaf1ength 100 ern 75 ern

MeterlIIIta 102 108

TonJIha UG 5.1 3.2
fibre e--
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-s[H-for-,ul,inl~~re,ro~uction1CEPs'--c~s-t~~,1
, us $$$/1 '-'"Variety 1st cut 2""cut 3'd cut 4tfJ cut Total

24m 34m 44m 54m MTIha
Hybrid 7 ? 5.3 5.2 4.4

~'~ ""I--
Sisalana 6 ? 4.2 3.6 3.1 16'

Hildana 6 ? 3.6 3.5 3.2 16.3 \

Mlola 6 ? 3 4.0 3.4 16.4 \

_. -

Mechanical weed-control &
Fertilizer application 3-4/18m
Manual weed & weevil control

Road Grading & maintenance
\------------.---I----\--I
Field management & supervision 150

0Iher Ovemeads 50

-------- -_.----l-~~
In·1if~FibreCosts Critical~ssQmptions

Cost factor

In-situ Production @
20 Mf/ha in 4 harvests
Manual Leaf harvesting

25-35Loading- Transport-
Unloading

," .,
Land Prepamtion

[:S:0
Soil Amendments & Fertilizers

~~
Nursery Plants 36\ "I
Field Marking-Planting-replanting 25 \
Post-planting Fertilizers to age 18 105
months

-

.~

Total Costs to First harvest@24m
~6

Fertilizers + Man -apply@ 25 m
~~ ""I+ Manu"l-weed-control

Fertilizers + Man-apply@37 m + 225\
Man-weed-control
Fertilizers + Man-apply@ 47 m + 250 \Man-weed-control----
Total cost of 20 MTIh. $1631

- --- --- -

o No more than 5% plant losses I

at 18 m & thereafter.

o 4% Net minimum leaf fibre recovery om
fibre extraction system FEX.

o Minimum average rainfall of 1000 mm

o Timely field management intervention

o Labour co.t. at 2004 level •.
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o Continue gathering data from
CEPS-I and CEPS-II

o Conduct complete analysis on soil f< -lity
levels at end of cycle (4-6 years???) wi
particular emphasis on soil Calcium and
OM levels_ To evaluate requirements for
correction for long term sustainabilityof
productive soils_

o Cheaper LIME & other inputs
o Employ more effective leaf gathen'

system (South Africa???)
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Presentation by Mr. G. Seng'enge, Project Agronomist

"Smallholder sisal farming"

INTRODUCTION

Presented by
Gideon O. Seng'enge
(Project Agronomist)

• In 1994 Tanzania Sisal Authority initiated a sisal
smallholders' pilot Scheme at Kimamba Fibres in
Kilosa District.Morogoro Region.

• By end of 1998 . 109 farmern were allocated 720
ha out of which 236 ha were planted sisal.

• Results from this Project were going to be used to
stmt similar schemes in the country.

• During the same period, IF AD funded a similar
sisal scheme in the Mara Region.

EVALUATION OF SMALLHOLDER
FARMING SYSTEMS

Proje:t Diu~ WcrbbDp
11.IPNonmb«.2004

Pruj.." Dimminlb01l WtIfbhcrp
11-19 Howmber. 2llO4

BACKGROUND TO HEDGE
SISAL

OBJECTIVES OF TIlE MARA· FIP AND
SISAL PROJECT STUDIES

• Hedge sisal is grown in the Lake Victoria
Regions: MWaU7.8, Shinyanga, Mara and
Tabora.

• Sisal hedges are used to protect crops and
homesteads from livestock and wild
animals, serve as a frrebreak. The fibre is
used for ropes, bags, building, fishing ele

• To analyze farming systems suitable for sisal
smallholders for optimal returns.

• To evaluate field practices particularly new
fibre extraction methods.

• To provide an alternative cash crop for
poverty alleviation

PrDje:tD;r.OIlIiratiaDWCIbbop
17·" Ncmmbcr, 10(14

Prqed DimmlflllliOll WOflWlop
17.J9Novc1lb .... 20lloI

TARGETED BENEFICIARIES MANAGEMENT AND
IMPLEMENT AnON IN MARA - FIP

• Sisal smallholders in drought prone rural areas.
• Fanners living near sisal estates, workers in sisal

estates, urban dwellCr.! interested in sisal farming
• Companies involved in sisal growing and

processing into finished products.
• Villages and District Councils where sisal can

thrive.
• Local and over.lCas sisal fibre tradCr.!.

Projecl o;,.emmDcm Worbloop
17-19 Hlmmbll", 2O[l4

• Each district established 1 ha of nurnery for
producing planting material for 48 ha of land
provided by the Local Government.

• Land preparation, planting material, planting and
sisal maintenance were financed by Proj eel.

• By end of 2003 four farmern' groups were formed,
two of which were registered as Savings and
Credit Cooperatives Societies.

• The Project ended in June 2002 having spent a
total of US 92,881.68 since its inception in 1996.

Prajecl OisRIIIinIWD Wombop
11-19 Nommb«. 2004
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TRAINING IN MARA-FIP

• In 1997 an Agricultural Officer undertook an
intensive sisal husbandry course at ARTMlingano.

• In 1998 Subcomponent Managers and YEOs were
trained by the Project Agronomist on sisal
husbandry at Bunda.

• In2000 five YEOs and 16 farmers undelWent a
week's course on sisal husbandry at ART
Mlingano. Trainers were drawn from ARI, Katani
and TSB.

Prvject Diltmlimlioll WctUllDp
11-19N1mmb .... 2004

CONSULTANT'S
RECOMMENDA nONS

Minimum area per family should be 4 ha.
Land preparation, planting and sisal maintenance
be subsidized by the Government or long term soft
loans be provided.
Mini-decorticators be developed for farmers living
far from estates.

• Farmers to adopt mixed farming to provide food
and cash.
TSB to assist farmers in Mara Region in rroding
market for their fibre.

Prtij""l Di...... iml;"" WQJbIlop
11-19 Htmmb .... 211M

MANAGEMENT IMPLEMENTATION
-TRAINING Conld.

• In 2003 a total of28 farmers were trained on sisal
establishment, maintenance and harvesting.

• A Swahili manual was prepared and launched at
the Stakeholders' Meeting in 2003.

• In2004 a group of 70 farmers from Magoma
Estate were trained on bookkeeping, group
formation and sisal farming.

Pruj ... l DilS<:IDiDotiInl Wotbbop
17·1P~,1lI[l4 "

MAt'JAGEMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION IN SISAL ESTATES

• In 1997 The Project contracted the TSA
Agronomist to review sisal fanning systems
from 1967.

• Data was collected from similar schemes in
MARA FIP, tea and sugar outgrowers,
smallholder schemes at Kimamba and
Kingolwira Estates.

Prajl':cl Dluanillllioll WOJbbop
IHPNnelllbcr.2GD4

MANAGEMENT IMPLEMENTATION.
-TRAINING

Additional studies, sensitization and training of
farmers were done by PSI of Dar es Salaam and
ACDI-VOCA, anNGOin USA

• In 1992 two officers went on a study tour of the
southern areas of China for farming systems.

• In 1999 the NPO bad a study tour of Brazil and
Mexico to learn about farming systems and
marketing. In 2000 two Engineers visited Brazil to
learn about fibre extraction technology with small
mobile decorticators.

Pruj""l DisRlDinolion Wottmop
11·IPNImmb .... 201I4

..

AREA PLANTED SISAL

• By end of Sept. 2004 all smallholders in sisal
companies bad planted 1,924 ha. of which farmers
in Katani estates planted 1,912 ha or 99.3% of the
total.
Up to September 2004, Katani Lid bad allocated
21,591 ha to 2,121 farmers.

• Leaf cutting at Mwelya started in 2003. By end of
September 2004 the farmers had sold 5,573 metres
ofleaf and earned Tshs. 22.1 million.

Il
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GROUP FORMATION,
REGISTRATION AND FINANCING

DISSEMINATION OF
RESULTS

• So far 43 groups were formed. GTOupsat
estates joined to form one Coop Society.

• 5 Coop Societies have been formed and
applied to Govt. for registration.

• So far only one Coop has been registered.

• By the Project Newsletters.
• During Project Dissemination Worl<shops.
• During Project NCC and PeC Meetings.
• During annual sisal stakeholders' meetings.

During Tanzania Sisal Board Meetings.
• Through SAT Executive Meetings.

Through the press at various farmers' meetings.

Pr~ DintmimlXm Wombop
17·19 NowmIIII'. 2llO4

II ..

LESSONS LEARNED CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

• Capacity building through participatory .
approaches and training are necessary for success.

• Commitment and coopemtion of political leaders
are 8 key to smooth implementation.

• Ownership must be assured from the beginning
and beneficiaries should contribute in a form of
labour and materials for Project sustainability.

• Sisal has proved an insumnce crop since even
under adverse weather, farmers survive from sisal
leaf proceeds.

Grants/and or long term soft loaDI' are neceuary for
financing land preparation, planting and sisal
maintenance.
Spinners. wnvers and otber proc:esson be provided
with affordable loans.

There i!ll a need to establish !Dvings and credit !lodetles
leading to establishment of. Sisal Bank.

YarOterSnear estates be encouraged to grow sisal in
their farms and sell the leaf to nearby estates.

f'JlIj!C1 DirnmiPllin<I W~
11.19~.:JfJIH " t'Juje:1~WcrlWlop

11·/9 NimrlJb«". 2l/Q<f "

CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS -Contd.
• Schools should plant sisal for training and income

generation. Same for National Service camps and
Prisons.

• Efforts be encouraged among farmers to
strengthen coop groups, provide education to the
groups on participatory planning, monitoring,
evaluation and organization.

• Financial assistance be available for R&D on new
sisal products.

Projed DinernimlOm Wmbhop
17·1' H!mmba-.:lOO4
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Presentation by Mr. M. Robert, International Expert

"Micro propagation of Agaves"

"*~('ICY

MICROPROPAGATION OF AGAVES

A DtlClc. TOOL '10 INGItI!!AI;I!! 'THI:! P~1)OUc.TI\IITV OF 'TH1!l
pUUoIIAll0re

MllltUl:!ll. Itlllbl!d,

", ,.."'- ~.

Mi'-.ro.1ropng:ilti::n
§

eTey

Mic'Il:lfq''''U"li'l! i!'l lhl'\r"'~li,ll'fllll !'frki~1I1"n tllblit:lIlilln (II' ...n, p~HI
!.peeie!i by nledrs of i'J W1Dti"Eue cultue t=ch liqul?§' !I Jot ;;!i

r"'en5t.e:M:llJtur~
A:I\·err.ito JS organ indu::tio 1
Qman"neneshE
nir",r.t (If inilirl':d !'.Dnlltir; l'lmbl)'1D"'"I'i!i:i!l

EUROPEAN COOPERATION IN THE FIELD
OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL
RESEARCH

~
C1CY

COST Action 843

Quality Enhancement of Plant Production
Through Tissue Culture

71

MICROPROPAGATION

Micropropagation

ADVANTAGES
Applicable to practically 8t1)fplant species
Penn~s the rapid production of very large numbers of plants
Produces genetically homogeneous Unes (Clones)
Produces disease free materials

APPLICATIONS:
Propagation of elite cuftivars
Germplasm rescue and conservation
Generation of new genetic variability
Disease control

COST Action 843

For a sustainable ..nd competitive agriculture ..00 forestry in
Europe, in vitrocufture is essential: it is a prerequisite forthe
successful! application of plant breeding by biotechnological
methods, tor the rapid introduction of improved plants in the
market and it offers unique possibilities for the production of
pia nts of superior qua lity.

In the EU the competitiveness of the plant-based industries is
compromised and the benefits that may be achieved through
tissue culture are being applied successfully only to a limited
number of crops.

§
Cley

*--C1CY

*--·CICY



COST Action 843 ~
CICY

COST acllon 843 deals wnh various aspecls of plan! production through
IIssue cuRure. The prof!osal ror Ihls action was submUled In 1999 by The
Nelherlands and runs rrom December 19991111December 2004.

AI the end of2000, 22 countries had joined lh. action.

The mein obJ.c1lVts lire:

1) Innovation of plant propagation mettl()ds ltlatplIrmit and enhance sustainable
eoo compeDt~lI agncull:ure a'ld forestry In Europe

,.,
211nl~aIiOfl Bnd eJ<tenSion Of ne(WOr!<s amongst European scientists in the field of
planl tiSSLt) culture that lacl!llate e]{(;oor{}e of kfllYWledge 8Ild transfer of
ellpSrtiS8.

Introduction ~
CICY

Mcst mlcropropaga1io11 proclls!J.9s are ta!riM O!Jf on small plBstic clJl:ul'9
vessels cOlllainlng B culura media composoo 01

• mneralsalls and vitamins
• a carbon source or energy (sucrose)
• grO\"/th regulatol'$

This nutrient media is so~dified ......!tl 8 gelling Bg6ll1 on lop of .,...trichcells.
tiSSUElS,organs or plants !Ire sown

The CUlture dishes an" Incubal&d under comrole-d light ana temperature

The cullure media and the cutturing condiDons vay depending on the species,
the lwe of tissue and the objeCtives pursued. There is Elmethod for Bech type
(J/tissoo

Sterile conditions are ~sentlallhrouQhOlllthe whole process

The Micropropagation method

Selection

Extraction of explants
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Induction ~
CICY

Incubation ~
CICY

Transfer to ex vitro conditions ~
CICY

Multiplication *--CICY

~

'."' .• "".''' .• ''''.'., .
. '..'~ '

\ '.'.:

Pre-adaptati6n ~
CICY

Transfer to soil
~

C1CY
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Nurseries ~
crcy

Performance of elite henequ~n plants ~ ~
CrCy CrCy

• Reach the harvesting stage two years earlier PRODUCT AND MARKET DEVELOPMENT
• Produce an average of 30 % more leaves per year

FOR SISAL AND HENEQUEN PRODUCTS• Produce leaves 25% bigger.
• Generate an overall 80% increase in foliar biomass PROJECT
• Produceun a large number of rtllzomes In the nursery

• Present a higher exchange of CO2 (mainly during the dry (season) Subcomponent A5
• Incorporate twice the amount of malate Multiplying sisal by merlstematic tissue culture
• Show an overall higher metabolism (mlcrocalolimetry)

A A

Field performance of henequen plants:
elite clonal lines \'5. traditionally propagated ones

~--CrCy
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Objectives of subcomponent A5 ~ Outputs of subcomponent A5 ~
ClCY CICY

Main Obj@c11Ve
To munlply@lII@van@Uesand IndMduals Ihrough tissue cuJIure In order to · Establishment of well equipped laboratories in Tanzania and Kenyagenerate high quality planting malenal and reduce the llme required by

breeders 10 produce new commercial varlelles · Trained technical staff

· A defined method for the micropropagation of several hybrids and
Specffic objecllVe,: species

Establish II functlonallaboratory al ARt Mllngaoo · Initial production of plants and estiilbiishment of the first
Train proncfenllechnlcal sta1T demonstration plots. O@flne I!I metllod for tile emclent micropropagallon of the main 'peelss and
hybnds used In the project · Partial recovery of the gennplasm collection and establishment of a
Establish demonstrallVe plots of mlcropropegated materials newsile
Maintain the germpllllSm collection 81ARI Mllngano
Draft 8 busslness plan for the laboratory

Establish a Sisal tlssue cunure laboratory In Kenya along the

A Asame nnes outlined above

.'

The tissue culture laboratory at ARI Mlingano *-CICY

A

The media preparation room ~
ClCY

A

The access to the dean areas ~
CICY

The sterilization room ti
CICY

" •. '~". ".• ,.'.l'
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The transfer room ~
CICY

The adaptation area ~
CICY

The Tanzanian team ~
ClCY

The Incubation rooms

The germ plasm collection

,'':. " " , < .'

'"'. ;"" :...",
...~ "i'! .

.. - - . .'

The KEPHIS laboralory al Muguga
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The tissue culture laboratory at KEPHIS ~
CICY

The Kenyan team ~
CICY

~ ~
CICY CICY

THE FUTURE OF AGAVE Genetic Improvement
TISSUE CULTURE

Ii Ii
".... .

Comparison of the level of genetic variability in
species within the genus Agave (propagaci6n
vegetative propagation) and Coffea and Oryza
(sexual reproduction)

~
CICY

Coemclenl of slmllerity

Aggarwale!al,1999

lashermes et 8/. 1993,

77

Genetic variability ~
CICY

I I....
i:#rbdMWt'$"i"'i-<iattN'

I j j I t I I I I I I I I I I I I
0.80 o.ae OM 0.15

coemcrent at S1mllarlly

I I
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Characteristics that make the genetic ~ Induction of new genetic variability ~--improvement of agaves difficult CICY CICY

Long life cycle · Genetic Improvenment through cross pollination
Vegetative propagation · Selection and cloning of ~elite"plants
Some species do not produce flowers · Mutagenesis
Low production of seeds and low viability · Somaclonal variation
Polyploidy · Genllotictransformation

" "c "

Cross pollination ~
CICY

Somatic embryogenesis ~
CICY

~
CICY

SOMATIC
EMBRYOGENESIS

Somatic embryogenesis in henequen (Agave
fourcroydes Lem) under two different culture
systems!

~
ClCY
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Somatic emb,i0 formation andconvertion to plants ~ ~in two differe culture systems ClCY ClCY

SAP (mgn)

CULTURE 10 20
SYSTEM mbryos Plants Embryos Plamsformedlg developed formecllg developed LIQUID BIOREACTOR SYSTEMSorllssue orllssue

Temporary ". 213 6. ...Immersion

SemIsolid
4 • 6 2.medium

Aver<lge alterelghl week, m cutt.re

A A
" .

Micropropagation: ~ Liquid systems ~
Problems and disadvantages ClCY CICY

Advantages

More homogeneous culture conditions.

Heterogeneous culture conditions Direct contact ofthe tissues with nutrients and growth regulators.
Elimination of gening agents that require. several steps ofmanual

Labor intensive: 60 - 70% of total cost operation and Increase cost

. Too expensive for low added value species
A simplification of culture transfers

. Some species are recalcitrant Problems

Vitrification or hyperhydricity
Microbial contaminalion
Aereation
Scaling up

A A
" " .., .,

Henequlm tissue culture in RITA ~
CICY *.......CICY

A

BioMINT
(PNa2004l003837)

TEMPORARY IMMERSION
MODULAR BIORREACTOR
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BioMINT
Temporary immersion modular bioreactor

~
ClCY

SyB ~
CICY

Culturing in BioMINT ~
CICY

BioMINT cultwated agaves ~
CICY

BioMINT Advantages ~
CICY

Totally autonomous drMng system thai works on eilldtlclly and da.s nol
require specialinsfalllllllons.

The bloreector units ate completely Independent and.easy to operme heir
sIZe allows 'or medium culture capacity but are easy to mow from the
stel1le to the cullure areas

The bloreaclots .1'$ autoclavable and reusable.
The wide mouth end simple assembling and disassembling parts permit 10

carry oul easy and rapid transfers and media c:hanges.rE!dudng labour
end prodUcllon cosls

Can be used for aD slages or the mlcrcpropegallon proceSS:.l!Ind for l\dl
Imme~len culture

II Is chllllper then ell other commercial systems evellable.
Reduction of vrtrttlcatton as comparfld WIth permanent Immersion.
Better mtlrlllon of I~sues thrOUgh direct contad w1lh the C'.Jlluremedium
Microbial contamlnetlon,lt' II hllpptlnS, Is compartmentalized end easily

controled
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Presentation by Mr. G. Kissaka, Project Engineer

"Selection of Fibre Extraction Technology for FEX Pilot Plant"

PRODUCT AND MARKET
DEVELOPMENT FOR

SISAL AND HENEQUEN
PRODUCTS

1.0 Background and Concept in
which the Project was conceived.

Presented by
Gilead Kissaka - Project Engineer

Current fibre extraction is not very
efficient Fibre losses range from 15
to 20%
Sisal fibre from current decorticators
is produced at high cost
It was considered necessary to
change the traditional fibre
extraction techniques to increase
productivity and lower production
costs.

Selection of Fibre
Extraction Technology for

FEX Pilot Plant

Klnnlw. G. E _ Project Engim.w

2.0 Objecti~es:.

Jil=hl G. E . ProjaJ EngiNa

To evaluate processes of Hammer
Milling and Roller Crushing
To determine the technology basic
unit operation and parameters for
designing of a FEX Demonstration
Plant
To carry out Feasibility study for the
FEX Demonstration Plant
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3.0 Project
Implementation and

Results Achieved
Hammer mill Testing

Full load operation was performed
intermittently for periods of 15 minutes
after installation of the modified forage
chippers and feeding trailer

It was observed that at maximum rated
mill capacity of 12 tons/hr there is no
excess material at the over flow chute of
the screw conveyor 420mm and the
hammer mill runs smoothly

Ki=h! G. E _ ProjaJ Engillur

82

Chipping
Two chippers were imported from
Brazil and modified by TATe to chip
sisal leaf to piece of about 7 cm long.
The chippers have capacity of 25
tons of sisal chips per hour, but
limited by manual feeding

Kis.vJko. G. E _ Prof-oct [:;lIg1l1Ur

Hammer Mill - One Pass
It was observed that not all

detached parenchyma was
separated from the fibre in the
hammer mill.
The fibre had parenchyma content
of about 33% before washing at
chips feed rate of 10 tons per
hour.
Output was about 50% of the fresh
chips.
Washing the fibre manually
reduced parenchyma to about
10% which required mechanical
force to detach from the fibre
The parenchyma separated
through the screen had very low
fibre content 06%

Klmkl G. F. - ProjaJ E"~l'<'r



Roller Crusher/Hammer
mill Combination

It was observed that crushing sisal
chips three times in a roller crusher
and then making one pass In the
hammer mill, produced fibre of same
quality as one produced by one-pass
hammer milling alone It was realized
that a combination of roller crusher
and hammer mill does not improve
the quality of fibre.

K1smJal. G. E _ Project Enginur

83

Hammer mill Two Passes
It was observed through trial runs that when
fibre is produced from first pass in a hammer
mill and passed again in the hammer mill the
fibre quality is improved.
Feeding the second pass without washing at
10% of mill capacity produced fibre with
parenchyma content of around 5%, which
improved to around 4.1% after washing.
Power consumption for two operations was
estimated to be 12 units/ton fresh leaf or 300
units/ton of air dry fibre based on current
draw of the meter, but it is likely to go down
under continuous run.

JlliIDAa G. E _ProjITJ EnlfiMfT 10

Optimisation of
Parenchyma Removal in

the Second Pass

Feeding the fibre with
parenchyma content of about
15% to the hammer mill with
about 10 cubic metres of
water per hour injected into
the mill through the screen,
produced fibre with
parenchyma content 5%

Kl=h1 G. E . Pro}t~rt En',fWa "
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5.0 Proposed FEX
Demonstration Plant
2 Chipping systems up t012
tons/hour each
Two hammer mills in parallel with
capacity of 9.6 to 12 tons/hour to
perform the first pass operation
Water system with capacity of up to
27 m3/hr to supply water into the
three hammer mills
A squeezer to reduce moisture and
A drier to dry fibre to about 10%
moisture content
A Balling Press for baling the fibre
to about 200kg l

I

Ki=JJIlJ (i, E _ Proj..-T:t RnginuJ'

6.0 Lessons Learned
Roller crushers have disadvantage
of fibre damaging especially at the
later stages
Combining the roller crusher with
the hammer mill does not improve
quality of the fibre.
Water bath washing is likely to use
large quantities of water
Commercial pulpable fibre can be
produced through two passes in the
hammer mill with water injected into
the mill.
Hammer mill can extract fibre from
the bole, but need to be separated
from the leaf as it has different
pUlping conditions

~ G. E - Projt'CJ EfI'?illlyr
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6.0 CONCLUSSION
The FEX Plant of capacity 20 tons/hour
comprising three hammer mills
supported with chipping and feeding
systems, could be proposed for
commercial pulpable fibre at a rate of
814 kg/hr or 5.7 ADMT fibre per 8-hour
shift.
However, the trial runs were not
continuous to confirm reliability of the
equipment and other operational
parameters such as water
consumption, tear and wear of the
machine components, power
consumption, and labour requirements

~ G. E _ Project Engm.·cr 17
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Presentation by Ms. R.Viegas Assumpc;ao, International Expert

"Pulping Trials and Market Analysis"

PULPING TRIALS AND MARKET
ANALYSIS

Product and Market Development of Sisal
and Henequen Products
Dissemination Workshop
17-19 November 2004
Mkonge Hotel, Tanga, Tanzania

PUlping -Trials and Market Analysis

Market Oemand- Specialty and Reinforcement
PUlps
Paper and Paperboard Production and Demand
Specialty Pulp Demand
Reinforcement PUlp Demand
Pulping Irlals
Samples from Agricultural Trials
Samples from Selection of Technology Trial
Prospects for Sisal Pulp

Paper & Paperboard
World Production and Demand

FIg.1"" & loardProctlJdkm.WlMtd

""400
350 __ 6.0001'_

j300 .---- ---.. NAllwiclj: __ kill

........-LAmeri:.
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'00 -
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'995 20ClQ V•• r 2005 ,,"0

Papermaking pulps

• Wood Pulp: Long Fiber (Softwood), Short Fiber
(Hardwood) and Mechanical and High Yield Pulpe

• Non·wood Pulp: Long Fiber (cotton, flax, abeca,
sisal) and Short Fiber pUlps (cereal straw, sugar cane
bagasse)

• Secondary Fiber (waste paper)

Market Demand- Paper & Paperboard

Production 'and Demand

Statistics on production and trade of paper;
Future demand for paper based in the
population and GDP using an econometric
model;
Furnish (fiber balance) of selected paper
grades its future trends;
Questionnaires-pulp and paper mills·
worldwide

Paper & Paperboard
Africa Production and Demand

F1g:M'_a ___

'00
5,00 ~~--'J 4.00

__ ~lt.''*''il

~ -..-CWeqmll
j 3.00 -eo,_
i 2.00 - ~n ..
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000 r , , •,,,.

2000 V,.r 2005 2010
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Pulp Demand for Specialty Paper
(based in questionnaires answers)

AsIA-Specially Pulp o.m..-Kf

350.00 ,---- ..,

'00.00.j----------c7"""""---I ="=."",,,,,1I250,00 +----__=..L=-__ ---/ Dlea

t ~::: :~
~ 100,00 _81&.

"'.00~~~:j
Cl.oo~

19ro 1995 2000 2005 201Cl
v••

Reinforcement PUlp Demand
Sisal Fiber and Pulp

FIg.7A-Stsali Fiber'" Pulp Denwld- Relnfcn:eIMni-m}:;) .! ~
20ClO 2ClCl5 2010

•

PUlping Trials - Samples from Agricultural Experiments

Laboratory Pulping Conditions- Soda process
Active Alkali as NaOH: 13.5 %
Time to Maximum Temperature: 90 mln
Maximum Temperature: 1730 C
Time at Maximum Temperature: 90 mln
Dilution ratio: 4:1 (liquor:flber)
Samples evaluated
CEPS I, CEPS II, UHDT, 3-Factor Variety Trials,
Kenya Variety Trials

•' '''~ t -'" ~'~l>·n " ,H

"

Reinforcement Pulp Demand
Bleached kraft Softwood IBKS)

FIg.7-Marklltfor Bleached Knft8oftwDod 18K8)

"
'"B "I",
• "" 2OllO 2IIJt; 2010

V,at

Market Study- Conclusions

Competitors of Sisal Pulp
Reinforcement· Bleached Kraft Softwood
Speclalty- Abaca, Flax, Jute, Kenaf
Potential Market

Estimated Demand-Slsal Pulp (Thousand

ons 2000 2005 2010

Reinforcement 169.2 180.2 212

Specialty 34.7 46.4 55.1

Pulping Trials- CEPS 1-Results

Different equipment for leaf fiber extraction: Test rig
(33m); Roller crusher (47 m); Hammer mlll-1 pass
(52m) seems to Influence pUlp yield and
characteristics;
Pulp y'elds are lower and pulp breaking lengths of
plants 47 months older are higher for all varieties
and densities than for 33 and 52 months. The pulps
produced with roller crusher extracted fiber seem to
be softer and easy to collapse.
In general, older fibers (52 m) produce higher pulp
yield than younger ones but, breaking lengths are
similar or slightly lower .
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Pulping Trials- 3 Factor Variety Trials -
Results

The pUlp yields of H. 11468 practically are not
affected by planting densities (plants/ha) (Flg.7).Pulp
yields Increase for A slsa/ana and slightly decrease
for A HI/dans and Mlola 487 with the Increase In the
density.
The pulp breaking length (Flg.8) of H. 11648
remained practically constant In all densities. This
property presents a tendency to decrease with the
Increase of density for A. a/salana and A. h/ldana.
The lower value observed for Mlala 48115 at density
8400 plants/ha and the higher at 8000 plants/ha

Pulping Trials- Variety Trials-Kenya
Results

The pulp yield from fiber of H. 11648 was negatively
affected by the sites' climate conditions In the first
harvest but not In the second harvest.
Similar behavior was observed concerning breaking
length of the pulps.
Pulp yields present logarithmic trends with age for
H. 11648 and A hJldana at Nakuru site.
Breaking lengths present linear trends wfth age for
H. 11648 and A. hlldana at Nakuru site. H.11468
seems to be less affected than A hlldana.

;;>" uf, :'c' '" ," ", ~. ,t .. ".1, '" ,,., "

Pulping Trials- Selection of Technology

• ECF and TCF bleaching and sisal fiber
pUlping trials at Ljubljana Paper
Institute

• Samples of sisal fiber and pulp sent to
selected pulp and paper mills

"

"

Pulping Trials- CEPS II & UHDT
Results

PUlp yield increases with age in CEPS II.
PUlp yield presents a strong decrease with
the increase of density in UHDT of young
plants(24m).
Age seems to improve pulp yield for
densities 12,500 and 16,666.

Pulping Trials- Selection of Technology
Conditions

Sisal fiber extracted by the Hammer mllJ technology.
Unbleached Pulp produced at Klbo mill, Moshl
(spherical rotary digester direct heated with steam)-
based In lab. 1rlals
Active alkali as NaOH: 13.5%
Anthraquinone: 0.1 %
Time to Maximum Tempera1ure: 90 min.
MaXimum Temperature: 165°C
Time at Maximum Temperature: 75 min.
Initial dilution rate: 4: 1

Pulping Trials- Selection of Technology

FIg1'. Propertl'. 8118' Unbl .. ehed PUlp.
3OOmIC8F

"~f 10 .M •• ",1:. ' , .' .lnttitut,!
8"eakinll Tear IndeJ( Ellm Ir1dex Air
Lengltl (rrfIlm21gJ (kPam2fll) resrsl3nce

(¥m) (s1100m)

Pr.,.rtyft;1101n

• ''',,', >',,' "'~ "~" II , 'H'
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Pulping Trials- Selection of Technology

FIg.1~.T.u bldn. v... us Bre .. lng Length-lisai
Unbleachacl Pulp

i:~ .•A"•1 5· . ~
• 0 061 U5 1.59 J.1l3 4.19 4.35 4,93 5.148.169.368.51

Ihlkln. L~flh {Kml

"

Pulping Trials- Selection of Technology

Flg.17.T ... ImdIIX -Blac:IIed & !AIIlI ..... PUlps--..

4000 5000 6000 IlOOO

PFlR-...nt
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Pulping Trials- Selection of Technology

Flg.11-1lIr r.slstance- Bleachltcf & unbleached Pu!PS-,......

;;",,,,,1', '1\., '" ,'4 ".' .~' ~I ,. {I.l, _ ,1, ••j ,,,

Pulping Trials- Selection of Technology
Preliminary results from Lwarcel
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Pulping Trials- Selection of Technology
Conclusions

Sisal fiber from the HM produces good quality unbleached and
bleached pulps.
Viscosities of unbleached sisal pUlps (sodalAQ) and bleached
pUlps (ECF, TeF) are similar to kraft pulps produced in Brazil.
High brightness can be obtained using ECF (89 ISO) and reF
(91.6 ISO) sequences.
ECF pulps present better mechanical properties than reF

pulps. Air rI:sistance is also better.
The pulping conditions have to be adjusted to the type of
digester used. Spheticalrotary digester direct heated requires
milder conditions than laboratory digester indirect heated.

Pulping Trials- Selection of Technology
Preliminary results from Lwarcel

FJg.2O-8realdng Len~h(Km)
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Pulping Trials- Selection of Technology
Preliminary results from Lwarcel

.Lw.!In:e~~.

.Grade 2
oH,M1II

"••

Pulping Trials- Selection of Technology
Preliminary observations (Lwarcel

tests)
Air permeance (porosity) of HM unbleached pulp
is similar to reference at same SR.
Breaking Length of HM pulp is similar to
reference at 14 SR but higher at 22 SR.

• Tear index of HM is similar to reference at14 SR
but lower at 22 SR.
HM pulp required more energy for refining than
reference.

~::l.1..",r , I':' ," '" " V ~ll. JC;t ,It ,]_ " ".,~

Prospects of Sisal as Reinforcement
Pulp

" 739 8,84

"

27

"
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Pulping Trials- Selection of Technology
Preliminary results from Lwarcel

.Lwarc~eI

.Grade 2

CH.mnl

Prospects of Sisal as Specialty Pulp

.' Porosity, tensile and tear are lower than abaca but
sisal prIces are about 60 % lower than abaca (abaca
U$ 2,600 and sisal U$ 1,600). Porosity of flax and
hemp pUlps are lower than sisal pUlp. Mechanical
properties and prices for flax, hemp and jute pulps
are the same as sisal.
HM pUlp produced by Lwarcel has porosity,
B.Length similar to and tear Index lower to than
Lwarcel reference.
Estimated demand of sisal pUlp for 2005 and 2010
are 46,000 and 55,000 ADT

Prospects of Sisal as Reinforcement
Pulp

Aopect Rollo

100:1

Fiber IlHtgtbo FIhr wtdUI- Aspect Rallo
L (Jmt) Wi .... ' LiW

Sisal 1 (lIItflllllft) 3.30 0.020 166:1

511812 (DItfatUl'9) 3.03 0.017 128:1

Sltlll 3 (LIublJana pulp) 2.29 0.025 92:1
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Prospects of Sisal as Reinforcement
Pulp

Aspect ratio (LIW-92:1) of sisal bleached pulp (HM) Is
slightly lower than for softwood (100:1). Fiber
dimensions need revision.
Tear x Tensile strength of sisal pulp (HM) Is better
than kraft softwood for breaking length above 6 Km.
Optimization of pUlping conditions can Improve sisal
pulp properties.
Brightness levels similar to BKS can be achieved for
soda AQ sisal pulp using ECF and TeF sequences

"

Prospects of Sisal as Reinforcement
Pulp

• The potential demands for sisal pulp in
2005 and 2010 are 180,000 and 212,000.

• To penetrate the market the price of
bleached sisal pulp can not be higher
than 10% of the BSK price (U$ 550-
600/ADT -2004)
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Presentation by Mr. J. Tipape, Project Agronomist

"Sisal Waste as Animal Feed"
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Integration of Livestock in Sisal
Estates will add value to the sisal
enteq)rise and reduce pollution

through feeding of bogas
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Presentation by Mr. F. Nkuba, National Project Officer

"Economic and Financial Evaluation for a Pilot Scale FEX Project"

[KATANI LIMITED]

Feasibility Study for Pilot Pulpable Fibre
Project

Opportunities in the Sisal Industry

}> After decades of decline, new opportwtities have
emerged in the sisal industry such as the use of sisal
fiber for pulp production and composites.

}> Sisal pulp can be used in specialty applications e.g.
bank notes, coffee filters, tea hags, oil & fuel filters,
cigarette papers or as a blend with other pulps.

}> Sisal can also be used as reinforcement pulp for
commodity paper grsdes.

}> Kalani LId has requested CFC and UNIDO to
finance a pilot pulpable sisal fiber project.

Market Summary Continued
• The CUJTeflt market for ']l"cialty pulp iJ around 250,000

tons growing at 5-6% p.B. in the last four years. Current
production of sisal specialty pulp is about 45,000 tons
requiring around 90,000 tons of Bisal fiber. The prree of
unbleached and bleached siaaI palp '""8'" from US$
1,200-2,300 ADMT elF Europe.

• Reinforcement pulp ill another potential market for sisal
pulp with a demand of around 150 million ADMT
growing at 90'" p.a in the last 9 years. Bleached Kraft
Softwood pulp (BKS) is' die mam raw material and com
US$ 650 C1F Europe.

...-

Introduction

}> Kalani Limited is a company privately-<lwned by
Tanzanians, which O\mS 5 sisal estates with a total of
20,309 hectares, a sisal spinning and weaving mill
and a central workshop.

}> Katani has a vision to create, by 2013, a vibrant
integrated sisal company, widely owned, sensitive to
environmental issues and producing high value
added sisal products for the local and export markets.

}> The company has a keen interest in research and
development and has over the years contributed a lot
to the revival of sisal.

Market Summary
• According to FAO 1998-2002 yearbook the world

production of pulp was in the region of 613.163
million tons and the consumption was 622.636
million tons.

• World production of paper and paperboard
including newsprint, printing and writing paper,
household and sanitary paper, wrapping and
packaging paper was 839.308 million tons while
consumption was 840.157 million tons.

,..-
Business Concept
)- The main strategy of the project is to reduce the cost

of staple fiber to enable sisal compete with wood and
other crop fibers and increase demand. The project
targets niche markets where properties of sisal are as
good or better than those of other crop fibers. Sisal is
superior to ahaca in porosity. In companson to
wood, sisal is superior in porosity, freeness, strength
and tear. It is possible to capture significant portion
of the sisal specialty pulp market of 90,000 tons.

}> This can be achieved by growing sisal under
enhanced production systems and new fiber
extraction technology .
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Competition

> Main competitors of sisal in specialty pulp are: abaca
pulps, flax pulp, hemp and jute pulps.

> Prices of abaca are 60% higher than those of sisal.
Prices of flax, hemp and jute pulps are similar to that
of sisal. Prices of sisal pulp are presently however
about twice as much as those ofBKS pulp.

> In the short term sisal pulp cannot compete with
softwood pulp in reinforcement applications unless
fiber prices are drastically reduced.

H .... 201M

Objectives
> Main objectives of the project are:
(a) To implement all the results of the project by

cultivating 399 hectares of sisal under CEPS mode
in year 1 and start harvesting after 24 months.

(b) To harvest a maximum of 37,800 tons of sisal
leaves annually from year 3.

(e) To produce 5.7 tons per 8-hour shift or 1,512
ADMT staple sisal fiber p. a. from year 5 onwards.

(d) To generate US$ 907,200 from staple fiber from
year 7 at USS600/ADMT, F.O.B. Tanga.
Details are shown on slide 8.

NO'I'1004

Production & Revenue Projections Environmental aspects

> The plan is to construct 3 oxidation ponds to treatYear Ha Leaves Fibre Sales Revenue
barvested (tons) (tons) (ton.) (USS) about 315 tons of wastewater per day from the

3 336 25,200 1,175 1,128 676,800
extraction_process.

> After treatment, the solids will be used as fertilizer
4 336 29,400 1,343 1,335 810,000 on the estate and the wastewater for irrigation.

5 336 33,600 1,411 1,408 844,800 > A beller option would be to establish a biogas plant
to convert the sisal waste into electricity and

6 336 35,280 1,512 1,508 904,800
fertilizer.

7-10 336 37,800 1,512 1,512 907,200

....... FrmciI NbLbI ...~~ F~Nkuba ..

Resource Requirements

> The fiber extraction technology selected will use 3
hammer mills, 2 in parallel for I"pass and the third
in series for the 2" pass. The capacity of the plant is
5.7 ADMT per 8-hour shift al fiber yield of 4.5% of
fresh leaves by weight.

> A toul! of 21 workers including technical staff will
be recruited locally from those trained during
installation of the first hammer mill.

> 800 hectares have been sel aside at Mruazi-Hale
Estate for the pilot pulpable fiber project.

"

Project Costs
» Investment costs:
During the construction phase (Iwo years), total capital

costs amounting to USS 2.188 million will be
required. US$ 100,000 will be needed during
production phase.

> Working Capital:
Net working capital requirements will be US$ 46,350

during the entire project life.
> Cost of Production:
The AlUmal total cost of staple fiber will be in the

range of US$ 595,840 to US$640,000.
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Financial Plan

)- The Project will be financed from two sources:
Katani Limited will provide equity capital to the
tune of US$ 750,000 while CFC will be asked to
provide US$ 1.25 mil. as a grant or soft loan.

v Equity capital and the loan will be disbursed within 2
years of the construction period.

'f A grace period of 3 years will be granted and the
loan is repayable in 5 equal installments with interest
charged at the rate of 4% per annum on the
outstanding balance.

"

Financial Viability

v Payback periad:
The total investment outlay will be recovered after 6

years.
'f Internal rate of return:

The IRR to total investment is 14.23% while the
IRR to equity is 27.91%. Both are higher than
10% discount rate used in the analysis.

'f Economic viability was attempted but for a small
project its impact to the national economy is
minimal.

Risks & Assumptions
'f There are still a number of issues to be addressed on

the agronomical and technical side before the project
can be implemented.

v Due to limited fmancial resources assumptions were
based on operation of the hammer mill for 25 days
for short periods. A longer period of production
with all systems balanced would give more
confidence to investors.

'f Prices of staple fiber used are conservatively
estimated at US$ 600 ADMT for effective
competition in the specialty pulp market. .

v Workings are based on only one shift due to
financial limitations in using all project results.

Nuv 2llQol Pl1lltil HkWI l~

Conclusions & Recommendations

.....,Conclusions:

At current costs of production and current practices
it is recommended to larget the specialty pulp
market.

Adverse environmental effects are not many but
people have to overcome technophobia.

v Recommendations:
It is strongly recommended the loan be turned into a

grant to implement all the results of the project.

"

"
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Presentations by Ms. P. Brazier, Wigglesworth, UK

"African Sisal Fibre" - Presentation on behalf ofMr. J. Arque, CELESA, Spain
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Any Questions ?
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"Demand for Sisal Products in Europe, North America and Asia"; with a detailed
paper on the subject, presented by Ms. Brazier, that was distributed to the participants, during the
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~The'future for both African and Braiillan sisal looks .
reasonably pos~lveprovided there Is price stablility a
market pricing that allows traditional business to
continue; and possibly expa'nd usage and new areas ••
business to be developed. Current prices are certain
the higher end of what is acceptable to be able to
achieve this.

Finally are there any questions?
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/ntroductio/l llnd Brief History of
Wigglesworth & Co Ltd

• § Wigglesworth & Co. was established in London in 1895 by Mr Alfred Wigglesworth -
initially involved in Hemp sourced from Russia, Italy and Hungary for marine ropes and
general cordage.

• § In 1913 Alfred visited the Amboni Estates near Tanga and he was so impressed that he
entered into a marketing agreement with their Swiss owners in 1921. This was the beginning
of Wigglesworth's involvement in the East African Sisal Industry.

• § From these very early days - a Fibre Report was published on the market for the fibres
traded. This continues today and can be found on our company website -
www.wigglesworthfibres.com

• § Throughout this time we have been merchanting all the natural vegetable fibres
traditionally used to prepare yarns, twines and cordage related products namely;

Sisal
Abaca
Jute
Flax
Coir

• § Our worldwide and long standing relationships with our customer base of over 200
companies, just in the sisal fibre anI! products business alone, has placed us in a unique and
commanding position in what can only be described as a highly specialised niche business.

• § Today, Wigglesworth, through its close relationship with the RVP group - the largest
single sisal growing group in the world - and many other growers worldwide, alongside its
major customer base, has a privileged position to be able to comment upon the market and its
likely development.

• § Wigglesworth distributes and markets approximately 40% of the total world exported
sisal and 70% of exported East African sisal

• § From our offices in London our natural fibre based business has developed to cover the
following range of fibres and related products;

>- 0 Sisal
Fibre
Commercial Yarns, Twines, Ropes and
Cordage Pulp

>- 0 Abaca
Fibre

Commercial Yarns and Twines Pulp

>- 0 Jute
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Fibre
Yarns and Twines
Carpet Backing
Hessian Sacks and Bags

~ 0 Flax
Fibre
Yarns and Twines

~ 0 Coir
Fibre
Yarns and Twines

~ 0 Espartos Grass

~ 0 Cotton Linter Pulp

REA Vipingo Plantations Limited

• § RVP has four sisal estates - two based in Tanzania and two based in Kenya.

• § Mwera and Sakura, located south of Tanga. Combined production of approximately
4,500 tons of sisal fibre each year.

• § Vipingo, on the coast north of Mombasa and DWA at Kibwezi. Combined production
of approximately 10,000 tons of sisal fibre each year.

• § All of these farms follow an aggressive replanting policy, bringing in virgin land and
increasing their total hectarage under sisal. There has been a steady annual increase in RVP's
sisal production over the past 5 years, which is forecast to continue to grow.

• § This continued programme of replanting will enable Wigglesworth and the RVP group
to be in a strong positon to offer long term continuity of product and quality to their current
customers and to develop new areas with potential new industries and companies.

• § Wigglesworth is the exclusive marketing distributor for this group and for several other
major East African sisal producers. It is also extensively involved in the trading of sisal fibre
and products from the other sisal producing areas in the world, namely Madagascar and
Brazil.

Tile African Sisal Market

• § The sisal fibre market has developed both geographically and agronomically into two
distinct areas of production - Africa and Brazil. These two areas use different planting
material and differing farming and production methods. As a result the quality of the fibre
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differs materially which, particularly over the last 20 years, has led to sisal from each origin
going into very different end product areas.

• § The African Market comprises the three major African sisal producing countries -
Tanzania

a) Production and Export Figures

Kenya
Madagascar

• § Tanzanian Sisal Fibre production;

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004 (projected)

23,220 tons
15,555 tons
20,489 tons
23,502 tons
23,642 tons
23,858 tons
23,000 tons

• § Local smallholder produced fibre - referred to as Lake Sisal,
estimated production;

2000
2001
2002
2003

1,000 tons
1,500 tons
2,670 tons
3,269 tons

• § It is estimated that some 7 - 9,000 tons of sisal has been processed
locally, in each of the past 5 years into product for both the domestic and export
market.

• § Kenyan Sisal Fibre;

Production

1998 19,991 tons
1999 21,914 tons
2000 21,430 tons
2001 23,209 tons
2002 22,108 tons
2003 25,009 tons
2004 (projected) 25,000 tons

Exports

17,443 tons
16,219 tons
15,627 tons
15,579 tons
17,623 tons
20,470 tons
20,000 tons

• § Again, an important factor in the above figures is the development
of smallholder produced fibre, referred to in Kenya as "UHDS", of which the
estimated production is;
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200 I 2,800 tons
2002 2,121 tons
2003 4,008 tons

• § Madagascan Sisal Fibre;

Production Exports

1998 11,190 tons
1999 11,534 tons
2000 10,510 tons
200 I 12,009 tons
2002 8,363 tons
2003 6,369 tons
2004 (projected) 8,500 tons

8,050 tons
8,619 tons
7,875 tons
9,924 tons
7,221 tons
5,227 tons

• § The marked decline in production from 200 I was largely due to
prolonged climatically unfavourable growing conditions.

• § The difference between the production and export figures above
represents the tonnage converted locally into sisal product, predominantly for
the export market.

b) Summary 2003

• § Total fibre production in African countries in 2003 - approximately
55,000 tons

• § 15,000 tons (estimated) to have been used domestically to produce
bags, yams, twines, ropes, carpets and mats, polishing cloth, pulp, dartboards
and handicrafts.

• § 40,000 tons (estimated) exported as sisal fibre - to be used in the
following industrial sectors - W&Co estimated breakdown

• §

§

§

§

§

Carpets and Matting - 11,500 tons

• Wire rope core - 1,000 tons

• Pulp - 6,000 tons

• Polishing cloth - 5,000 tons

• Construction, Plaster reinforcing and mouldings - 8,500 tons
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• § Dartboards - 150 tons

• § Padding - 150 tons

• § Commercial Twines - 5,000 tons

• § Handicrafts etc - 1,500 tons

• § Automobile and composite sector - 200 tons

• § Others - 1,000 tons

c) Qua/itv ami Market Dellelopment

• § African production is largely based on locally cultivated hybrid
sisal plants which were specifically developed to produce fast growing
consistent, high quality, less coarse, white fibre which lends itself to a wide
range of the niche higher value added products.

• § The African sisal industry has developed a good level of quality
control both at the farming and government supervisory level, and maintaining
the long established independent grading monitoring system. This has enabled
most African producers to adapt more easily to the changing demands of
worldwide modern business requirements.

• § The movement, in the past 20 years, away from a dependency on
the original lower quality agricultural twine and cordage sector, with their lower
pricing structure, has been an essential factor, in the development of the African
sisal industry. African production, by its capital intensive and plantation based
nature, incurs higher costs than its Brazilian counterpart in turn requiring a
higher value added end product.

• § This growth and development of some of these specialist niche
markets has been largely responsible for what can be considered as a
"renaissance" within the field of natural fibres and in particular the African sisal
industry - specialist paper, construction (plaster reinforcing), and high quality
carpets and mats.

• § The maintenance of such markets, and the continuing development
of new high value product markets is essential to the future health of the
African sisal business.

d) Pricing

• § The African sisal market has been stable and increasingly firm
since the most recent "low" in the market - early in 2000. A major contributory
factor to this strength has been the sustained level of excess demand for good
quality fibre over the available supply.
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• § The continuing growth of China, together with a marked increase
in demand from the Middle Eastern market, combining with traditional market
sales, has underpinned the ongoing strength of the market.

• § There is currently some concern among many involved in the
African market that the prices being achieved today, at the top end of the range
for each grade, are at levels that could ultimately, have a negative impact upon
the longer term health of the African sisal industry and certainly act as a brake
to the development of sisal in the "new" markets.

• § It would be short sighted in the extreme if the attraction of a short-
term benefit, resulting from maximising prices to beyond acceptable levels,
were allowed to damage the long term potential for the fibre.

• § The definition of what is an acceptable level will vary from one
end product to another, and from market to market, but the current top end
prices are reaching a level at which sisal fibre will start to lose, rather than gain,
market share in some end products.

• § Over the last eighteen months, there has developed, a two tier
market at the top of the pricing range and this has resulted in a very marked
difference in the price for the same grade of sisal. This sharp price rise in a
small specialised area of the market must not be taken as a true reflection of the
whole African market. .

• § This premium pricing, to areas such as the Middle East, must not
be to the detriment or at the expense of the main traditional market for African
sisal which must continue to be serviced and supplied with the fibre it requires.

• § African Prices;

UO/R N03L

2001 US$ 530-560pmt US$ 620-650 pmt
2002 US$ 520-550 pmt US$ 615-640 pmt
2003 US$ 525-700 pmt US$ 620-815 pmt
2004 US$ 700-820 pmt US$ 815-915 pmt

FOB MombasalTanga/Dar es Salaam basis
Premium for small bales.
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Tile Brazilian Sisal Market

• § The Brazilian sisal fibre industry is considerably larger than its African counterpart -
current estimates of an annual production in the region of 125 - 130,000 tons. This production
is almost exclusively smallholder based, consequently, comparatively unsophisticated in
production techniques, with mueh less quality control.

• § The absence of water during the decorticating process, and the paradox of high moisture
levels that occur naturally in the fibre, coupled with the related problems in consistency in
fibre quality has limited the scope of end products where it can be utilised.

• § The largest share of Brazilian sisal still goes into agricultural twine, primarily for the
North American market.

• § Other areas in which Brazilian sisal is used;
Polishing Cloth
Padding industry
Full range of yams and twines (but limited to non fine
yarns)
Kraft paper
Carpets and Matting
Specialist pulp and paper - lower specification qualities
Brazilian automobile industry.

a) Production and Export Figures

• § Brazilian Exports;

Sisal Fibre Sisal Product

2001
2002
2003
2004 (projected)

31,280 tons
50,720 tons
59,966 tons
60,000 tons

59,820 tons
60,653 tons
61,440 tons
62,600 tons

• § Total Brazilian sisal production is estimated to be in the region of
130,000 tons.

• § Total estimated area under sisal cultivation - 90,000 hectares

• § Brazilian Prices;

2001 US$310-330pmt
2002 US$ 290 - 310 pmt
2003 US$ 350 - 420 pmt
2004 US$ 420 - 520 pmt
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FOB Salvador basis for Type 3 Double Brushed
Bahia Sisal

• § Brazililan 2004 projected production breakdown for fibre and
products;

60,000 tons 46.15% Sisal fibre exports
45,000 tons 34.62% Ropes and Agricultural Twines

14,000 tons 10.77% Yams (other than agricultural twines)
3,600 tons 2.77% Carpets, Mats and Sisal Pads
7,400 tons 5.69% Domestic market (excluding CFP stock which was
sold out in OctINov 2003)

b) Market Position

• § In common with the African market, Brazilian prices have been increasingly firm
over the past 3 years. Today's levels are in the range of US$ 625 - US$ 650 pmt CIF basis
for Type 3 DB Bahia sisal- up in excess of 50% on the prices 3 years ago.

• § The increasing firmness in the Brazilian sisal export market over the last two to
three years is largely attributable to the emergence of a strong and consistent demand from
China, as per the following export statistics to that country;

2001
2002
2003
2004 (projected)

100 tons
16,100 tons
23,370 tons
22,500 tons

• § The growing demand from the Chinese has been largely related to the rapidly
expanding domestic polishing cloth market.

• § China currently takes a major share of the exported fibre from Brazil and until
recently has been prepared to follow the upward trend in prices. The very recent price
increase have, however, been resisted by some Chinese buyers and the continued firmness in
the Brazilian market is likely to be determined by the position taken by the Chinese over the
coming months.
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• § Part of the increased demand in the past 2 years has been satisfied with sisal
from the CFP stocks, government sponsored stocks accumulated at times of overproduction,
in an attempt to keep prices maintained at a certain level for the farmers. These stocks have
been fully sold.

• § The Brazilians have developed, in recent years, a higher quality grade of sisal
fibre - Bahia Type 1 Double Brushed. It is limited in production - capacity is currently
around 250 - 300 tons per month and it is closest in terms of quality to an African UG,
although some buyers have taken it in place of No 3L grade. It is not possible for this grade to
be utilised as a direct substitute for all products where African sisal is currently used, but,



there are many end products for which it is suitable. With the recent and current shortage of
African sisal, this has been a useful adjunct to the market.

• § It is, however, a development that African producers should be aware of,
particularly as the current pricing differential between Bahia Type I and standard quality
African UG is in excess ofUS$ 200 pmt on an FOB basis.

The Chinese Factor

• § The Chinese are still producers of sisal fibre - their current production is in the region
of around 20 - 25,000 tons.

• § 10 years ago they were producers of 50,000 tons. The decline in production is largely as
a result of several years of adverse weather conditions that destroyed the sisal plants and,
latterly, the onset of the privatisation process in China. Small farmers can utilise the same
land more profitably growing cash crops of fruit and vegetables for the growing population.

• § China has a well developed domestic sisal consuming sector. Many of these industries
continue to use the locally grown Chinese sisal, although, due to the decline in domestic sisal
production coupled with the growth explosion within the country, increasingly the demand
has been met from imported Brazilian sisal.

• § The increased demand for Brazilian sisal is from the Chinese companies that are
servicing the domestic polishing cloth market. This has seen a marked expansion in the last
couple of years and can be related to the increased demand for this product from the car
industry and the shipbuilding sectors, as well as all the other metal based industries which
require a buffing process.

Future Trends

• § It is likely that in the longer term there will be a continuation, in the trend that started
over 20 years ago, of the movement of value added sisal production to locations in the
producer countries, near to the source of supply.

• § Smallholder production (Lake and UHDS fibre) is likely to develop more in Tanzania
and in Kenya, but unlike the Brazilian method, it will be based on the traditional African,
centrally based processing units, which should ensure that quality levels can be controlled
and maintained. It will serve as a useful addition to the traditional largescale sisal farms
which are the cornerstone of the sisal industry.

• § One area where there is cause for concern, is with regard to the worldwide freight
market. Since the beginning of 2004, the freight rates on exports out of Brazil have nearly
doubled. The African market, has as yet been largely unaffected, but given that there is an
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acute shortage in vessels, containers and that the primary market is into and out of China, all
the indications are that this freight market imbalance will continue through to the end of
2006. There could be an increase on African rates from the beginning of 2005.

• § China's developing domestic consumer market could realise a steady increase in
demand for sisal, particularly from Brazil but also possibly for African fibre for higher value
added products. This would occur over the next 5 - 7 years as there is unlikely to be any
recovery in their sisal production before this time and as such assumes that a programme of
replanting and development is already in place. It is all, of course, dependent upon the
substantial rate of growth of recent years continuing in that country.

• § New EU regulations for the car industry that come into play in 2015 - where reportedly
85% of all new cars should be recyclable, 10% combustible and only 5% land fill sites,
should have an impact on many natural fibres. Sisal will have a role in this market but price
sensitivity in the car industry could prove a barrier for widespread use of sisal, particularly
African sisal, when compared with other cheaper and more readily available fibres.

• § An area which could well be interesting and not so price sensitive is the much larger
composite industry which has shown increasing interest in the use of good quality clean sisal
as a strengther.

• § Speciality pulp is a potential area for development but it will necessitate sisal being
price competitive with Abaca which in most instances is the fibre of preference in this area.
However, producing and making available sisal fibre specifically for use by pulp and paper
makers should lead to a diversification of the types of end paper applications, especially if
significant price reductions are achieved.

• § Geotextiles, is an area in which there is already a background but, to date, little
penetration has been achieved by sisal (except in South Africa), again largely for pricing
issues. The natural fibre market is dominated by jute and coir geotextiles but sisal should
have a place in this industry. Certainly, within the sisal growing countries and their
neighbours, efforts should be made to encourage the civil engineering sector to consider the
utilisation of sisal geotextiles in suitable applications. Government projects could be a key
area in getting sisal accepted in this field and the wider the experience in this field could well
influence its use elsewhere in the world.

• § The future for both African and Brazilian sisal looks reasonably positive provided there
is price stabililty at market pricing that allows traditional business to continue, and possibly
expand usage and new areas of business to be developed. Current prices are certainly at the
higher end of what is acceptable to be able to achieve this.
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Presentations by Mr. E. da Silva and Mr. W. Andrade, Brazil

- Experiences in Brazil -

l'vIETAS

• I~l'cupcnl~iinde (>Cl.(JOn hn dl~:-;is~d

• Ill~l;lhl(JtO de 12 b:ltcdeiras cOl11unlh'lrins.

• 11lst:t1H~'~'h)de lG unidades di(h'lticas

• Car"lcita~·~\.l de (iO t~'(;l1icDS, 4.20(J prodllt(1rC~ l~

12U bCllcficiadorcOi.

• Akndimento a 4.000 pnx!utores com erl·dil0 rur~d.

• /\111l1CJ11ar a pnxlutividade de 700 p:lra 12110Kg/]1a.
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Basculante de Camlnhllo felto de

"'fibras natura·ls baseadas enfCoinp6sltos'
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Presentations by Ms. A. Orozco and Mr. J. Azcorra Torre, Mexico

- Experiences in Mexico -
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Presentation by Mr. Y. Chongwen, China

"Planting and Production of Sisal in China"

l.Planting

• Planting
Planting and Production of Sisal Total 15000 hm2 of sisal are grown in China,

In China which produce about 45000 tons fiber per
year, in the productivity around 2.8 tons/hm2•

The main planting area of sisal in China are
Prof. Chongwen Yu tropic and sub-tropic region, such as Guangxi

(Donghua University, China) (around 25000 tons), Guangdong(around
10000 tons), Hainan, Yunnan, and Guizhou
provinces.

--

Classification of sisal fiber I
• Variety • Long fiber( main production extracted from
The main variety in China is hybrid HLl1648, fresh leaves): used for production of yarn,

which is original from East Africa. twine, cordage, c1oth(fabric ),carpet and so on.
• Profit for the Planting • Short fiber(noil or waste fiber during the
Compare to the other crops, such as sugarcane, extraction of fresh leaves): used for mattress,

fruits (pineapple, banana) cassava, and so low grade yarn and fabric produced by jute
. on, the sisal planting offer more profit and processing system .

low requires to the fields, therefore, most • Residuals:include the dregs and liquid during
poverty fields are now changed to planting the extraction of fresh leaves
sisal.

: 'j

2.Production of Sisal
• Dregs are used for the fertilizer and Theproductionof sisal in Chinaare:feeding of pig, horse and sheep. • Sisalyarn;
• Vegetable protein can be extracted from • Twine~

thc liquid, used as shed agent for shedding · Cordage(rope);
hair from leather, and the saponin and • Cloth(fabric):
hormone, such as heeogenin and tigoenin, thenewdevelopmentof the cloth is to producingthe
can be extracted from the liquid. buff,whichcanpolishthe metaland non-metal

materials,insteadthe traditionalbuffmadefrom
cotton,withthe advantageof savingenergy.long
lifespan,moresmoothpolish effect,and less
powderpollution.

• Otherapplication:mattress,papermaking,colored
fiber.
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Twine and rope
made by sisal

Buff made by Bisal

CIUJ"'I made by sisalCmft made by sisal short fiber
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Also, some sisal
processing machines
are produced in China

Rope-
making
maching

Slipper made by sisal

,-~L4'f4. "~~1,~,~ c,"~' ,', '1··.."....··
~"'~~ , " ..- iif§f~. ". . [, ' ,

"'.lIttifofll J1-not (Uli4iIllK _ -.l JT-YIOI( ."111" <'011'"

'"

" ••'"~~~.,"~',"i ~
,~. . .1;,._. :,." '-',

1l'-natCfo!lIo\lfi" 1_11-.1: ]I'..nDlIC ADIlliIl" .... , .... , n-JOQO(.Ul~~ "fl.)

Spinning machine
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3.Organizations
• Related Official Organizations in China:
Ministry of Agriculture;
China Bast and Leaf Fibers Textile Association.
• University:
Donghua University
(formal China Textile University)
• Biggest Companies:
Dongfang Sisal Group Co., Ltd. Of Guangdong;
Guangxi Sisal Limited Liability Corp ..
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Presentation by Mr. P. Tembo, South Africa

"Sisal in South Africa"

~-= ,.II
, 'f i.f" •
, "- ~",,",''---'---'-'-"'--'----,

- ~;~" .;"

'" "'~ ',' ,t. ~;; ~ ~oUth African Science ~ounCifs ':.
~?Ur(jest:snlgle'R&D organisattonin Afriea (10% cif Arri~)

."AboUt ~5~employees •
7 business units: '

; Manuraeturliig & Mate'rtats Technofogj (M&Mt8k)
· ~~+Htmorom/(Defencet.ij

BuIIdfng Technology fBoutek) -" _.
. ' .. Erwfnllw,.tntai'TettmOlogy (ElWtror1rn8ntek) .

• MIntng rectmolor/fMlnlngtel)
• Food & BlOcttenltcai Teehnalogy (BIochemt8fr) ;
• TransportaUon T.cllitotogy fTraM;po"k)

Specialist .enties"'Y,,,' "
,~c '.¥ .:~;~~~~t>,_~<;'"~

,,~,/:

Introduction

Sli .............

1-. ,;

• G~ __-:l /I, ,1CSIR~y:...---

~

.miOductiO~<,M~~ufacturing & Materials
y,,: . Iechnology
.~~~~ . ,

« .:;.'.>"':~,~~:,>.,, \ ",. , "" . ,.' " '
• Curreilt;arinual turnover ofR161M

with';383'st~ffcomplement of which" ."
approlti'200 ,'iareprof~ssionals,';?~1,

• OffiC~~·iij\~ietoria•.JOhanneSbUrg~.":,~~,:"
CapeTowli/iDurban. Port Elizabeth ,",l,

",', , ;,_ •• , "~'. .0 '.,.' , " :"!:I...:"'~.
and Richardl!;;~y '. . . ~~::?')

, - '.,~_:.)';!{.,': " ,i->
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, "A world-class, Centre
, of,Excellence

for the establishment
of. ~':

globally competitive
fibre industries:',

.'

,'Mission

"To develoP cutting-
edge,

technologies,,'~h
",xpertisa and,' V.'

innovative soIutions/[,
for the fibre indust ":,

5' ~~';.,'.

, South African Econom

,

Technology transfer to
South Africa
Project to coincide with
localisation of W203 RH
(Mercedes Benz C Class)

Originated In 1997 by
JOrgen Schremp
Project with social
development emphasis

U
• E~==:.-_J{~~~

" •. "stoenhance'1:he competitive;
capability of thefibrEl industry to,"

compete'in globalrnarkets and tosy ,
ensure hig~ investment returns, job .,

creation,'economic growth and" "
also the'empowerment of '
previously disadva~tage

individuals· ,

state owned farms' not'
producing to full capacity
SA imported sisal In 'spite,Of
sufficient local capacity".
Replanting was behind
schedule
Refurbishment of equlp~e~t'
was urgently needed ;,

~~- Fealllbility study on farms

r'"1~~economic feasibility Results ,
stUdy was done to Producton costs on
determlne'if farms were state farms higher than
economlcally..!easlble sISal import price

Focus on.three state SOmefarms could be ';. "
owned farms economically viable W ','
Done by CSiR on operated Independ."tiYjl
behalf of Infrastructure had to b f
DaimlerChryslerSA refUrbished
Done in conjunction
with Limpopo
Government

---
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~~. .""", ~ .....:p....:r.=.;ogress to date

New bulbil sisal nursery has been
est",!?li~hed.. '" '. '

• Diesel.engine,:w.aterpump and p~mp unrt as,;, "
well as irrigation pipes were purchased uSing~t,J"
Poverty Eradication Funds (DST) ,":,.' .,.,

• People trainebinallaspect of sisal .
Production· ,",:,.)' ., "~ , .

• Sisal fibres tesied by NFTCC
, .. ' ;,~.,

1Ilf~" '--'~~r't" "
, ",' Af~~sibilitystudy ofi'produ<:tion ofSisaUn "

the NorthWest Province indicatedthal'small'
scale Sisal production .eQuid!?e a viable .
business and has considerable' potential for,»?
job creation,'.. " '. . ...y,',!-,'

.. " '''."'' ':.~ " • - .."t ;; '-',

The recommendation was to establish a /:'
Sisal productiona,nd processing complex at ',;.
the Madlkwe farm,;", . '. ,-

~:~~~~7~~~b~~r,od,>:,',:u.:!~n.waslaun~h, )n
>,' ,,' , ,#CSIR

";"'•• ,...• -c- .~.• _

i Overview

-._---

r= ~f
:'-'. /sl~~i~asect nonwov~n and Pa~r s~rri';le~

developeb ' .' 1 ..

• NeeblepJnching line insll311edatM~dil<we . . '.
': ..ff:: . ", ..'~:' ...~;4~_.

• Handmade paper unit set up at Madikwe'·' ~~""1'
(DST)""'/:'- ," . ":"', 'r

v", ",'\ .• ",' • ~ _, _ p'_'_,'';

• Warehouserenoyations started (DST)
• Sisal DecortiCBtC1rand paper handpress

transferred to ,Madi[<we·(DSTfunded),
.. ': .'; ,.' '" ~

Cont'd

,:.....Pending Activities

. :;

, "
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Presentation by Ms. C. Valdes Torres, Cuba

"Development of Henequen Crop in Cuba"
~-----------------, ",,,,,,,,,~-----~-----;-....,,,,,...,,--;;-'-'

, ...'.~'.
DEVEWPMENT OF HENEQUEN CROP IN CUBA.

CARlDAD VAWES TORRES

HENEQUEN

Among the crvpB of economic importance/o.,. Cuba, we have
the fertile fibers, and specially the henequen due do it
technical-economic aduantage and the bem:flts qfthiB crop.

Henequen was introduced in CUba in the second haY"qftheXIX
Century. Beginning in great seale plantations in Matanzag
Prolli:nee. .!\Iter was established in Cierrfu.egos and Havmm
Provinces and latel' in Holgu(n Province. Around 4000 ha are
dedicated to this crop of them Jooo ha /01' young plantation
and the restfur productionpwpoBes.

Matanzas
LIlHabanll /

..-~

i!\r'TRODl:CfIQN

GEOGRAPHICAL SITUATJON"

:'e,;!?$f1fl/l;..f::W;lioil;19" and 2an
$\ilt8cs: 110 922 km2 :>

Agiicmtl,j1'9 ami: 6.7 millions of,he ;'::.
F'oplJlelion:11 rriliotls of IJ8bitar«S

CJJmale:SUblroJcal~' "
Rsinf811,:13tS i'iu";'en'nuals"

wlh ~ saasoirs .. ,

::":~'~::;::=:4n,~'~!
~~e~~e temp8r61u'~'24"C ';:;r ,~'

Armd~heric humility; 60 to 80%' •
"', - '" ',' '> i~

". , ..>: ~,
.;~..,

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF HENEQUEN PRODUCIlON
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Cuba is opened to any collaborotion and interchange
qf experience ...,Iated to get henequenjibers cmd

subproducts.

THANK YOU VERYlIfUCH
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Presentation by Ms. M. Sanchez Osuna, UNIDO Project Manager, on
19 November 2004

•
"Achievements and the Way Forward"

SISAL GLOBAL PROGRAMME1_.
I
~.,~."'.-

, .-,
. ;"-'

I
~Project t9ams in both countries cooperated in enhanced

. production systoms towanls '11<..... lng libnryle/d por ha.
-Project foams ostalllishod oad oporotod the MTCloboratorios .

, -MTC staff trsined ""', . '. .
. -MTC bahios ", tho _ • . . . . .

-FertiJI,lHS trials porformod
-Altomativo harvesting trials unde.~ken
-8maUhoJders farming systwns

1:11...ACHIEVEMENTS FIRST PHASE... .1111 ...ACHIEV~MENTS FIRST "PHASE . -.,

r
:',.~~:M::E:~:U~=:=:~ --_ ... "j I~' ..'~~~:D~N::S:=:'~-~--' ·· ..·1

~ "> 'q" ~

TOWARDSTHECOMPETITIVENESSDFTHESISAL TOWARDSTHECOMPETITIVENESSOFTHESISALFJBERIN
COMMODm I I THEPULPANDPAPERINDUSTRV I

, , !

DEVELOPED AND TESTED TECHNOLOGIES 10 OPTIMIZE
, .,.FIBER EXlRACTIONMETHODS,,' .. '"

-ANIMAL FOOO
. -BIOGAS & ELECTRlCfTY'

-Encouraging results from leaves fiber
•Trials from bole fibor to "'icontinued

FEAS/B1LfTYSTUDY... ON GOING

•
Continue theagronomk: bials to determine the
optimal parameten and economic feasibility
Optimi'otion of tho solocfod floor o_ction tochnology
for pulping purposBS
ConOnue R & D activities forcommercial
valorization of sisal wastos
Establish the ma,k9t outl9ts for th9 fHIW products
and develop strategies for penetrating such markets
Disseminate tho technology and market inform660n
from the projoct widely and promote commereJ,l
adoption of tho now tochnologlos

SECOND PHASE

ALTERNATIVE SO'URCES OF ENERGY

BIOGAS FOLLOW UP
•

• .--DEMONSTRATE THE VIABIU'TY OF THE PROCESS

• .--DISSEMINATE THE EXPERIENCES

.--STUDIES FOR REPUCAnON
•
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I- """"HAS'.... _II- .... .." , " j".THIRD PHASE ' ' I

r- '~'~:E~~~S~~:::::::::~=O~~F'-r -"~-~i=:n~':=:~~::::~: ,-~-'~ '-'1'
'
I 'TECHNOLOGIES(bolh son and bard) FORINTEGRATED' "j I ~--Paltnership establishment.

UnUZATlOH OF SISAL ;, ,I f
_BOLE ,.. . .,.-:Continue the capacity building programmes .
• ··fiber, inulin, solvents (alcohol)" elecbicity cogeneration"

,special foociadditiYes, 18k:. '" '_ . .
_LEAVES'- .
··Chemicals for the pharmaceUtical and other indushies,
"waxes, .uriaclants etc. .

-\.

Feasibility studios •• tho abow

, , 'H~P. prOgramme fomIulatlOll,
, and~a!"",:,

•",._,;.~

"

'"":-"1
I

EsTIMATED LOGISTICS AND
nNANCIAL REQUIREMENTS

, THIRD PHASE
.'......' .-"'.• ~ "'-~"i'- .,"......~....,

PRodRAMMEPARTNERS ', '"""';'"..'.--":"".-.....";.'~',,,,,,.,,,,,-.;..~-",,-._....:,.....'.,'_._y.:....~~~...~
., " ,

2005
, AT COUNTRY LEVEL '

Planlltld Duralkm:I <, 'c'; ~.,~~.-'", . -t.

t". p~rtJcjPafiDgCountries:,"" P " 'it
~ '" .f> '-'.,' ., ,,- '1' , '

t 'f Aim at Dissemination Exp4J(ielJcos:' .: ,. '-,' -",--. '''', ,,- - ," -- ",', --' ',--'- -;' '-'
GIobsl'

Farm&rs'tindind~listS;f .-
Manufacturing alJd Commercial institutions "
Publk and privato partners ~,r'" -, '.'

:ACadomia: R & D institutions, 'U"ivOrsitjgs ..:, '
'o;;Consulting and ongiiJ08ring companies --~""

0Ih01S

~,) .. l:'<:' .,';";'-.i~_

DISPOSAL MOSTLY
BY BURNING: AIR ;<.~

POLLUTION OR
LEAVING IN THE

AELD
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.. :i

DI,tntlUtlon
• cccklng
.Iiijhljng
• e1eclrUy gl.'l1eraUon

PROGRAMME PARTNERS

r---"---
i AT INTERNATIONALLEVEL

NORTH - SOUTH cooperatkln
. SOUTH~OUTcoopemtiOn

MULTILATERAL DEVELOPMENT AND FINANCING ORGANIZA TIONS
Manufacturing and comtrUJn:iaJ,institutions
Pubfic and primo partnfHS
Academia: R & D institutions, Uniwlrsmes
Consulting and ongineering companios
Othors

.~. :PRODUCTAND MARKET
.. ,DEVELOPMENT OF SISAL

AND HENEQUENPRODUCrs, ...,.=.., L·'~ ,._. ·'.'W"_ " ••.. , '. >'. ·'.""h .,' ...... ,., •. \"" ,j

THANK YOU
&

SEE YOU ALLIN THE ..., .
NEXT WORKSHOP!!!!
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